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Roberta Biasillo and Claudio de Majo

Introduction

Environmental history can be approached from different angles, with scholars con-

SHMTHMFÚSNÚCDUDKNOÚCHUDQRDÚCDÅMHSHNMRÚNEÚSGDÚÅDKCÚ@MCÚ@M@KXRDRÚNEÚVGDQDÚSNÚOK@BDÚHSÚHMÚ

wider disciplinary contexts. This special issue approaches this emerging discipline 

EQNLÚSVNÚCHRSHMBSÚ@MFKDRÚ3GDÚÅQRSÚHRÚSG@SÚNEÚSGDÚCHRSHMBSÚM@SHNM@KÚGHRSNQHNFQ@OGHB@KÚ

traditions of Germany and Italy and the main themes, challenges, and trends of en-

vironmental history in these two countries. The second is through autobiographical 

approaches to the writing of environmental history, which merge creative writing 

@MCÚODQRNM@KÚQDÆDBSHNMÚSNÚRGDCÚKHFGSÚNMÚGNVÚDMUHQNMLDMS@KÚGHRSNQHDRÚDLDQFDÚEQNLÚ

the translation and interpretation of diverse historical sources. In particular, the 

volume brings together the voices of junior researchers working across disciplinary 

boundaries, including history, literary studies, and the visual arts.

$@BGÚBNMSQHATSHNMÚSNTBGDRÚTONMÚ@ÚJDXÚCHRBTRRHNMÚNQÚSDMRHNMÚVHSGHMÚSGDÚÅDKCÚNEÚDMUH-

QNMLDMS@KÚGHRSNQXnHSRÚNODMÚUDHMRÚ3GQNTFGÚQDÆDBSHUDÚDMF@FDLDMSÚVHSGÚSGDÚQNKDÚNEÚ

experience and memory in the writing of environmental history, the themes of be-

longing, disturbance and displacement, nostalgia, and (re)discovery of place emerge 

@RÚBNLLNMÚSGQD@CRÚ@BQNRRÚSGDÚDRR@XRÚHMÚSGDÚUNKTLDÚ%QNLÚSGDÚQHBDÚ@MCÚBNQMÅDKCRÚNEÚ

northern Italy to the shimmering waters of the Elbe in Germany, the essays attempt 

to identify, translate, and interpret the forces—social, political, technological, and 

environmental—that have shaped and altered landscapes and the communities who 

dwell in them. Water—its rivers, dams, and canals—features prominently as a site 

of contestation in these histories, shaping social and political relationships, as much 

as the landscape, in powerful and often unseen ways.

A common refrain throughout the volume is the idea of translation as a means of 

anchoring the unfamiliar with the familiar, the objective with the subjective, the 

human to animal, and language to culture, exploring contested histories in the 

making of place. In the words of Sophie Lange, translating can mean “to make 

OD@BDÚVHSGkÚ8DS�ÚO@Q@CNWHB@KKX�ÚDMUHQNMLDMS@KÚGHRSNQXÚG@RÚ@KRNÚADDMÚCDÅMDCÚ@RÚj@Ú

ÅDKCÚNMÚÅQDk1 situated in a world characterized by extreme climatic events, mass 

1 Mark D. Hersey and Ted Steinberg, eds., A Field on Fire: The Future of Environmental History (Tusca-
loosa, AL: The University of Alabama Press, 2019).
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DWSHMBSHNMR�ÚENQBDCÚLHFQ@SHNMÚÆNVR�Ú@MCÚDMUHQNMLDMSÛQDK@SDCÚGD@KSGÚG@Y@QCRÚ$UDMÚ

as we write, a pandemic is sweeping the globe altering the very conditions of our 

existence, challenging our existing relationships with the natural world and, more 

intimately, with each other. In such a world, how can we turn the tide of history from 

one of continued environmental degradation and despair to one of hope, liberation, 

and resistance? 

The novel approaches taken to the writing of environmental history in this volume 

invite readers to answer this call by engaging with their own experiences of place, 

QDÆDBSHMFÚNMÚ SGDÚLXQH@CÚNEÚV@XRÚ HMÚVGHBGÚGHRSNQHB@KÚ SQ@MRK@SHNMnDUDMÚ HMÚNTQÚDU-

eryday actions—takes place, whether strolling the streets or trolling the historical 

archives. Fresh ideas are urgently needed to cool our burning planet and simulta-

neously warm the pages of emerging environmental histories. The essays in this 

volume take up this challenge, reclaiming a space in historical scholarship for liter-

ary intervention and experimentation, revealing the “rotten secrets and dirty trea-

sures” of environmental history, to echo the words of David-Christopher Assmann. 

Perhaps most importantly, some of these histories speak to the potential for the res-

toration and recovery of once heavily polluted landscapes, gesturing to the future, 

as poignantly illustrated by Noemi Quagliati’s essay and photographs documenting 

the environmental recovery of the Western Front since the end of World War I.

We hope that this collection will inspire readers to continue to explore the perme-

ability of place, deepening our understanding of ecological crises and our collective 

role in restoring peace to our warming planet.
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�Û 0KÛÀJ@ÛKQPÛIKNA	ÛREOEPÛPDAÛSA>OEPA�ÛDPPLO���SSS
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3KNGODKLÛL=NPE?EL=JPO�Û�=?GNKS	ÛHABPÛPKÛNECDP�Û#E=?KIKÛ�KJ=J	Û)=N?KÛ)KO?DAPPE	Û�H=Q@EKÛ@AÛ)=FK	Û"=>E=JÛ6EIIAN	Û�JOC=NÛ/?D=J-
>=?DAN	Û3EHGKÛ#N=BÛRKJÛ$=N@AJ>ANC	Û"HKN=Û&
Û.K>ANPO	Û.A>A??=Û#ECCO	Û'=PEAÛ.EPOKJ	Û*=@EJÛ$AA
Û)E@@HAÛNKS	ÛHABPÛPKÛNECDP�Û#=>NEAHH=Û
�KNKJ=	Û)=QNEVEKÛ2=HO=JE=	Û/ANAJAHH=Û%KREJK	Û.K>ANP=Û�E=OEHHK	Û*KAIEÛ-Q=CHE=PE	Û�OPNE@Û'EN?DDKB	Û/KLDEAÛ(=JCA
Û"NKJPÛNKS	ÛHABPÛPK 
right: Christof Mauch, Gilberto Mazzoli, Luigi Piccioni, Angelo Matteo Caglioti. Absent: David-Christopher Assmann. (Photograph 
courtesy of Christof Mauch)
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Wilko Graf von Hardenberg

Making Sense of Water: 
A Personal Quest into the History of Irrigation

It was a marvelous morning. A sunny day, most probably in May, not a drop had 

rained in the previous days, and yet the horse pastures in front of our house were 

RTCCDMKXÚRV@LODC�ÚBNUDQDCÚHMÚ@ÚÅKLÚNEÚV@SDQÚQDÆDBSHMFÚSGDÚRJXÚ6G@SÚADSSDQÚ@MÚNB-

B@RHNMÚENQÚLXÚOQHL@QXÚRBGNNKÚ@FDCÚRDKEÚSNÚÅM@KKXÚK@TMBGÚLXÚ/K@XLNAHK�ÚOHQ@SDÚRGHOÚ

to sail on actual water? This miraculous landscape of swamped meadows, paddock 

EDMBDR�Ú@MCÚQHCHMFÚNARS@BKDRÚRDDLDCÚSGDÚHCD@KÚA@BJCQNOÚSNÚRS@FDÚLXÚSNXÚÅFTQHMDRÚ

%@MS@RXÛÅKKDCÚ HL@FDRÚ NEÚ ATBB@MDDQRÚ @MCÚL@QNNMRÚ SGQHUHMFÚ @MCÚ RSQHUHMFÚ HMÚ RNLDÚ

SQNOHB@KÚSHC@KÚL@QRGÚÅKKDCÚLXÚHL@FHM@SHNM�Ú@MCÚSGDQDÚRDDLDCÚSNÚADÚMNÚANTMC@QHDRÚSNÚ

what could be played out in this unexpected wet boost to reality. As soon as the real 

horses were put back in their stables, that is. You would not want to have to try to 

include oversized horses in your tall tales of piracy, even if your parents had allowed 

you to stay and play on the pastures while the horses were out.

Figure 1
$KNOAOÛKJÛS=PANHKCCA@Û
pasture, 1984 (Source: 
�=NKH=Û#N§ÀJÛRKJÛ$=N@-
enberg)
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(MÚGHMCRHFGS�Ú(ÚHL@FHMDÚSG@SÚSGHRÚRTCCDMÚÆNNCHMFÚLHFGSÚG@UDÚADDMÚ@ÚLNQDÚQDFTK@QÚ

occurrence than the one, wondrous event I remember. Indeed, water management 

@MCÚ SGDÚ SDLONQ@QX�Ú BNMSQNKKDCÚÆNNCHMFÚNEÚÅDKCRÚG@UDÚ KNMFÚADDMÚPTHMSDRRDMSH@KÚ SNÚ

the agricultural landscape in which I grew up. The city of Vercelli, in northwestern 

Italy, lies at the core of Europe’s largest rice cultivation region, enclosed by the 

rivers Dora Baltea to the west, Ticino to the east, and Po to the south. Here, like 

elsewhere in the world, wet rice cultivation produces a characteristically amphibi-

NTRÚ K@MCRB@ODÚL@CDÚTOÚNEÚV@SDQKNFFDCÚÅDKCRÚRDO@Q@SDCÚAXÚ KNVÚCHJDRÚ@MCÚM@QQNVÚ

dirt roads, every spring creating a chessboard of water and land, the so-called mare 

a quadretti. The ability to control access to water and distribute it fairly among 

farmers was quintessential to how this landscape came to be and, consequently, to 

daily life in this stretch of the plain north of the Po. In one way or another, the world 

surrounding irrigation features in many of my childhood memories. For instance, I 

remember fondly the line of willows lining the ditch marking the meadow’s western 

boundary and with it that of my submerged playground. An orchestra of croaking 

frogs sitting by the ditches musically accompanied many mosquito-infested sum-

LDQÚDUDMHMFRÚ MCÚFQDXÚGDQNMRÚÆXHMFÚEQNLÚNMDÚQHBDÚÅDKCÚSNÚSGDÚMDWSÚVDQD�ÚRNLDÚSHLDÚ

later, the subject of quite a few rather unsuccessful photo-safaris.

I might be reading a tad too much into it, but in retrospect I cannot avoid thinking 

that this one childhood memory of irrigation water swamping, unrequested, our 

meadow gave shape to some of the research questions that, almost twenty years 

K@SDQ�ÚVNTKCÚKD@CÚLDÚSNÚCDCHB@SDÚO@QSÚNEÚLXÚ/G#ÚSNÚSGDÚGHRSNQXÚNEÚBNMÆHBSRÚNUDQÚV@SDQÚ

access. How did that water come to be on those pastures on that spring morning? 

How was access to water regulated and controlled? How and by whom had the ir-

rigation system been maintained over centuries? How had rice made and framed the 

local agricultural ecosystem?

About a meter wide and possibly just half that deep, the willow-lined ditch along the 

western boundary of our lot was one of the many capillaries that made up the com-

plex irrigation system surrounding us. Derived, through the Cavo Montebello, from 

SGDÚE@LNTRÚ"@M@KDÚ"@UNTQ�ÚSGDÚCHSBGDRÚQD@BGDCÚUHQST@KKXÚDUDQXÚÅDKCÚHMÚSGDÚQDFHNMÚ

3GDÚSVNÚL@INQÚB@M@KRÚVDQDÚATHKSÚVHSGHMÚ@ÚCDB@CDÚNEÚ(S@KXiRÚTMHÅB@SHNMÚHMÚ����Ú@MCÚ

have been pivotal to the expansion of rice cultivation to the east of the river Sesia, 

where my childhood home stood. Grown in patches throughout northern Italy since 

15

SGDÚÅESDDMSGÚBDMSTQX�ÚQHBDÚADB@LD�ÚHMÚSGDÚMHMDSDDMSGÚBDMSTQX�Ú@ÚSQ@MRENQL@SHUDÚE@B-

tor in the appearance of the countryside. As historian Piero Bevilacqua suggests, 

the canalization induced by the capitalist expansion of rice cultivation created a 

complex system of state-supported infrastructure that guided the development of 

social superstructures. In other words, agricultural practices, the way landscapes 

appear, and the region’s systems of social interaction all depended on each other.

The quest for answers to the questions framing my research about the history of 

water management in the region has led me to effectively attempt to translate the 

historical materiality of water distribution around my hometown into text. Yet trans-

lating the complexity of a landscape into the written word is never an easy task. New 

questions arise at every single step: What is a landscape? How shall we make clear 

to the reader what it entails? What role may a willow play in it? And the mosquitoes? 

.QÚ SGDÚ EQNFR�Ú MC�ÚÅM@KKX�ÚGNVÚB@MÚ SGDÚ KNB@KÚUDQM@BTK@QÚNQÚ SDBGMHB@KÚUNB@ATK@QX�Ú

CDUDKNODCÚNUDQÚBDMSTQHDRÚSNÚCDRBQHADÚSGHRÚRODBHÅBÚK@MCRB@OD�ÚADÚSQ@MRK@SDCÚHMSNÚ$MF-

lish so that it is understandable to a broader audience? But the issue is even more 

wide-reaching than this and affects the matter of writing history itself. Indeed, the 

core question is how can the historian’s experience of a place be translated into 

Figure 2
3EHHKSÚHEJA@Û@EP?D	Û
1979 (Source: 
�=NKH=Û#N§ÀJÛRKJÛ
Hardenberg)
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GHRSNQHB@KÚTMCDQRS@MCHMF�Ú3GDÚV@XÚ(ÚKNNJÚ@SÚSGDÚ@QBGHU@KÚQDBNQCÚHRÚHMÆTDMBDCÚAXÚLXÚ

own embodied knowledge of the landscape I am describing. And the landscape I 

DWODQHDMBDCÚ HRÚMDBDRR@QHKXÚ@ÚBNMSDLONQ@QXÚNMD�ÚVHSGÚ HSRÚVHCDÚÅDKCR�ÚAHFÚL@BGHM-

ery, and laser-levelled lots. The issue of how to convey the distinctive features of 

@ÚQHBDÚÅDKCÚHMÚSGDÚ����RÚSNÚSGDÚLNCDQMÚQD@CDQÚVGDMÚLXÚUHDVÚNEÚSGDÚOK@BDÚHRÚÅKSDQDCÚ

by childhood memories, the way it looks in the current day, and archival research 

is, unfortunately, one that I fear I have not yet been able to answer satisfactorily. 

-NMDSGDKDRR�Ú(ÚG@UDÚSQHDCÚSNÚÅMCÚ@ÚV@XÚSG@SÚL@JDRÚBKD@QÚGNVÚGHRSNQXÚG@RÚRG@ODCÚSGDÚ

landscape at the same time as the landscape has shaped history.

Building upon the idea that power and its relational distribution among actors gives 

RG@ODÚSNÚ@FQHBTKSTQ@KÚ K@MCRB@ODR�Ú(Ú ENBTRÚNMÚNMDÚRODBHÅBÚ@MFKD�ÚSGDÚHMSDQ@BSHNMÚNEÚ

QTKDR�ÚQDFTK@SHNMR�Ú@MCÚBNMÆHBSRÚ(MÚO@QSHBTK@Q�Ú(ÚKNNJÚ@SÚSGDÚQNKDÚNEÚSGDÚBDMSQ@KHY@-

tion of water management by a few users’ co-ops in the rationalization of water 

use and how this impacted during the years of the Fascist regime the landscape 

and its management. Humans transform the material aspect of ecosystems through 

SGDÚQTKDRÚSGDXÚHLONRDÚNMÚSGDLÚ@MCÚSGDÚBNMÆHBSRÚSG@SÚ@QDÚOQNCTBDCÚAXÚSGDRDÚR@LDÚ

QTKDRÚ1D@CHMFÚHMSNÚL@MXÚRL@KKÚ@BSRÚNEÚCDÅ@MBDÚNQÚODQRNM@KÚF@HM�ÚRTBGÚ@RÚAQD@JHMFÚ@Ú

ÆNNCF@SDÚNQÚCHUDQSHMFÚ@ÚCHSBG�ÚNQÚKNMFÛK@RSHMFÚBNTQSÚB@RDRÚAQNTFGSÚENQV@QCÚAXÚRNLDÚ

of the richest landowners in the region in an attempt to preserve their feudal rights 

to water, I’ve tried to reconstruct the day-to-day interactions of farmers and agricul-

tural workers with the swampy landscape of rice cultivation in order to understand 

VGXÚBDQS@HMÚÅDKCRÚVDQDÚHQQHF@SDCÚ@MCÚMNSÚNSGDQRÚ6G@SÚV@RÚSGDÚGHRSNQHB@KÚ@MCÚKDF@KÚ

context that shaped the routes of canals and ditches and the motive behind certain 

ÅDKCRÚQDBDHUHMFÚKDRRÚV@SDQÚSG@MÚNSGDQR�Ú(MÚSGDÚDMC�ÚVGXÚVDQDÚNTQÚLD@CNVRÚÆNNCDCÚ

on that sunny day in May?

Closer to town, maize takes the place of rice. A dry crop substitutes one requiring 

SGDÚÆNNCHMFÚNEÚÅDKCRÚ#TDÚSNÚSGDÚKNMFÛSDQLÚHMÆTDMBDÚNEÚSGDÚLH@RL@SHBÚSGDNQXÚNEÚL@-

K@QH@ÚOQNO@F@SHNM�Ú@MCÚHMÚKHMDÚVHSGÚ@ÚKNMFÚGHRSNQXÚNEÚA@MR�ÚOQNUHMBH@KÚQDFTK@SHNMRÚÅQRSÚ

promulgated a century and a half ago limited the area in which rice could be grown. 

Such regulations are still in place. When the ones for the area around Vercelli were 

ÅQRSÚCQ@ESDC�ÚSGDXÚCDSDQLHMDCÚSG@SÚSGDQDÚBNTKCÚADÚMNÚQHBDÚÅDKCRÚVHSGHMÚ�����ÚLDSDQRÚ

of the town. By the beginning of the twentieth century this distance had been re-

duced to 2,400 meters, and by 1971 to just 500 meters. At the dawn of the twenty-

17Storytelling and Environmental History

ÅQRSÚBDMSTQX�ÚSGDÚCHRS@MBDÚG@CÚADDMÚQDCTBDCÚSNÚITRSÚ���ÚLDSDQRÚ/NRRHAKXÚAXÚENQBDÚNEÚ

habit, the shift in legal obligations took a long time to become reality on the ground. 

6DKKÚHMSNÚSGDÚ����R�ÚVGDMÚ(ÚV@RÚ@ÚBGHKC�ÚSGDQDÚVDQDÚMNÚQHBDÚÅDKCRÚHMÚSGDÚ@QD@Ú@QNTMCÚ

LXÚO@QDMSRiÚGNTRD�Ú@ÚAHSÚLNQDÚSG@MÚ@ÚJHKNLDSDQÚ@RÚSGDÚBQNVÚÆHDRÚEQNLÚSGDÚSNVMiRÚANQ-

ders. And even now there are none directly adjoining our former lot. Nevertheless, 

since many of its ditches predate regulations, the capillary irrigation system also 

reached the area surrounding our house. Water was everywhere, but the feeling of a 

farm in the middle of a rice-growing area, with the Alps looming towards the north, 

QDÆDBSDCÚENQÚJHKNLDSDQRÚHMÚSGDÚRTALDQFDCÚÅDKCR�ÚVNTKCÚADÚUDQXÚCHEEDQDMSÚSNÚSG@SÚNEÚ

our horse farm, surrounded by corn, which at the height of summer overshadows 

the horizon. Only in the aftermath of that one day in May, did our meadows also end 

TOÚLHQQNQHMFÚSGDÚRJXÚ RÚE@QÚ@RÚ(ÚB@MÚSDKK�ÚSGHRÚLDLNQ@AKDÚLHBQNÛÆNNCÚV@RÚLNRSÚOQNA-

@AKXÚCTDÚSNÚGTL@MÚDQQNQ�Ú@RÚVDQDÚL@MXÚOQDUHNTRÚÆNNCRÚ(ÚG@UDÚDMBNTMSDQDCÚHMÚLXÚ

QDRD@QBGÚ(ÚCNTAS�ÚGNVDUDQ�ÚSG@SÚ@MXANCXÚNODMDCÚSGDÚÆNNCF@SDÚNTSÚNEÚL@KHBDÚNQÚCDÅ-

ance in this instance. A worker in the users’ co-op might just have misread the in-

structions for the day, thus providing me with multiple days of watery playing bliss.

In conclusion, I must admit that I don’t have any answers to the questions I have 

raised. For instance, I don’t know how to translate the legal concept of emphyteusis,1 

which played a primary role in so many court cases about access to irrigation wa-

ter, in a way that makes it clear how the legal mechanism materially affected the 

landscape. I am also still wondering how to fully include the history of labor in my 

narrative. What sources do I need in order to combine the history of how irrigation 

has transformed the landscape over time with that of the struggle of the workers to 

obtain more rights during the dark years of the Fascist dictatorship? Neither do I 

have a good answer yet as to how I can bring to the forefront the role of the willows 

HMÚJDDOHMFÚSNFDSGDQÚSGDÚA@MJRÚNEÚSGDÚCHSBGDRÚ@MCÚGNVÚSGDXÚQDRHRSDCÚSGDÚBDLDMSHÅB@-

tion of the rural landscape promoted by the Fascists as part of their rationalization 

policies. In the 1980s, when I roved the area as a child, a row of willows was still a 

MNQL@KÚ@MCÚBGDQHRGDCÚUHDVÚHMÚSGDÚÆ@S�ÚV@SDQÛBQNRRDCÚK@MCRB@ODÚ-NV@C@XR�ÚLNQDÚ

than 30 years later, the trees can still often be seen from a passing train as occasion-

al symbols of a new sensibility towards how landscapes look and their eco-systemic 

1 According to the Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary of 1913, an emphyteusis is a “real right, susceptible of 
=OOECJIAJPÛ=J@ÛKBÛ@AO?AJP	Û?D=NCA@ÛKJÛLNK@Q?PERAÛNA=HÛAOP=PA	ÛPDAÛNECDPÛ>AEJCÛ?KQLHA@ÛSEPDÛPDAÛAJFKUIAJPÛ
of the property on condition of taking care of the estate and paying taxes, and sometimes a small rent.” It 
EOÛLNK>=>HUÛQJJA?AOO=NUÛPKÛO=UÛPD=PÛPDEOÛ@AÀJEPEKJÛOAAIOÛN=PDANÛQJO=PEOB=?PKNUÛPKÛIA
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balance. I still do not yet really know how my experience of these landscapes has 

affected how I understand them historically, besides the fact that it has spurred me 

to try to understand the connection. What I can say is that archives alone will not be 

able to give us all the answers about how a place looked, felt, and worked in the past. 

Historians need to make their affective and emotional connections to the subject of 

their research explicit. Meaningful translations of the language of place into his-

torical narratives can only be produced by walking, living, and inhabiting the land.
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Fabian Zimmer

What I Found at the Bottom of a Reservoir

Schwarzenbachtalsperre, Black Forest, Germany, 1997

The photograph shows me as a seven-year-old boy walking along the crest of the 

Schwarzenbach Dam in the northern Black Forest in Germany. Even as a child, I 

loved water. Fountains in public parks fascinated me and so did the sea. I loved 

to watch the waves break on the shore, washing away the sand castles I had built. 

Growing up in southern Germany, the sea was always far away, mysterious, and 

frightening. Even today, the thought of taking a swim in the sea, or even a lake, 

makes me shiver. I fully appreciate why on the edges of old maps, the oceans abound 

with monsters and magical creatures. Who knows what waits below the surface?

However, in 1997 the Schwarzenbach Dam was not a frightening place. That year, 

its reservoir was emptied for maintenance work. As solid as a dam might seem, it 

is indeed a living thing. It is guarded by a Talsperrenwärter, a dam warden, who 

regularly patrols several kilometers of tunnels that run through the dam’s body. 

Figure 1
/?DS=NVAJ>=?DP=HOLANNA	Û
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The warden monitors the overall state of the concrete, its slight movements, as it 

DWO@MCRÚ@MCÚBNMSQ@BSRÚVHSGÚQHRHMFÚ@MCÚRHMJHMFÚSDLODQ@STQDR�Ú@MCÚSGDÚBNMRS@MSÚÆNVÚ

of water that seeps through the massive wall at the rate of one liter every second. In 

NQCDQÚSNÚL@JDÚRTQDÚSGDÚLNUDLDMSRÚNEÚSGDÚC@LÚ@MCÚSGDÚÆNVÚNEÚV@SDQÚQDL@HMÚVHSGHMÚ

certain limits, a general overhaul is undertaken every 10 to 30 years.

These envirotechnical miracles did not interest the seven-year-old me all that much. 

I only remember the fascination of venturing into the dried-up, cracked mud-land 

behind the dam wall, studded with old tree stumps—a resurfaced subaqueous for-

est. The emptying of the reservoir must have been a major tourist attraction. Hun-

CQDCRÚNEÚUHRHSNQRÚÆNBJDCÚSNÚRDDÚSGDÚRDDLHMFKXÚTRDKDRRÚC@LÚSNVDQHMFÚ@ANUDÚSGDÚMDV�Ú

moon-like landscape behind it. Rumor had it that there was a drowned village in the 

lake, whose church bells could be heard ringing on holy days—an Atlantis six hun-

dred meters above the sea. Even though there was never a church in the Schwarzen-

bach valley, and the foundations of two farmsteads were carefully removed before 

inundation, public interest was immense. There were guided tours through the dry 

U@KKDXÚ@MCÚ@MÚHMENQL@SHNMÚANNSGÚEQNLÚSGDÚDKDBSQHBHSXÚBNLO@MXÚVGDQDÚNQHFHM@KÚÅKLÚ

footage from the years of construction was screened. When I returned to visit the 

dam almost 20 years later, the kiosk along the road leading over the dam was still 

selling postcards commemorating the emptying of the reservoir.

History I: The City

For me, history was never in a book. Towards the end of high school, I had the worst 

history classes imaginable. History lessons consisted of two columns, one on the left 

with dates, another on the right with events. The task was to link them correctly. Yet 

during this time, I began realizing that history could be something very tangible. 

A new inner-city shopping mall had been built around the corner from where my 

family and I lived. When I saw photographs of how the place had looked before, I 

was shocked. Not because I mourned the buildings that had been demolished (a 

MTLADQÚNEÚCQ@A�ÚO@RSDKÛBNKNQDC�ÚLNCDQMHRSÚGNTRDRÚEQNLÚSGDÚ����R	�ÚATSÚADB@TRDÚ(Ú

realized how quickly I had forgotten an aspect of this part of the city that I was so 

familiar with. This must have been the moment I understood—even if only in blurry 
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outlines—that the built environment was far from static. It had a history that without 

the work of remembering would inevitably be lost. Walking and cycling through the 

city, I gradually realized I could read its history. I learned to decipher the year of 

construction from the style of a building. I learned to read the city’s annual growth 

rings, the physical scars left behind by the bombings of World War II, or the marks 

of later redevelopment sprees. I decided I wanted to study history.

History II: The Country

A few years into my studies, I traveled north to live in Sweden for several months. 

It was only there that I began to understand that nature was not natural and that it 

was not just the city that was full of history—the countryside was too. I made friends 

with an archaeologist whose perspective on history has since deeply intrigued me. 

To him, history was a landscape, and landscape was history—sediments of time 

deposited in space. We were part of a larger group of fellow nature lovers, hikers, 

and daydreamers. As often as we could, we went out hiking in the woods, trying to 

QD@CÚSQ@BDRÚHMÚSGDÚK@MCRB@OD�ÚÅMCHMFÚRSNMDV@KKRÚEQNLÚOQDUHNTRKXÚE@QLDCÚÅDKCR�ÚKNMFÚ

abandoned and now overgrown with moss and trees. This is how I still try to see 

history today—it helps to think with the object of study rather than from a particular 

CHRBHOKHM@QXÚRS@MCONHMSÚ3GHRÚ@OOQN@BGÚHRÚVG@SÚ(ÚRG@QDÚVHSGÚSGDÚÅDKCÚNEÚDMUHQNMLDM-

tal history.

Trollhättan Power Plant and Waterfall, Western Sweden, 2015

Like many other people standing next to me on a summer’s day in 2015, on the brink 

of the once world-famous waterfalls of Trollhättan in Western Sweden, I took a pho-

tograph to mark the view. Since the 1920s, the only thing to be seen at the falls on a 

normal day is a dry rock gorge. But since the late 1950s, every year in early summer 

they come back to life again, with the power company that operates the waterfall 

using a portion of its precious resource not for the production of electricity but for 

the production of a spectacular view.
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,XÚÅQRS�Ú Q@SGDQÚ TMRODBS@BTK@Q�Ú DMBNTMSDQÚVHSGÚ GXCQNDKDBSQHBÚ C@LRÚ G@CÚ NBBTQQDCÚ

a few years earlier when I moved from Sweden back to Germany. It was during a 

university course, not unlike the history lessons I suffered through during high 

school, that I learned about dams around the world: their size, length, weight, re-

tention volume, kilowatts, investment costs, and the number of people displaced 

by them (it was a history course, after all). Yet, I still sensed something mythical 

about dams, with their promethean force to alter rivers, landscapes, and the people 

around them. They seemed to bear within them a deeper meaning, something that 

I felt inclined to bring to the surface. Something, perhaps, like the story of an in-

vented church at the bottom of a lake.

I have myself gone from being a dam tourist, gazing at the technological sublime of 

emptied reservoirs and revitalized waterfalls, to being an observer of dam specta-

tors. I study acts of seeing and the art of making the power of water visible to the 

public. I have traveled around Europe and through the archives to understand the 

Figure 2
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2015 (Source: 
Author)
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national histories that are so frequently told about dams to distill a common experi-

ence of modernity out of numerous, often very similar, narratives. I have learned 

that the spectacle at the Schwarzenbach Dam in 1997, as extraordinary as it seemed 

to me back then, was quite normal. I understand now that large dams have always 

attracted spectators, and that companies and other hydro-enthusiasts have devel-

oped intricate strategies to guide and frame the perceptions of these dam specta-

tors. Indeed, the history of hydroelectricity implies a history of vision. On the one 

hand, this is a history of displaying and seeing hydroelectricity, mediated through 

SNTQHRSHBÚ@BSHUHSHDR�ÚOGNSNFQ@OGR�Ú@MCÚÅKLRÚ.MÚSGDÚNSGDQÚG@MC�ÚSGDRDÚCHROK@XRÚDL-

body a history of hopes, fears, and utopian desires of an electrical life, made pos-

sible by clean and quiet “white coal”—a vision of the future voiced prominently by 

ÅFTQDRÚKHJDÚ+DVHRÚ,TLENQCÚHMÚSGDÚÅQRSÚG@KEÚNEÚSGDÚSVDMSHDSGÚBDMSTQXÚ!XÚSGDÚK@SSDQÚ

half of the century this had become hotly contested, as the environmental disad-

vantages of hydroelectricity became apparent. This history of vision thus not only 

tells us stories about dams and rivers but also about the contested views people had 

of the technology and the future it represented, testifying to the physical power of 

dams to transform landscapes, as much as to their power to capture the imagination 

of the public.

There is, one might say, a church spire below the surface of every lake.
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Sophie Lange

The Elbe: Or, How to Make Sense of a River?

I didn’t know Hamburg had a beach, but just recently I strolled along it together with 

a friend. The sun broke through the clouds and made the large river on our left-hand 

side sparkle and glitter. Romans once called the river “Albis,” whereas Teutons called 

it “Albia.” It simply means river. “White water,” according to Latin and old German, 

might also be a possible meaning. As a historian, you are taken on a journey by your 

research project, a journey involving temporal shifts, changing places, new perspec-

SHUDR�Ú@MCÚCDBNCDCÚSQ@MRK@SHNMRÚ6GDMÚ(ÚÅQRSÚUHRHSDCÚSGDÚ$KAD�Ú(ÚV@RÚ@V@QDÚNEÚVG@SÚ(Ú

already knew and curious about what mysteries it would further reveal. This is what 

happened to me in Hamburg, as I walked along the river Elbe. On this white, shimmer-

ing eau a huge container ship glided slowly and silently into the harbor. We enjoyed 

our FischbrötchenÚ�ÅRGÚATMR	�ÚSGDÚRTM�ÚSGDÚUHDV�Ú@MCÚSGDÚOQDRTLDCÚOD@BDETKMDRR

A Change of Time

 KLNRSÚ ENQSXÚXD@QRÚ@FN�Ú SGHRÚOK@BDÚV@RÚMNSÚ@SÚOD@BDÚ (MÚ�����Ú$KADÚÅRGDQLDMÚ@MCÚ

jEQHDMCRkÚAKNBJDCÚ@BBDRRÚSNÚSGDÚG@QANQÚVHSGÚÅUDÚGTMCQDCÚAN@SR�ÚVGHKDÚ@QNTMCÚÅESXÚ

thousand environmentalists protested on the streets. The mercury content of Elbe 

DDKÚG@CÚQHRDMÚSNÚ�����ÚLHBQNFQ@LRÚODQÚJHKNFQ@LÚNEÚÅRG�ÚVGHBGÚHRÚ@ANTSÚ@ÚSGHQCÚNEÚ

the legally allowed amount. When combined with water, mercury becomes methyl-

mercury. The human body cannot break this down, and it accumulates in muscles, 

kidneys, the nervous system, and the brain. The consequences of mercury poison-

ing range from headaches, gingivitis, speech and concentration disorders, nausea, 

insomnia, hair loss, contact aversion, nervousness, drowsiness, and dizziness, to 

kidney and liver damage, cognitive disability, and life-threatening disorders of the 

HLLTMDÚ RXRSDLÚ 3GDÚ ÅRGDQLDMÚVDQDÚ A@MMDCÚ EQNLÚ RDKKHMFÚ SGDÚ BNMS@LHM@SDCÚ ÅRGÚ

TMCDQÚSGDÚSGQD@SÚNEÚÅMDRÚNEÚ������Ú&DQL@MÚL@QJRÚ3GHRÚ@BST@KKXÚLD@MSÚ@ÚPT@RHÛOQN-

fessional ban on work and the end of a proud guild.1 However, the culprit and cause 

NEÚSGDÚBNMS@LHM@SHNMÚV@RÚPTHBJKXÚHCDMSHÅDC�Ú$@RSÚ&DQL@MÚE@BSNQHDR

Û g!H>A�Û]3ENÛD§JCAJÛFAPVPÛPKP=HÛ=QBÛ*QHHh	hÛDER SPIEGEL	Û��Û)=UÛ��	Û��Ø��	ÛDPPLO���SSS
OLEACAH
@A�
spiegel/print/d-14333614.html; “Bi de Büx,” DER SPIEGEL	Û�Û)=N?DÛ���	Û��Ø��	ÛDPPLO���SSS
OLEACAH

@A�OLEACAH�LNEJP�@Ú�������
DPIH�Ûg ANÛ#AEOPÛ=QOÛ@ANÛ"H=O?DA	hÛDER SPIEGEL, 24 August 1981, 62–76, 
DPPLO���SSS
OLEACAH
@A�OLEACAH�LNEJP�@Ú�����
DPIH
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As an environmental historian, my dissertation project is about the environmental-

political relations between the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) and the German 

Democratic Republic (GDR), so I mainly analyze documentation relating to expert 

meetings and talks between these two German countries. The Elbe is the focus of 

one of several environmental conversations that took place between both sides in 

1983. And as historians often say, things are not as simple as they seem. In searching 

SGQNTFGÚNKCÚÅKDR�ÚCNBTLDMSRÚSG@SÚG@CÚADDMÚBK@RRHÅDCÚNQÚL@QJDCÚENQÚNEÅBH@KÚTRDÚNMKX�Ú

I try to translate the information of the past to enrich existing knowledge with previ-

ously unknown material. Such investigations not only transform knowledge about the 

past but also disenchant myths, deconstruct preconceptions, and question cherished 

narratives. Yes, East German factories heavily polluted the Elbe. This became appar-

ent after the fall of the Berlin Wall when the companies were closed and the river 

slowly recovered. Yet, in 1983, the West German government could hardly put any 

OQDRRTQDÚNMÚSGDÚ&#1ÚFHUDMÚSG@SÚSGDÚ6DRSiRÚHMSDQM@KÚRNTSGmMNQSGÚÆNVHMFÚ1GHMDÚRG@QDCÚ

approximately the same levels of mercury pollution as the Elbe. There was also only 

one monitoring station located at Schnackenburg (FRG), directly behind the inner-

German border on the western side. As this station was located so far to the east, it 

CHCÚMNSÚQDÆDBSÚSQTDÚONKKTSHNMÚKDUDKR�ÚL@JHMFÚSGDÚSQTSGÚG@QCÚSNÚCHRBDQMÚ SÚSGDÚR@LDÚSHLD�Ú

Hamburg remained silent about the amount of pollution generated through its own in-

dustry and harbor. Environmental historians must unravel the truths about the past—

but how, when sources are incomplete or unreliable? One possible way to overcome 

SGDRDÚNARS@BKDRÚHRÚAXÚBQNRRHMFÚCHRBHOKHMDRÚ@MCÚSQ@MRK@SHMFÚ6GHKDÚSGHRÚHRÚ@ÚCHEÅBTKSÚS@RJ�Ú

it is worth it, as it has the potential to disentangle the complexities of environmental 

history, revealing a comprehensive historical narrative.

A Change of Perspective

I had not been to Wittenberg until a friend celebrated his birthday there. This famous 

small town, located on the Elbe in Saxony-Anhalt, formerly in the GDR, also hosted 

Martin Luther during his studies at the University. We enjoyed a barbecue in a riv-

erside garden with a relaxed view to the torrent. Instead of swimming and risking 

getting caught up in the rapid current, we sat on the wooden landing and let our feet 

C@MFKDÚHMÚSGDÚV@SDQÚ3GDÚQHUDQÚÆNVRÚE@RSÚ@MCÚG@RÚ@ÚXD@QKXÚ@UDQ@FDÚNTSÆNVÚNEÚ@ANTSÚ���Ú
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BTAHBÚLDSDQRÚODQÚRDBNMCÚ@SÚHSRÚLNTSGÚ����ÚBTAHBÚLDSDQRÚHMÚ6HSSDMADQF	�ÚNQÚ@ANTSÚSGQDDÚ

SNÚÅUDÚJHKNLDSDQRÚODQÚGNTQÚ(MÚ,@FCDATQF�ÚSGDÚ$KADÚB@MÚ@SÚSHLDRÚQD@BGÚ@MÚNTSÆNVÚNEÚ

eight kilometers per hour depending on the water level.

 ÚQHUDQÚHRÚMNSÚITRSÚ@ÚQHUDQÚ ÚQHUDQÚG@RÚ@ÚADFHMMHMF�Ú@ÚROQHMFÚ ÚQHUDQÚG@RÚÆNNCOK@HMR�Ú

whirls, and rapids, as well as shallow and deep stretches. And a river leads to some-

thing—most often to the sea. Our white waterway begins in the Riesengebirge (Gi-

ant Mountains) in Krkonoše in the Czech Republic. After 370 kilometers it enters 

at Schmilka into German territory, or—in divided Germany—the GDR. When West 

&DQL@MRÚ@BBTRDCÚ$@RSÚ&DQL@MRÚNEÚONKKTSHMFÚSGDÚQHUDQÚ@MCÚB@TRHMFÚÅRGÚLNQS@KHSXÚ@MCÚ

other problems in Hamburg, East Germans pointed out that the GDR did not share the 

R@LDÚOQNAKDLRÚ@RÚ'@LATQFÚ3GDXÚ@QFTDCÚVHSGÚSGDÚSHCDÚ3GDÚ$KADÚÆNVRÚPTHSDÚPTHBJKXÚ

SGQNTFGÚSGDÚ&#1Ú3GHRÚLD@MRÚSGDQDÚHRÚKHSSKDÚBG@MBDÚNEÚRDKEÛOTQHÅB@SHNMÚ@KNMFÚSGDÚV@XÚ

3GDÚV@SDQÚMDDCRÚÅUDÚC@XRÚSNÚÆNVÚEQNLÚ/Q@FTDÚHMÚSGDÚ"YDBGÚ1DOTAKHBÚSNÚ&DDRSG@BGS�Ú

Figure 1
The Elbe river at 
Wittenberg, summer 
2019 (Source: Author)
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a city southeast of Hamburg. Between Geesthacht, Hamburg, and the North Sea, the 

V@SDQÚMDDCRÚ@ANTSÚSVDMSXÚC@XR�Ú@RÚHSÚFNDRÚA@BJÚ@MCÚENQSGÚVHSGÚSGDÚDAAÚ@MCÚÆNVÚEQNLÚ

the coast.2 With this in mind, geology provided me with a fact-checking source.

A Change of Language

As an environmental historian, I have to alter my perspective in order to interpret sto-

ries from very different sources—from numerical data and foreign languages to differ-

DMSÚBK@RRHÅB@SHNMÚRXRSDLRÚ/TSSHMFÚSGDÚOHDBDRÚNEÚ@ÚRSNQXÚSNFDSGDQÚKD@CRÚSNÚPTDRSHNMR�ÚMNSÚ

just about the sources themselves but about the subjectivity that governs how they are 

interpreted. This in turn can open new doors of enquiry, but it also raises challenges. 

I was thinking about my topic and new found interest in geology when I visited two 

CHEEDQDMSÚKNB@SHNMRÚNMÚSGDÚ$KADÚ(ÚBGDBJDCÚSGDÚÆNVÚNEÚSGDÚQHUDQiRÚBTQQDMSÚ@SÚ6HSSDMADQFÚ

and the marks of the tide in the Speicherstadt (the warehouse district) in Hamburg. 

I hope to transform these observations and impressions into an academic language 

SG@SÚHRÚTMCDQRS@MC@AKDÚENQÚDMUHQNMLDMS@KÚGHRSNQH@MR�ÚXDSÚ@KRN�ÚÅQRSÚ@MCÚENQDLNRS�ÚENQÚ

non-environmental historians and those who may have no background in history or 

the natural sciences.

*DDOHMFÚ SGDRDÚ ÅQRSG@MCÚ DWODQHDMBDRÚ HMÚLHMCÚVHKKÚ GNODETKKXÚ STQMÚ jCQXkÚ E@BSRÚ HMSNÚ @Ú

comprehensive historical narrative. Having no formal higher education in the natural 

sciences myself, I was as surprised by the geological variability within the river as my 

ONSDMSH@KÚQD@CDQRÚLHFGSÚADÚ.MÚSGDÚNMDÚG@MC�ÚK@BJHMFÚSGHRÚRBHDMSHÅBÚJMNVKDCFDÚLHFGSÚ

provide an opportunity to identify interesting issues and contexts that might be too 

broad or peripheral for a specialist in the discipline. On the other hand, it also carries 

with it the danger of having incompletely permeated this biological, chemical, and 

geological complexity, and thereby spreading underdeveloped interpretations. Am I 

right in questioning natural scientists’ analyses and comparative methodologies in 

relation to pollution levels in the Elbe? To what extent can one compare the pollution 

levels of the Rhine and the Elbe by using differing measurements: one week of a year 

�Û �QJ@AOEJJAJIEJEOPANEQI	Ûg,NKPKGKHHÛ¾>ANÛ@=OÛ!TLANPAJCAOLN§?DÛVSEO?DAJÛ@ANÛ�QJ@AONALQ>HEGÛ AQPO?D-
land und der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik über die Verschmutzung der Elbe, Referat U I 4,” in 
,KHEPE?=HÛ�N?DERAÛEJÛPDAÛ"KNAECJÛ+BÀ?AÛ�,�Û����Û6�	Û�Û��	Û2KH
Û�����, (Bonn: Bundesinnenministerium, 
�����Ûg/=QANOPKBÁK?DÛEJÛ@ANÛ!H>AÛØÛAEJAÛ�J=HUOA	Û.APPAPÛ@EAÛ!H>A	hÛ A?AI>ANÛ����	ÛDPPLO���SSS
NAPPAPÚ
die-elbe.de/5kapitel/o2loch/o2loch_analyse.html.
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for one river and the yearly average for the other river? Translating and interpreting 

multifarious bits of evidence is a tightrope walk between diverse disciplines that lies 

at the feet of all environmental historians.

Alongside the language of academia and that of the natural sciences, a German envi-

ronmental historian has to switch easily between at least two languages, in this case 

German and English. The more languages, in fact, the better. English is not my mother 

tongue, but I still try to present my work at English-speaking and thus international 

conferences. Some might think a presentation about German rivers in English sounds 

a bit specialized, especially for an audience without any particular ties to the place. 

However, in academic circles, examples such as the Elbe River also bear “translations” 

relevant to other people’s research. For example, rivers at borders always inherit an 

TORSQD@LmCNVMRSQD@LÚBNMÆHBS�ÚSGDÚEQ@LDVNQJRÚNEÚVGHBGÚB@MÚADÚSQ@MREDQQDCÚEQNLÚNMDÚ

river to another, helping to identify similarities or differences. West Germany had an 

interest in starting talks with the GDR about river pollution because 90 percent of the 

QHUDQRÚVHSGHMÚNTQÚ�MNVÚQDTMHÅDC	ÚBNTMSQXÚÆNVÚEQNLÚ$@RSÚSNÚ6DRSÚ(SÚL@XÚADÚVNQSGÚKNNJ-

ing at these examples in contrast to the Danube, which has its spring in the West and 

ÆNVRÚSNÚSGDÚ$@RSÚ'DQD�ÚLNSHU@SHNMRÚ@MCÚHMSDQDRSRÚLNUDÚEQNLÚNMDÚRHCDÚNEÚSGDÚENQLDQÚ

Iron Curtain to the other, but the problems are similar and remain part of upstream–

CNVMRSQD@LÚBNMÆHBSR

One might think that the study of German-German relations is relatively simple in com-

parison to German-Italian or French-Spanish relations, as the two (former) countries 

share a common language. Yet there is still a surprising amount of translation work to be 

CNMDÚ(MÚSGHRÚB@RD�ÚHSÚADFHMRÚVHSGÚSVNÚCHEEDQDMSÚBK@RRHÅB@SHNMÚRXRSDLRÚENQÚDU@KT@SHMFÚQHUDQÚ

ONKKTSHNM�ÚSGDÚ&#1ÚG@CÚNMDÚFQ@CDÚLNQDÚSG@MÚSGDÚ%DCDQ@KÚ1DOTAKHB�ÚVGHBGÚG@CÚÅUDÚONKKT-

tion level grades. When West German experts talked about river quality, they were refer-

ring to the pollution of the sediments, whereas East German experts understood river 

quality as a measure of toxins in the water. Having the same language does not mean 

that one is speaking about the same thing—especially not in a divided country where 

HCDNKNFHB@KÚCHEEDQDMBDRÚ@QDÚHMÆTDMBHMFÚSGDÚK@MFT@FDÚ%NQÚSGHRÚQD@RNM�Ú@ÚCDDODQÚDWOKNQ@-

tion of the types of dialogue, forms of communication, and the language used between 

the GDR and the FRG might enlighten our understanding not just of the environmental 

differences, similarities, successes, and failures of the time, but also of the ways we un-

derstand German society and perceptions of the environment today.
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A Change of Environment

Speaking of East and West—the border and the river, the disciplines and languages—

the translational work of an environmental historian seems to be a never-ending story. 

3GDÚ S@KDRÚ NEÚ QHUDQRÚ @MCÚ SGDHQÚ ONKKTSHNMÚ @QDÚMNSÚ BNMÅMDCÚ SNÚ SGDÚ QHUDQADC�Ú DHSGDQÚ 3GDXÚ

also connect different (nation) states and cross borders without customs and passport 

controls. They link water, air, and soil to each other. The Elbe carried metals and toxic 

substances from production sites in the ÿSSR and GDR to Hamburg and the North Sea. 

Mercury, cadmium, and other dangerous elements were deposited in the sediments. 

The city of Hamburg excavated these sediments to enlarge their port. In earlier days, 

SGHRÚ RHKSÚV@RÚ S@JDMÚ SNÚ SGDÚ BNTMSQXRHCDÚ @QNTMCÚ'@LATQFÚ SNÚ EDQSHKHYDÚ SGDÚÅDKCRÚ!XÚ SGDÚ

early 1980s, when this became ill-advised due to the high level of toxic materials in the 

RHKS�ÚHSÚV@RÚHMRSD@CÚAQNTFGSÚSNÚ@ÚK@MCÅKKÚRHSDÚ3GHRÚK@MCÅKKÚV@RÚKNB@SDCÚHMÚ2BG½MADQFn@Ú

city in the GDR close to the inner-German border and not far from the West German 

town of Lübeck.3 People in the nearby Federal Republic feared that this dumpsite was 

leaking and that the seepage, enriched with toxic metals from the silt, would reach the 

groundwater and “travel” back to the Federal Republic. The same could happen with 

toxic emissions from the dump blown by the wind above and over the Wall. Thus, the 

mercury from the Elbe changed from water to soil to water to air. Nature “knows” about 

this—and it is the job of environmental historians to uncover the winding paths of man-

made pollution.

“Wind of Change”

The voice in the song “Wind of Change” by the Scorpions followed another river, the 

Moskva, “down to Gorky Park.” But the wind of change in 1989/90 actually brought 

@ANTSÚQD@KÚBG@MFDRÚENQÚSGDÚ$KADÚ ESDQÚSGDÚQDTMHÅB@SHNMÚNEÚ&DQL@MX�ÚSGDÚHMSDQM@SHNM@KÚQHU-

er that once crossed three countries now crossed just two. The upstream–downstream 

BNMÆHBSÚ BG@MFDCÚ EQNLÚ SGDÚ HMMDQÛ&DQL@MÚ SNÚ SGDÚ&DQL@MÛ"YDBGÚANQCDQÚ3GDÚ QHUDQÚG@RÚ

RHMBDÚQDBNUDQDCÚSNÚSGDÚDWSDMSÚSG@SÚA@SGHMFÚ@MCÚÅRGHMFÚHRÚNMBDÚ@F@HMÚONRRHAKDÚ2NLDÚNEÚ

SGDÚSNWHBÚRHKSÚEQNLÚ'@LATQFiRÚONQSÚHRÚRSHKKÚADHMFÚCDONRHSDCÚHMÚK@MCÅKKRÚSGNTFGÚ3GDQD�ÚSGDÚ

Elbe inherits the ecological memory not just of a divided Germany but also of World War 

�Û /KLDEAÛ(=JCA	Ûg�Û A=HÛKRANÛ ENP�Û3KNH@SE@AÛ3=OPA	hÛJournal of Interdisciplinary Studies 3, no. 1 (2020): 1, 
DPPL���@KE
KNC��
�����SSSF
��
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II and previous periods of industrialization. Each period of time has its own (toxic) sub-

stances.4 What was once mercury, an inorganic material, during the period of the Cold 

War, is now a range of organic substances stemming mainly from agriculture and phar-

maceuticals. The water, the geology, and the silt of the Elbe contribute another source 

to the environmental historian’s dusty archives, each waiting to be found and translated 

into a (his)story. As I said, a river isn’t just a river, and this one even has a beach!

Further Reading

“Bi de Büx.” DER SPIEGEL�Ú��Ú,@QBGÚ�����Ú��m���ÚGSSOR���VVVROHDFDKCD�ROHDFDK�OQHMS�CÛ��������

html.

Bundesinnenministerium. “Protokoll über das Expertengespräch zwischen der Bundesrepublik 

Deutschland und der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik über die Verschmutzung der Elbe, 

Referat U I 4.” In /NKHSHB@KÚ QBGHUDÚHMÚSGDÚ%NQDHFMÚ.EÅBDÚ�/ Ú  	�Ú9 �Ú!Ú���Ú5NKÚ�������Ú�m�Ú

Bonn: Bundesinnenministerium, 1 February 1983.

“Elbe: „Wir hängen jetzt total auf Null”.” DER SPIEGEL, 25 May 1981, 52–57, https://www.spie-

FDKCD�ROHDFDK�OQHMS�CÛ��������GSLK

Lange, Sophie. “A Deal over Dirt: Worldwide Waste.” Journal of Interdisciplinary Studies 3, no. 1 

(2020): 1. http://doi.org/10.5334/wwwj.35.

j2@TDQRSNEÆNBGÚHMÚCDQÚ$KADÚmÚDHMDÚ M@KXRD�Ú1DSSDSÚCHDÚ$KADkÚ#DBDLADQÚ�����ÚGSSOR���VVVQDSSDSÛ

die-elbe.de/5kapitel/o2loch/o2loch_analyse.html.

2BGQ½CDQ�Ú WDKÚ j$MCRS@SHNMÚ'@EDMADBJDMÚ&HESHFDQÚ2BGKHBJÚ HMÚ'@LATQFkÚDeutschlandfunk, 12 

June 2018, https://www.deutschlandfunkkultur.de/giftiger-schlick-in-hamburg-endstation-

G@EDMADBJDM����CDGSLK�CQ@L�@QSHBKD>HC�������

4 Axel Schröder, “Endstation Hafenbecken. Giftiger Schlick in Hamburg,” Deutschlandfunk	Û�Û&QJAÛ
���	ÛDPPLO���SSS
@AQPO?DH=J@BQJGGQHPQN
@A�CEBPECANÚO?DHE?GÚEJÚD=I>QNCÚAJ@OP=PEKJÚD=BAJ>A?GAJ
��

de.html?dram:article_id=420169.
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Figure 1
Babur supervising the 

laying out of the Garden 
KBÛ"E@AHEPU
Û)EJE=PQNAOÛ

from an illustrated copy 
of theÛ�=>QNJ=I= pre-
pared for the author’s 
grandson, the Mughal 

Emperor Akbar, at-
tributed to the painters 
of Babur via Wikimedia 

Commons.
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Flora J. Roberts

Places in Translation: Of Rivers and Dams in Central Asia

The Emperor Babur (1483–1530), homesick ruler of Mughal India, owes a large part of 

his reputation today to his memoir. In the Baburnama, he channeled nostalgia for his 

native lands into lyrical descriptions of his birthplace in the Ferghana Valley. From his 

vantage point at the center of his newly founded empire in Agra, he lovingly described 

the landscapes, familiar sights, smells, and tastes of the valley in which he was born—

and to which he would never return—a thousand miles to the north. In his memoir, 

Babur praises the violets, tulips, and roses of Osh, the great irrigation canals, and the 

beautiful orchards found in Akhsi. As an environmental historian of the Ferghana Val-

ley currently based in Western Europe, Babur’s writings are a precious resource for 

me, and I feel a distinct kinship with his nostalgia and keen sense of place.

Babur lingers over the astonishing variety of delicious fruits grown in the Ferghana 

5@KKDX�ÚL@MXÚNEÚVGHBGÚGDÚ@RRNBH@SDRÚVHSGÚRODBHÅBÚSNVMR�ÚSGDÚsubhani apricot and the 

dana-i kalon (big seed) pomegranate of Marghilan, the almonds of Isfara, the Mir-

Timuri melons from Akhsi, the excellent grapes and ashpati melons of Andijan.1 Being 

distinctly less impressed by many of the fruits and trees of his new home (though he 

did appreciate the mangoes), the Emperor Babur ordered gardens be laid out in Agra, 

VGHBGÚB@MÚRSHKKÚADÚUHRHSDCÚSNC@XÚ(MÚÅFTQDÚ�ÚVDÚRDDÚ!@ATQÚHMÚ@ÚXDKKNVÚBKN@J�ÚRTODQUHRHMFÚ

work in the garden, which has already been planted with several pomegranate trees.

I have brought back apricot stones from my research trips to the Ferghana Valley and 

planted them in the Tuscan countryside where I grew up. For the past four years, while 

based at the University of Tübingen, I have been working on a project I call The Sea in 

the Valley, an environmental history of the Syr Darya river as it runs through the Fer-

ghana Valley, which today is shared between Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan. 

The Syr Darya is a generous river. From its impetuous birth in the Tien Shan moun-

S@HMRÚHSÚENKKNVRÚ@ÚKDHRTQDKXÚÆNVÚSGQNTFGÚSGDÚVGNKDÚ%DQFG@M@Ú5@KKDXÚEQNLÚD@RSÚSNÚVDRS�Ú

varying its course here and there over time, and looping continuously as it bestows the 

rich deposits that have given the valley its legendary fertility.

1 Babur, 0DAÛ�=>QNJ=I=ÛEJÛ!JCHEODÛ�0DAÛ)AIKENOÛKBÛ�=>QN�, translated by Annette Susannah Beveridge, 
(London: Luzac & Co, 1922), https://archive.org/details/baburnamainengli01babuuoft/page/6.
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Plenty of delicious fruit continues to be grown in the bountiful valley, the most densely 

populated area of Central Asia, but today Ferghana’s most important crop is cotton. 

The rapid expansion of cotton across the valley began in the nineteenth century fol-

lowing the region’s conquest and incorporation into the Russian Empire, sharply in-

creasing during the mid-decades of the twentieth century under Soviet rule. After 

crossing the Ferghana Valley, the Syr Darya passes on through hundreds of miles 

of relatively arid steppe land before eventually pouring into the Aral Sea. During the 

Soviet period, it was determined that any drop of water—whether from the Syr or the 

Amu, the region’s other major river—that happened to reach the Aral was a drop of 

water wasted. It was also determined that cotton should always receive the highest 

water allocations in preference to any other crop. Under Khrushchev, thousands more 

acres of previously uncultivated steppe were sown with cotton.

The twin goals of reaching cotton autarky—so that the Soviet Union would no longer 

be obliged to buy raw cotton from its Cold War enemies—and of kick-starting the re-

gion’s industrial development led to the construction of a series of large dams along 

the Syr Darya river. These dams, in combination with the hundreds of miles of chan-

nels irrigating cotton sown on former steppe land, drastically reduced the volume of 

water reaching the Aral Sea, thus precipitating the demise of one of the world’s largest 

inland water bodies. The slow agony of the Aral Sea continues to create new, largely 

silent victims.

As I see it, environmental history extends social history’s commitment to giving voice 

to the voiceless beyond human communities, proposing to consider the mutual inter-

@BSHNMRÚNUDQÚSHLDÚADSVDDMÚODNOKDÚ@MCÚSGDHQÚDBNRXRSDLRnÆNQ@�ÚE@TM@�Ú@MCÚK@MCRB@ODRÚ

(mountains, rivers, swamps, and forests). In my research, I chart the relationship, as it 

developed in modern times, between the Ferghana Valley and the river that sustains 

HS�ÚSGDÚ2XQÚ#@QX@Ú,XÚRSNQXÚBDMSDQRÚNMÚNMDÚ2NUHDSÚDQ@ÚC@LÚATHKSÚ@SÚ*@HQ@JJTLÚHMÚ�����Ú

which created a large reservoir known as the Tajik Sea. Through archival documents, 

HMSDQUHDVR�ÚLDLNHQR�Ú@MCÚDMUHQNMLDMS@KÚÅDKCVNQJÚFTHCDCÚAXÚKNB@KÚDBNKNFHRSR�Ú(ÚRDDJÚ

to plot the cascade of consequences, intended and otherwise, that stemmed from the 

decision to block the Syr Darya’s path, and the attitudes towards nature informing that 

decision. The voices that I uncover, unsurprisingly, do not speak in unison—working 

like a detective, I try to assess the register, intended audience, and motivations of 

D@BGÚADENQDÚADHMFÚ@AKDÚSNÚBQ@ESÚ@ÚBNGDQDMSÚM@QQ@SHUDÚSG@SÚQDÆDBSRÚSGDÚGHRSNQHB@KÚSQTSGÚ@RÚ
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I see it. The advent of the Anthropocene demands that we take seriously the profound 

interdependence of humans with other life forms and take stock of the potentially ir-

reversible impact of human activity and technology on the landscape.

The path that led me to study rivers in Central Asia and the footprint of a dam has 

a few twists and turns. I was born in Florence and raised in the beautiful hills south 

of the city, free to roam as I pleased through the olive groves with my brothers and 

sister. I studied Classics at Oxford, continuing the direction set by my Italian Liceo 

Classico. Upon graduating with no clear career plans in mind, I moved to London 

VGDQDÚ(ÚADMDÅSSDCÚDMNQLNTRKXÚEQNLÚHMSDQMRGHORÚ@SÚSGDÚ1DETFDDÚ"NTMBHK�ÚSGDÚ%@HQSQ@CDÚ

Foundation, and openDemocracy. In hindsight, each of these internships brought me 

urgent evidence of a profound and dangerous imbalance in humankind’s relationship 

with the natural world. Harriet Lamb, my wonderful boss at the Fairtrade Foundation, 

CDRBQHADCÚLDDSHMFÚA@AHDRÚVHSGÚGNQQHÅBÚAHQSGÚCDEDBSRÚANQMÚSNÚA@M@M@ÚOK@MS@SHNMÚVNQJ-

ers whose Del Monte bosses advised them to “stay inside” their straw huts whenever 

the crops were being doused with pesticides by helicopter. Meanwhile, most of the 

battered and yet strong refugees I met at the reception center in south London were 

ÆDDHMFÚOQDB@QHNTRÚDWHRSDMBDRÚHMÚEQ@FHKDÚM@STQ@KÚDMUHQNMLDMSRÚVGDQDÚSVDMSHDSGÛBDMSTQXÚ

LNCDQMHY@SHNMÚCQHUDRÚG@CÚKDCÚSNÚ@BBDKDQ@SHMFÚCDRDQSHÅB@SHNM�ÚG@AHS@SÚKNRR�Ú@MCÚENQBDCÚ

migration.

London, a central node in global capitalism, sucked in rivers of riches and resources, 

with a few lucky fugitives slipping in through the cracks—but I wanted out. Having 

made a pact with my traveling companion, an aspiring Persianist, I left a great job at 

openDemocracy for a leap into the unknown of Tajikistan where we would become 

freelance English teachers. We chose Tajikistan, as the safest of the Persian speaking 

nations, in preference to Iran and Afghanistan. As a classicist, it comforted me to know 

that the city we were headed to—Khujand—had been visited by Alexander the Great, 

who called it Alexandria Eskhata, the furthermost Alexandria.

And what did we see there, in 2003? Tajikistan, predominantly Muslim, agricultural, 

and very poor, clearly belonged in Asia, and yet it was also an OSCE member state 

VGNRDÚKNB@KÚÅDKCÚNEÅBDÚNQF@MHYDCÚONOTK@QÚRTLLDQÚB@LORÚENQÚSDDM@FDQR�Ú@MCÚRNÚ@KRN�Ú

somehow, partly European. Most urbanites lived in rather familiar 1970s apartment 

blocks where everyone seemed to have read The Count of Monte Cristo and had mid-
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CKDÛBK@RRÚ@ROHQ@SHNMR�ÚRTBGÚ@RÚ@ÚMHBDÚB@Q�Ú@MÚNEÅBDÚINA�Ú@MCÚVDDJDMCRÚHMÚSGDÚBNTMSQX-

side. Unlike most of the country, which is mountainous, Khujand lies in the Ferghana 

Valley and is the valley’s only city to have been built on the banks of the Syr Darya 

river, which bisects it. I was taken to apricot orchards, between the city limits and the 

expanse of cotton beyond, and began to hear stories of the upheavals the twentieth 

century had visited upon the local population.

The favored destination for relaxing at the weekends, then and now, was by the shores 

of the so-called “Tajik Sea,” the large reservoir created just a few miles upstream of 

SGDÚBHSXÚNEÚ*GTI@MCÚAXÚ SGDÚC@LÚBNLLHRRHNMDCÚ HMÚ����Ú3GDÚ3@IHJÚRD@Ú HRÚVHCDKXÚ@B-

claimed on social media and in daily conversation as a place of great beauty with a 

perfect, health-giving climate: there is a large sanatorium on its shores, as well as 

several summer camps and simple holiday resorts. These aesthetic properties are far 

more prominent in discourse today than the economic rationales that animated the 

project’s early years, when it was hoped that electricity generated due to the Tajik Sea 

would spearhead the region’s industrialization, while its waters were to feed thou-

sands of acres of cotton.

Press coverage in the 1950s, in both local (Tajik language) and all-Union (Russian lan-

guage) newspapers, celebrated the dam at Kairakkum—a toponym glossed as “black 

Figure 2
Bahoriston resort, 

north bank of 
PDAÛ'=EN=GGQIÛ

reservoir, aka the 
Tajik Sea, 2017. 
The manicured 
H=SJÛ=J@Û=NPBQHHUÛ

landscaped pool in 
the foreground con-
PN=OPÛSEPDÛPDAÛBKNAOPÛ

of high voltage 
electricity pylons 
from the nearby 

hydroplant visible 
in the background. 
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emery sands”—as bringing new life to an arid wasteland, an empty desert where the 

oppressive silence would only occasionally be “pierced by the cry of a solitary eagle.”2 

The dam was touted as a “fraternal collaboration,” to which not only the neighboring 

QDOTAKHBRÚNEÚ4YADJHRS@MÚ@MCÚ3@IHJHRS@MÚBNMSQHATSDCÚATSÚ@KRNÚ SGHQSXÛÅUDÚNSGDQÚM@SHNM-

@KHSHDR�Ú@BBNQCHMFÚSNÚNEÅBH@KÚOQNO@F@MC@Ú@SÚSGDÚSHLDÚ Ú1TRRH@MÚONDS�Ú*HQHKKNU�ÚV@WDCÚ

lyrical about the speed with which a garden city had sprung up on the shores of the 

sea that had submerged the “khanate of lizards and stones.” In reality, thousands of 

collective farm workers were recruited to the site, who under the supervision of Rus-

sian engineers and specialists toiled under the hot sun with rudimentary tools to bring 

the project to fruition.

I did not realize until I began researching the Kairakkum dam that the project had been 

very controversial and bitterly contested by the leadership of the Tajik Communist 

Party.3Ú+NB@KÚKD@CDQRÚLNTQMDCÚSGDÚGTMCQDCRÚNEÚ@BQDRÚNEÚNQBG@QCRÚ@MCÚBNSSNMÚÅDKCRÚSNÚ

be submerged by the reservoir, alongside the “empty” steppe land focused on by pro-

paganda. They argued that if—as was often alleged—hydropower was the main goal, 

@ÚC@LÚLTBGÚETQSGDQÚTORSQD@LÚHMÚSGDÚLNTMS@HMRÚVNTKCÚADÚLNQDÚDEÅBHDMSÚ%TQSGDQLNQD�Ú

at higher elevations less water would be lost to evaporation, allowing for greater stor-

age capacity. These valid objections were disregarded, as the Kairakkum dam was also 

DWODBSDCÚ SNÚ QDFTK@SDÚÆNVÚ�@MCÚ SGTRÚL@WHLHYDÚB@O@BHSX	Ú ENQÚ SGDÚGXCQNONVDQÚRS@SHNMÚ

downstream in an important industrial region. If the perspectives of local party lead-

ers, whose letters to Moscow I was able to track down in the central archives, were 

ignored, the suffering and resilience of those most directly impacted hardly made it 

into the historical record at all.

In May of 2018, I entered the home of an elderly Uzbek lady living alone in an almost 

derelict house in the town built beside the Kairakkum dam in the 1950s. I was hoping 

she would agree to an interview and tell me her life story, which she did. Following a 

quick introduction and minimal prompting, she began in a hoarse, keening voice in 

a headlong mix of Tajik and Uzbek to describe how she had been brought there as a 

child by her peasant parents, drafted to dig out the construction site with simple mat-

tocks. No housing was provided, and her family were reduced to living in a dugout—a 

�Û g*=Û>ANAC=GDÛ/UNÛ =NfEhÛ�+JÛPDAÛODKNAOÛKBÛPDAÛ/UNÛ =NU=�	ÛIzvestiia	Û�Û"A>NQ=NUÛ���
Û�NPE?HAÛ?NA@EPA@ÛPKÛ
PDAÛA@EPKNOÛKBÛPDAÛ(AJEJ=>=@OG=E=Û,N=R@=ÛNACEKJ=HÛJASOL=LAN


�Û "HKN=Û&
Û.K>ANPO	Ûg�Û�KJPNKRANOE=HÛ@=IÛEJÛ/P=HEJEOPÛ�AJPN=HÛ�OE=�Û.ER=HNUÛ=J@Ûg"N=PANJ=HÛ�KKLAN=PEKJhÛKJÛ
the Syr Darya,” �>Û%ILANEK	ÛJK
Û�Û�"A>Û�����Û�Ø��
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O@QSH@KKXÚRG@CDCÚGNKDÚ HMÚ SGDÚFQNTMC�ÚDWONRDCÚ SNÚRSHÆHMFÚRTLLDQÚGD@SÚAXÚC@XÚ@MCÚ@Ú

desert chill by night. She mimed the cutting motion her mother used to share out 

SHMXÚRKHBDRÚNEÚAQD@CÚENQÚGDQÚBGHKCQDM�ÚRDUDQ@KÚNEÚVGNLÚCHDCÚHMÚSGDÚÅQRSÚEDVÚLNMSGRÚNMÚ

the site. Drinking water was scarce, and the workers and their family were constantly 

parched. The suffering and confusion of those years seemed as sharp in her telling 

as if it were yesterday, surely in part because the intervening years had hardly been 

gentler. Of the grand visions of modernization and development that echoed around 

the dam project, she had nothing to say. She had never received an education and had 

toiled for decades on a nearby collective farm before retiring on a miserable, ever-

dwindling pension.

The dam at Kairakkum was given the green light and left—I argue—an outsized foot-

print on human and nonhuman life in the valley because of all the competing minis-

tries, economic goals, and political agendas it was supposed to satisfy. The high rate 

of evaporation, though injurious to irrigation aims, palpably transformed the micro-

BKHL@SD�ÚVGHKDÚSGDÚRKNVÚÆNVHMFÚQHUDQÚ@KLNRSÚHLLDCH@SDKXÚADF@MÚSNÚRHKSÚTOÚSGDÚD@RSDQMÚ

end of the reservoir. 

Figure 3
The Tajik Sea, as 

seen on Google  
!=NPD	Û�Û&=JQ=NUÛ

2016
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"NMSDLOK@SHMFÚSGDÚAQHDEÚATSÚSTLTKSTNTRÚKHEDÚRO@MÚNEÚSGHRÚ@QSHÅBH@KÚj2D@ÚHMÚSGDÚ5@KKDXkÚHRÚ

what made an environmental historian out of me. Nothing seems more important than 

to use our voices and historical training to parse out the effects of human attempts to 

harness and transform nature. Yet questions still remain: How does one write about 

nature in a way that gives due weight to human and nonhuman agency, without over-

CDSDQLHMHMFÚDHSGDQ�Ú'NVÚADRSÚSNÚ@BJMNVKDCFDÚANSGÚSGDÚINXÚ@MCÚRNK@BDÚSG@SÚSGDÚ@QSHÅ-

cial Tajik Sea brings to those who visit her, as well as the pain, economic devastation, 

and loss caused by its construction? This is the challenge I have set myself in research-

ing and writing about the “Sea in the Valley.”



 Reading and Writing Landscapes
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Claudio de Majo

Life Among the Giants: Translating Ecology into History through 
Mountain Studies

I observe the mountain from below and it looks still and peaceful. Actually, from afar 

it doesn’t even look so big, with its blurred frame recalling a pencil sketch from some 

street artist improvising a landscape from the side of the road. From the concrete 

jungles where I have lived all my life to these rugged mountain peaks is a huge leap—

HSÚS@JDRÚRG@QOMDRR�ÚÆDWHAHKHSX�Ú@MCÚDUDMÚRNLDÚHL@FHM@SHNMÚSNÚ@CITRSÚEQNLÚNMDÚSNÚSGDÚ

other. Soon enough, I will be crossing its slippery roads, driving a motorized vehicle 

along the asphalt strips that have been built to allow city dwellers like myself the 

luxury of visiting these natural giants with ease and convenience. At least this is how 

I like to think about it, open to the sense of guilt that comes with driving a car through 

@ÚLNTMS@HMNTRÚO@SGÚ (ÚFTDRRÚ SGDÚ KNB@KÚBNLLTMHSHDRÚLTRSÚG@UDÚADMDÅSSDCÚ EQNLÚ SGDÚ

construction of the roads, but I also know from my studies that major infrastructural 

projects like these were at the core of land grabs that led to the disappearance of tra-

ditional customs. It is hard to picture local inhabitants rejoicing at the construction of 

SGDRDÚQN@CRÚ.MDÚNEÚSGDÚCNVMRHCDRÚNEÚÅDKCVNQJÚHRÚSG@SÚQD@KHSXÚJHBJRÚHM�Ú@MCÚRNLDSHLDRÚ

it isn’t very pleasing.

The road climbs up the steep hills, violently twisting and turning around the moun-

tain peaks. These sharp bends look like recent scars in the old, yet still solid, body of 

this imperious creature. There is something disturbingly natural about these peaks, 

especially as you cross the mountain through countless ups and downs and approach 

inhabited centers. At times, however, these mountainous scars look like they have 

ADDMÚCDKHADQ@SDKXÚHMÆHBSDCnKHJDÚ@MÚTMMDBDRR@QXÚL@RNBGHRSHBÚ@BSÚ2DDHMFÚ@ÚGTFDÚBNM-

crete bridge with a couple of fast lanes cutting through these mountainous giants on 

a semi-suspended structure is among the most painful things you could ever see. You 

actually start wondering about the purpose of such constructions: Who actually needs 

this? One may be able to reach the closest city further down the valley more easily, but 

it seems like a stark concession for proponents of remote mountain lifestyles.

3GDRDÚ@QDÚSGDÚSGNTFGSRÚSG@SÚ@EEDBSÚLDÚCTQHMFÚLXÚÅDKCVNQJÚHMÚSGDÚLNTMS@HMRÚNEÚ2HK@ÚHMÚ

Calabria, southern Italy, and in Brazil’s southeastern mountain range known as Serra 

42
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Figure 1
0DAÛ"EQI=NAHH=Û2E=@Q?PÛ
�2E=@KPPKÛ"QI=NAHH=�ÛEJÛ

the province of Catanzaro, 
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Û+JAÛKBÛPDAÛI=JUÛ

bridges built in the 
uplands of Sila in order to 

connect different zones 
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able. (Source: Wikipedia, 
CC BY SA 3.0)

Figure 2
Serra Gaucha, 2017. 

Picture taken from the 
front seat of our car 

SDEHAÛ@NEREJCÛPDNKQCDÛ
the uplands of southern 
Brazil. (Source: Vitória 
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Gaucha. As part of  my doctoral research, I am writing about the history of these two 

beautiful mountain ranges and the human civilizations that inhabit(ed) their peaks 

and surrounding territories, developing collective governance practices in close re-

K@SHNMÚVHSGÚSGDRDÚAD@TSHETKÚAHNLDRÚ4KSHL@SDKX�Ú(ÚVNTKCÚCDÅMDÚLXÚQDRD@QBGÚDEENQSÚ@RÚ

a work of translation: I use written sources, such as laws and archival records, and 

relate them to the complex ecological realms in which they are or were enacted. The 

main challenge I face is in applying ecological insights from the natural sciences as 

critical tools in order to interpret the choices made by populations in the past who 

lived in close relation with these colossi.

6DÚRGNTKCÚODQG@ORÚCDÅMDÚSGDRDÚODNOKDÚ@RÚSGDÚ(MCHFDMNTRÚBHUHKHY@SHNMRÚVGNÚKHUDCÚHMÚ

close contact with the local ecosystems, developing a wide set of subsistence practices 

resting upon traditional environmental knowledge. As an example, in both southern 

Italy and in southern Brazil, these civilizations devised subsistence strategies in close 

contact with certain types of local trees—in both the uplands of Sila and in the Serra 

Gaucha, respectively. In both cases, these species are today vanishing. The so-called 

“Giants of Sila,” the ancient species at the core of the local ecosystems of these south-

ern Italian uplands, only survive in a circumscribed conservation area open to the 

Figure 3
%Û#EC=JPEÛ@AHH=Û/EH=	Û
Fallistro (Giants of Sila), 
2013, contains around 
50 European black pines, 
among the oldest on the 
European continent and 
certainly the most remark-
able remaining evidence 
of the ecological value 
of this biome. (Source: 
"HE?GN	Û��Û�5Ú*�Û/�Û�
��
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few tourists who are still aware of their existence. The Araucaria trees in southern 

Brazil, while still delighting the tables of local inhabitants through their extremely 

nutritive fruits—the so-called pinhões—might also disappear. They migrated several 

millennia ago from the northeastern belly of Brazil to the colder south, which is today 

heating up just like the rest of our planet. However, while in their prime, these spe-

cies were at the core of local ecosystems, providing local inhabitants with essential 

resources for daily subsistence. As the ecological sciences teach us, these species 

ONRRDRRÚQDÅMDCÚBNLLTMHB@SHNMÚRXRSDLR�ÚVHSGÚ@MÚTMCDQFQNTMCÚMDSVNQJÚNEÚQNNSRÚ@MCÚ

fungi acting as mediators between different trunks. The thick trunks that character-

ize these giants, both in Italy and Brazil, have evolved and rested upon complex sys-

tems of governance between communities of local tree species, which is an example 

NEÚBNDWHRSDMBDÚHMÚDBNKNFHB@KÚRXRSDLRÚ2TBGÚVDKKÛQDFTK@SDCÚMDSVNQJRÚADMDÅSÚSGDÚKNB@KÚ

ecosystems and the species communities that survive on their resources. 

The human groups that chose to in-

habit these territories based some of 

their most essential daily practices on 

the fruits of this thriving collective sys-

tem, devising patterns of environmen-

tal knowledge. Remarkably, these were 

also based on a collective ethos, laying 

the foundation for the so-called com-

mons economies. So far, historical stud-

ies have mainly explained the existence 

of these collective governance systems 

in terms of basic economic laws, such 

as the maximization of income through 

a mechanism of shared risk. Looking at 

these patterns through the lens of envi-

ronmental history might provide us with 

a different overall picture. Observing the 

natural laws at the core of local ecosys-

tems, the collectivist choice devised by human beings appears as the foundation of a 

way of life aimed at managing and nurturing physiological cycles. 

Figure 4
Documentary evidence 

of collective governance 
rules in the mountains of 
Sila since the fourteenth 

century. Privilegii et 
capitoli della citta de 
Cosenza et soi casali 

�*=LHAO	Û����	Û�E>HEKPA?=Û
del Senato.
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This is the beauty of environmental history, as well as its most controversial aspect: 

SGDÚB@O@BHSXÚSNÚCDRBQHADÚSGDÚDMBNTMSDQÚADSVDDMÚVG@SÚ@SÚÅQRSÚFK@MBDÚLHFGSÚKNNJÚKHJDÚSVNÚ

completely different worlds, using what would commonly be considered to be divisive 

geographical entities, such as mountains. Several academic disciplines would righ-

teously regard these rugged mountain giants as boundaries between different states 

and populations, isolating groups of otherwise fellow human beings from each other. 

Mountains are considered to be the barriers that have made people foreign to their 

own neighbors, discouraging interrelations. From a human perspective, this makes 

perfect sense. It has only been a few decades since city dwellers such as myself have 

ADDMÚ@AKDÚSNÚ@BST@KKXÚDMINXÚ@BBDRRÚSNÚRTBGÚCHEÅBTKSÚSDQQHSNQXÚVHSGÚQDK@SHUDÚD@RDÚ8DS�ÚHMÚ

thinking as an environmental historian, one cannot help noticing how these ecological 

giants have allowed different groups of people to nurture themselves in their rich natu-

Q@KÚQD@KLRÚ'TL@MRÚG@UDÚKHSDQ@KKXÚKHUDCÚNEEÚSGDÚSQDDR�ÚRNHKR�Ú@MCÚV@SDQÚÆNVRÚ@SÚSGDÚBNQDÚ

of these complex mountainous organisms. They have done this through practices that 

reproduce ecological patterns of restrained predation and coexistence, which charac-

terize the ecology of these territories, and allow the creation of multispecies patterns 

of interaction.

In regarding humans as just another piece of this fascinating puzzle, I feel particu-

larly aligned with fellow researchers such as Edmund Russell and Tim LeCain, skilled 

explorers of the relational nature of human existence, who have been looking at hu-

man history as the result of coevolutionary relations with animals, plants, and the 

like. In this sense, my research weaves together traditional historical sources obtained 

through archival research (e.g., legal regulations about the management of natural 

resources, correspondence between different actors, and historical accounts) and sci-

DMSHÅBÚRNTQBDRÚCDRBQHAHMFÚSGDÚDBNKNFHB@KÚBG@Q@BSDQHRSHBRÚNEÚLNTMS@HMÚDBNRXRSDLRÚ�DF�Ú

forest studies, botany, plant biology, and microbiology). 

#TQHMFÚLXÚÅDKCVNQJ�Ú(ÚCNÚMNSÚRHLOKXÚUHRHSÚKNB@KÚ@QBGHUDRÚBNKKDBSHMFÚSQ@CHSHNM@KÚGHRSNQHB@KÚ

RNTQBDR�Ú(Ú@KRNÚKNNJÚENQÚRBHDMSHÅBÚRSTCHDRÚSG@SÚCDRBQHADÚSGDÚDBNKNFHB@KÚBG@Q@BSDQHRSHBRÚNEÚ

SGDÚLNTMS@HMÚAHNLDRÚ3GHRÚ@KKNVRÚLDÚSNÚKNNJÚHMSNÚSGDÚM@STQ@KÚRODBHÅBHSHDRÚNEÚSGDÚLNTM-

tain ecosystems that I strive to understand, attempting to explain how environmental 

E@BSNQRÚG@UDÚBNMSQHATSDCÚSNÚRG@OHMFÚGHRSNQHB@KÚOQNBDRRDR�ÚHMÆTDMBHMFÚGTL@MÚCDBHRHNMRÚ

and the distinctive cultural features that emerged from meaningful interrelations. How 

CHCÚSGDÚDBNKNFHB@KÚBG@Q@BSDQHRSHBRÚNEÚSGDRDÚLNTMS@HMÚAHNLDRÚHMÆTDMBDÚSGDÚCDUDKNOLDMSÚ
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of governance strategies aimed at ensuring a mutually-enriching relation with these 

ecosystems? Why does human history present recurring examples of collective gover-

nance practices as a strategy to create a human ecological niche within a fully formed, 

functioning ecosystem? Thinking through the innovative research methodologies pio-

neered by environmental history, mountains are therefore more of a trait-de-union 

between different groups of people in several historical and geographical contexts 

than an insuperable ecological barrier. For this reason, from an environmental history 

point of view, southern Italian and southern Brazilian mountains appear to be part of 

the same discourse of human-nature evolution, involving the complex interaction of 

many different organisms.

This is what it means to do environmental history; it entails looking at human experi-

ences and stories in order to develop a more nuanced understanding of the relation-

RGHOÚADSVDDMÚGTL@MÚBTKSTQDRÚ@MCÚRODBHÅBÚDBNRXRSDLRÚ3NÚRNLDÚDWSDMS�ÚSGHRÚHRÚ@ÚSQTKXÚ

RBHDMSHÅBÚDMSDQOQHRDÚ$MUHQNMLDMS@KÚGHRSNQH@MRÚ@QDÚITRSÚKHJDÚRBHDMSHRSRÚVNQJHMFÚHMÚ@ÚK@AÚ

 SÚÅQRS�ÚVDÚKNNJÚ@SÚ@ÚM@STQ@KÚOGDMNLDMNMÚ@MCÚHSRÚRODBHÅBÚPT@KHSHDR�ÚHRNK@SHMFÚHSÚHMÚNQCDQÚ

to better understand its characteristics. Then, we attempt to put it into context, or 

into an ecosystem. We proceed like a bull in a china shop, stumbling upon elaborate 

RBHDMSHÅBÚBNMBDOSRÚ@MCÚDBNKNFHB@KÚMNSHNMRÚ3GDRD�ÚTMHSDCÚVHSGÚ@ÚGTL@MHRSÚOGHKNRNOGH-

cal background that informs most of us, produce an explosive mix of ideas. It takes 

an immeasurable effort before this convulsed ensemble can actually be transformed 

into a coherent discourse. Building a bridge between human culture and the natural 

world, which we so often regard as foreign, means to think beyond the enclosures 

of traditional academic disciplines. To some extent, this can look like one of those 

DBNÛLNMRSDQRÚSG@SÚBQNRRDRÚSGDÚAD@TSHETKÚFH@MSRÚSG@SÚ(ÚKHJDÚSNÚRSTCXÚ�RDDÚÅFÚ�	nSGDRDÚ

bridges are suspended and profane; they look quite unnatural, but they are also at 

times disturbingly natural.

This statement might sound controversial and perhaps this is environmental history 

at its best; it brings uncanny realities to light by putting human history into contact 

with ecology through a complex linguistic enterprise. It entails taking a step back and 

@A@MCNMHMFÚ@ÚQDHÅDCÚ@MCÚGHDQ@QBGHB@KÚHCD@ÚNEÚM@STQD�ÚDLAQ@BHMFÚDBNKNFHB@KÚCXM@LHRLÚ

and horizontality. It means leaving our safe Garden of Eden and entering an unbal-

anced and uncertain reality made up of symbiotic relations that constantly evade our 

perception. It means leaving aside an essentialist vision of nature as a harmonic whole 
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in favor of an ecological view of the world as the combination of different beings, 

strangers to each other but also indissolubly interconnected. It is not just about look-

ing at what things are in a universe of perfection, but attempting to understand how 

they behave in the chaotic ecological mesh that we inhabit.

In this sense, to do environmental history means to think and write ecologically ev-

ery day, breaking the abstract barriers of the human-nature divide at the core of our 

modern world. I might sound like an idealist living off the map, but in fact I—and by 

extension other environmental historians—are not alone in this process. We can rely 

on fellow disciplines both from the ecological sciences (such as evolutionary biol-

NFXÚ@MCÚBKHL@SNKNFX	Ú@RÚVDKKÚ@RÚEQNLÚSGDÚDLDQFHMFÚÅDKCÚJMNVMÚ@RÚSGDÚDMUHQNMLDMS@KÚ

humanities. Further, we can count on a growing movement against climate change, 

involving young citizens from all over the world willing to explore new patterns of liv-

ing informed by game-changing moral values. In light of what will be an inescapable 

revolution of our bodies and minds, we should insist in our efforts on bringing ecologi-

Figure 5
The complex landscape 
of the southern Brazilian 
uplands, 2017. Remaining 
Araucaria trees are indi-
vidually scattered across 
PDAÛH=J@O?=LA	ÛSEPDÛPDE?GÛ
SKK@OÛEJÛPDAÛ>=?GCNKQJ@	Û
?QHPER=PA@ÛÀAH@O	Û=J@Û
small pasturelands by 
the river—an animated, 
dynamic riddle in the 
making. (Source: Author)
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cal relations to the core of our narrative efforts. We need to work across boundaries 

and disciplines with the aim of contributing to a better future for humankind and the 

other species that inhabit our beautiful earthly realm, including the beautiful giants 

that I have described here.
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Figure 1
D38 road connecting the city of Verdun 

SEPDÛPDAÛ2=QMQKEOÛIAIKNE=H	Û"N=J?A	Û���Û
(Source: Author)
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Noemi Quagliati

The Most Famous Land|Scape

At the center of a quiet tarmacked road punctuated by the rhythmic presence of 

trees, I spot what seems to be a “classic” French landscape. Immediately, I ask my-

self, “Come on, what does a ‘classic’ French landscape really mean?” A Van Gogh 

O@HMSHMFÚSGDMÚÆ@RGDRÚHMSNÚLXÚLHMCÚ!TSÚ@F@HM�Ú(ÚMNSHBDÚSG@SÚSGDÚ5@MÚ&NFGÚNHKÚO@HMS-

ing I am picturing represents a landscape of Provence, as well as many of those 

famous natural scenes portrayed by Cézanne in the Région Sud of France. Due to a 

background in the visual arts, my “classic” idea of a French landscape is, therefore, 

actually a painted scene of the French region Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur. However, 

(Ú@LÚHMRSD@CÚDWODQHDMBHMFÚ@Ú K@MCRB@ODÚNEÚ-NQSGD@RSÚ%Q@MBDÚ ENQÚ SGDÚÅQRSÚ SHLDÚ K-

though some elements of the painted rural landscapes of the European art tradition 

also occur in the environment I am standing in, the gray, low horizontal clouds that 

vail the summer sky of the north substitute the warm Mediterranean light portrayed 

by the two nineteenth-century painters.

It always surprises me how mediated knowledge, gained by means of recurrent or 

ONOTK@QÚHL@FDRÚNEÚK@MCRB@ODRÚEQNLÚ@RÚLTBGÚ@RÚ@ÚBDMSTQXÚ@FN�ÚHMÆTDMBDRÚLXÚOGXRH-

cal experience of diverse locations. I often struggle against these ready-made men-

tal images in order to tangibly feel a new environment. In a Cubist exercise to etch 

in my mind the multiple sides of this new space, I slowly spin around. The tree-lined 

road divides my frontal view in two: the maize on the left, the wheat on the right, 

@MCÚ@SÚSGDÚBDMSDQ�ÚSGDÚKHMDÚNEÚSGDÚQN@CÚLNUDRÚ@V@X�ÚM@QQNVHMFÚHMSNÚSGDÚCHRS@MBDÚ�ÅFÚ

1). Behind me, a green spot indicates a forest. I tell myself, “A piece of wild in this 

farmland!”

About a century ago, when neither Van Gogh nor Cézanne were still alive, this area 

constituted the most famous landscape in Europe, photographically mass-reprodu-

ced everywhere. These photos were accompanied by the title: The Landscape of the 

Western Front. 

52
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During World War I, positional trench warfare extended from the North Sea to Swit-

zerland, passing through Northeast France. It represented an enormous theater of 

war not only from a military point of view; it was literally a stage on which military 

operations, technological innovations, and soldiers’ lives were constantly photogra-

phed and reproduced in the printing press. All around Europe, the press released 

images in which the landscape, besides being the background of military (often sta-

ged) actions, also constituted the principal character of photographic scenes. Since 

representations of brutality and death were usually censured (except for enemy ca-

sualties and dead horses), one of the main visual categories depicted during World 

War I was indeed the landscape itself, which was generally understood to be a neu-

tral subject, despite being pervaded by allusive meanings.

Illustrated magazines showed scenery never seen before, with new descriptive land-

scape categories, such as lunar landscape, red zone, irreparably lost landscape, and 

MNÚL@MiRÚK@MC�ÚADBNLHMFÚONOTK@QÚRSQ@HFGSÚ@ESDQÚSGDÚBNMÆHBSÚ KKÚNEÚSGDRDÚSDQLRÚQDEDQQDCÚ

to the highly damaged area of land between the two enemy trench lines. In collecti-

ve memory, World War I is captured by a black-and-white photograph of a devasta-

ted landscape completely transformed by unprecedented destructive technologies. A 

landscape that has lost all of its landmarks, such as vegetation, trees, cultivations, and 

UHKK@FDR�ÚQDL@HMRÚ@ÚA@QQDMÚK@MCn@ÚAQNJDM�ÚÆ@SSDMDCÚMNÚL@MiRÚK@MCÚVHSGNTSÚ@ÚU@MHRGHMFÚ

ONHMSÚEQNLÚVGHBGÚSNÚF@HMÚODQRODBSHUDÚ�ÅFÚ�	Ú$RRDMSH@KKX�ÚSGDÚK@MCRB@ODÚG@CÚSTQMDCÚHMSNÚ

land|scape.

Figure 2
3EJPANÛ>=PPHAÀAH@ÛEJÛ,=O-
OAJ?DAJ@=AHAÛSEPDÛODAHHÛ
DKHAOÛÀHHA@ÛSEPDÛS=PANÛ

(Source: �ANHEJANÛ%HHQOPNENPAÛ
6AEPQJC, no. 1, 1918: 4.)
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In other words, representations of World War I displaced all the compositional ele-

ments that in the landscape painting tradition had directed the viewer’s gaze across a 

landscape, allowing them to embrace it entirely. In fact, since seventeenth-century Wes-

tern art, the landscape genre has corresponded to a wide view, usually ensured by a 

horizontal picture format in which all the visual units of the composition are coherently 

arranged to ensure total unity. Above land or sea, the upper portion of these views 

always included the sky, with weather phenomena dominating the composition, artis-

SHB@KKXÚQDOQDRDMSDCÚHMÚSGDÚENQLÚNEÚBKNTCR�ÚQ@HM�Ú@MCÚENFÚ�ÅFÚ�	Ú

However, these iconographic elements changed their meaning in World War I pho-

tography. The sky space was drastically reduced and the representation of air in the 

form of clouds was transformed into clouds of gases (or the effects of mine and shell 

explosions), which indicated that the landscape ended up being a toxic environment 

SG@SÚQDPTHQDCÚRNKCHDQRÚSNÚVD@QÚF@RÚL@RJRÚ�ÅFÚ�	Ú!DSVDDMÚ����Ú@MCÚ����ÚLHKHS@QHYDCÚ

visuals substituted the completeness of the landscape with the primordial element 

of the terrain-soil-groundÚ#TQHMFÚ SGDÚBNMÆHBS�Ú SGDÚD@QSGÚV@RÚDWB@U@SDC�ÚODQENQ@SDC�Ú

AKNVMÚTO�Ú@MCÚSTQMDCÚHMRHCDÚNTSÚ@MCÚTORHCDÚCNVMÚ�ÅFÚ�	Ú2HLHK@QKX�ÚSGDÚOGNSNFQ@OGDCÚ

landscape of World War I was scrutinized, fractioned, dissected, measured, analyzed, 

disguised, and recomposed. Rather than panoramic landscapes, photographs depic-

SDCÚHMCHUHCT@KÚRDBSHNMRÚNEÚK@MCÚHMÚBNQQDRONMCDMBDÚSNÚRODBHÅBÚS@QFDSRÚ

Figure 3
Different framings of a 
LE?PQNAOMQAÛH=J@O?=LAÛ
�/KQN?A�Û3AE¢	Û'=NH
Û
g EAÛ'KILKOEPEKJÛEJÛ@ANÛ
Landschaftsphotographie.” 
In Deutscher Camera 
�HI=J=?D�Û!EJÛ&=DN>Q?DÛ
für die Photographie un-
OANANÛ6AEPÛVol. 9, edited by 
'
3Û3KHBÚ�V=LAG	ÛØ��
Û
Berlin: Union Dt. Verl.Ges. 
Roth & Co., 1914.)
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In mass-produced publications, the general public visually experienced topographical 

surveys composed of sharp photographs of land accompanied by letters, numbers, 

@MCÚ@QQNVRÚHMCHB@SHMFÚDW@BSÚKNB@SHNMRÚNQÚRBHDMSHÅBÚCDRBQHOSHNMRÚNEÚSGDÚFDNFQ@OGXÚ@MCÚ

SGDÚFDNKNFXÚNEÚOK@BDRÚ�ÅFÚ�	Ú

Figure 4
Smoke similar to a 

cloud formed during the 
explosion of a gas bomb 

(Source: )¾J?DJANÛ%H-
HQOPNEANPAÛ6AEPQJC, no. 34, 

1917: 341.)

Figure 6
Aerial reconnaissance 

LDKPKCN=LDOÛEJÛSDE?DÛOLA-
?EÀ?ÛP=NCAPOÛ=NAÛLKEJPA@Û
out by letters. (Source: 

�ANHEJANÛ%HHQOPNENPAÛ6AEPQJC, 
no. 10, 1917: 130.)
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Figure 5
Aerial photographs of 
mine craters reaching 
diameters of eighty meters 
produced during the Battle 
of Messines (Source: Die 
Woche, no. 34, 1917: 
1161.)
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The large-scale exploitation of the landscape for military purposes was accompanied 

by the use of aerial photographs as sources of intelligence, which were produced 

automatically at short intervals within an industrial process aimed at providing as 

LTBGÚ HMENQL@SHNMÚ@RÚONRRHAKDÚ @ANTSÚ @Ú RODBHÅDCÚ SDQQHSNQXÚ3GDÚ RSTCXÚNEÚ SGDÚFDNFQ@-

phical and climatic conditions of an area and the constant observation of the enemy 

through innovative photo-optical devices therefore transformed photography from an 

informative-propagandistic medium to a military weapon used to map, survey, detect, 

and bomb targets.

It has been estimated that Germany alone took around four thousand aerial photo-

graphs a day covering the entire Western Front twice a month in the last year of 

the war. The land was photographed in every possible manner, from every availa-

ble perspective. Cameras used in an aerial context could provide both oblique and 

vertical images. The oblique perspective emphasized the shape of three-dimensional 

elements, while vertical views taken at higher altitudes with the camera axis perpen-

dicular to the earth’s surface included greater areas, allowing photo interpreters to 

recognize changing patterns on the ground.

If warfare mutated the canonical subjects of landscape representation, turning them 

into a shell-torn terrain-soil-groundÚSG@SÚBNTKCÚADÚRDBSHNMDC�ÚLD@RTQDC�Ú@MCÚRBHDMSHÅ-

cally analyzed, the most radical transformation in depicting the shape and features of 

SGDÚK@MCÚVDQDÚCDÅMDCÚAXÚSGDÚ@DQH@KÚUHRS@Ú3GDÚj&NCiRÛDXDÚUHDV�kÚ@MÚHMMNU@SHUDÚONHMSÚ

NEÚUHDVÚNMÚSGDÚVNQKC�ÚCDÅMDCÚ@ÚMDVÚSNONFQ@OGXÚ@MCÚ@ÚCHEEDQDMSÚO@Q@CHFLÚENQÚTMCDQ-

RS@MCHMFÚSGDÚK@MCRB@ODÚ%NQÚSGDÚÅQRSÚSHLD�ÚODNOKDÚVDQDÚDWONRDCÚSNÚ@ÚFQD@SÚBHQBTK@SHNMÚ

of aerial landscape photographs, which appeared incredibly unusual, distant, and ab-

stract. In World War I, the land was therefore photographed from “above” and from 

“below,” the juxtaposition of images in continuous tension between the abstraction 

OQNUHCDCÚAXÚ UDQSHB@KÚ @DQH@KÚ UHDVRÚ@MCÚDLO@SGHBÚ QDOQDRDMS@SHNMRÚNEÚ SGDÚA@SSKDÅDKCÚ @SÚ

FQNTMCÚKDUDKÚ�ÅFÚ�	
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Figure 7
The landscape of the 
3AOPANJÛ"NKJPÛ�top) and 
=ANE=HÛLE?PQNAOÛKBÛ"KNPÛ
Douaumont in 1915 and 
1916 (>KPPKI) (Source: 
�ANHEJANÛ%HHQOPNENPAÛ6AEPQJC, 
no. 4, 1916: 6.)
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One of the largest World War I aerial photographic collections still accessible today 

is housed in the Bavarian War Archive in Munich. Representing only a small portion 

of the aerial photographic material produced by German aviators during World War 

I (the rest of the collection, originally located in Berlin, was destroyed during the 

2DBNMCÚ6NQKCÚ6@Q	�Ú HSÚ HMBKTCDRÚ���ÚANWDRÚNEÚÅKDRÚ$@BGÚANWÚBNMS@HMRÚ SGNTR@MCRÚNEÚ

OGNSNFQ@OGR�ÚHMBKTCHMFÚ�����ÚHL@FDRÚS@JDMÚAXÚ@ÚRODBH@KÚ@UH@SHNMÚTMHSÚ@BSHUDÚHMÚ$FXOSÚ

and Palestine and more than 10,000 aerial photographs taken by training units of 

various places and military installations in Bavaria. Opening these boxes packed with 

AK@BJÛ@MCÛVGHSDÚOQHMSR�ÚÅKLR�Ú@MCÚFK@RRÚOK@SDÚMDF@SHUDRÚFHUDRÚ@ÚRDMRDÚNEÚSGDÚDMNQLNTRÚ

@LNTMSÚNEÚUHRT@KÚC@S@Ú@BBTLTK@SDCÚCTQHMFÚVG@SÚV@RÚSGDÚÅQRSÚ@DQH@KÚV@QE@QDÚHMÚGHRSNQXÚ

Each photograph shows a portion of a new kind of militarized landscape.

Like a military photographic interpreter, I have spent the last few years constantly ana-

KXYHMF�ÚBK@RRHEXHMF�Ú@MCÚQDÆDBSHMFÚNMÚSGDRDÚOGNSNFQ@OGDCÚK@MCRB@ODRÚ/HDBDRÚNEÚO@ODQ�Ú

produced and distributed for the most diverse reasons a century ago, reached me, 

BNMRDQUHMFÚSGDHQÚEQ@FLDMS@QXÚGHRSNQXÚ,XÚÅQRSÚDMBNTMSDQÚVHSGÚSGDÚ6DRSDQMÚ%QNMSÚV@R�Ú

therefore, through these visual traces: a mediated experience of place, expressing a 

GHRSNQHB@KÚTMCDQRS@MCHMFÚNEÚ K@MCRB@ODÚ3GDRDÚ HL@FDRÚG@UD�ÚMDUDQSGDKDRR�Ú HMÆTDMBDCÚ

the collective interpretation of the interaction between humans and the environment, 

visually introducing the concept of the endangered landscape. 

However, my second encounter with the front lines was of a different kind. Realizing 

SG@SÚ(ÚSGDNQDSHB@KKXÚJMDVÚDMNTFGÚQDF@QCHMFÚUHRT@KÚQDOQNCTBSHNMRÚNEÚSGDÚA@SSKDÅDKCRÚ@MCÚ

the aftermath, I decided it was time to experience these sites through my senses. I left 

SGDÚQNKDÚNEÚOGNSNFQ@OGHBÚHMSDQOQDSDQÚSNÚCNÚKHSDQ@QXÚÅDKCVNQJ�ÚUHRHSHMFÚ@ÚA@SSKDÅDKCÚSG@SÚ

HRÚMNVÚ@MÚ@FQHBTKSTQ@KÚÅDKC

Today, the 700 kilometer frontline is mainly farmland, an agricultural landscape dotted 

with cities and towns. From time to time, war cemeteries and memorials come into 

view. In August, the tone of the countryside follows the strong yellows of the cereal 

BQNORÚHMÚD@RSDQMÚ%Q@MBD�ÚVHSGÚDMCKDRRÚK@QFDÚQNTMCÚRSQ@VÚA@KDRÚKD@MHMFÚNMÚSGDÚÅDKCR�Ú

VGHKDÚHMÚ%K@MCDQR�ÚFQDDMÚGTDRÚBNKNQÚSGDÚÅDKCRÚCTDÚSNÚSGDÚGD@UXÚBKNTCRÚ�ÅFRÚ�m�	Ú'DQD�Ú

during the war, the torrential rain combined with a war-damaged drainage system 

to create the muddy landscape that has come to symbolize the Third Battle of Ypres. 

However, between the French region of the Grand Est and West Flanders, the desolate 
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landscape impressed in the popular imagination does not exist anymore, at least not at 

ÅQRSÚFK@MBDÚ3GDÚK@MCRB@ODÚHRÚHMRSD@CÚVHCDKXÚBTKSHU@SDC�ÚROQD@CHMFÚEQNLÚSGDÚGHKKXÚSDQQH-

SNQXÚNEÚ5DQCTMÚSGQNTFGÚSNÚSGDÚQNKKHMFÚTOK@MCRÚNEÚSGDÚ2NLLDÚQDFHNMÚ@MCÚSGDÚÆ@SÚBN@RS@KÚ

plains of Flanders. To the contemporary aesthetic, which generally links beauty to 

wilderness rather than to land use, this landscape would probably be described as 

TMHENQL�ÚODQG@ORÚ@ÚAHSÚSNNÚLNMNSNMNTR�ÚATSÚRSHKKÚOKD@RHMFÚ�ÅFRÚ��m��	

Soon after the war, tractors substituted tanks. Besides the mechanical noises associ-

ated with agricultural activities, natural sounds, including those of animals, replaced 

the uproar of explosions, which in many images from World War I were represented 

by soldiers covering their ears with their hands. The relicts of the war are, therefore, 

only detectable by trained eyes. One of the most impressive features created by the 

war is the mine craters, which are so huge that from the border they cannot be entirely 

framed in a single shot, not even using a wide-angle lens. When physically standing on 

the protected margins of these enormous deep holes, the eyes need to move following 

an imaginary triangle: from the left to the right, from the right to the bottom of the 

crater, and then from the bottom to the left again.

Some of the craters have changed their shape and meaning, with the Spanbroekmo-

lenkrater�ÚENQÚHMRS@MBD�ÚADBNLHMFÚSGDÚ/NNKÚNEÚ/D@BDÚ�ÅFÚ��	Ú2NLDÚNEÚSGDÚNSGDQÚBQ@SDQR�Ú

such as the Lochnagar crater (which being 30 meters deep and 100 meters wide was 

amply photographed by the Allies and even portrayed by the Irish artist William Orpen 

CTQHMFÚV@QSHLD	�ÚG@UDÚADDMÚRTAIDBSÚSNÚRDUDQDÚDQNRHNMÚ�ÅFÚ��	Ú5HRHSHMFÚSGDÚQDFHNMÚHRÚ

KHJDÚADHMFÚNMÚ@ÚSQD@RTQDÚGTMS�ÚXNTÚG@UDÚSNÚRD@QBGÚSNÚÅMCÚSGDÚBQ@SDQRÚ'NVDUDQ�ÚSGDXÚ

can be immediately spotted through a drone’s aerial view, with strange circles distin-

FTHRGDCÚEQNLÚSGDÚQDODSHSHUDÚKHMDRÚNEÚSGDÚBTKSHU@SDCÚÅDKCRÚ.ARDQUHMFÚEQNLÚ@MÚDKDU@SDCÚ

position is essential to recognizing the extension of the front line. In fact, where not 

BNMRS@MSKXÚOQDRDQUDCÚ�ÅFÚ��	�Ú SQDMBGDRÚ@QDÚNMKXÚUHRHAKDÚ SGQNTFGÚSGDÚCHEEDQDMSÚBNKNQRÚ

and patterns of the cultivations, as seen from an aerial perspective.

-NV@C@XR�Ú SGDÚQDL@HMRÚNEÚLHKHS@QXÚ ENQSRÚBNMRSHSTSDÚ SGDÚQDHFMÚNEÚAHQCRÚ%NQSHÅB@SHNMR�Ú

VGHBGÚ@QDÚHMBNQONQ@SDCÚHMSNÚ@QSHÅBH@KÚGHKKR�ÚGNTRDÚAHQCRiÚMDRSRÚHMÚSGDÚMNNJRÚ@MCÚBQ@M-

MHDRÚNEÚSGDÚATHKCHMFiRÚBNMBQDSDÚRTQE@BDRÚ,NQDNUDQ�ÚÆNBJRÚNEÚRV@KKNVRÚC@QSÚ@QNTMCÚSGDÚ

ruins and often perch on rusted metal pickets, which were used to support barbed wire 

CTQHMFÚA@SSKDÚ�ÅFRÚ��m��	Ú(MG@AHS@MSRÚQDSTQMDCÚSNÚQDFHNMRÚNBBTOHDCÚAXÚSGDÚ6DRSDQMÚ
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%QNMS�Ú@F@HMÚQDRG@OHMFÚSGDÚK@MCRB@ODÚENQÚGTL@MÚTRDÚAXÚQDATHKCHMFÚSNVMR�ÚÆ@SSDMHMFÚ

SGDÚA@SSKDÅDKC�Ú@MCÚQDG@AHKHS@SHMFÚSGDÚK@MCÚENQÚ@FQHBTKSTQDÚ

Repopulation has not occurred in the Zone Rouge (Red Zone), however, where only 

some species of nonhuman life survive. This zone was originally a 1,200 square kilo-

meter area designated after the war as being “completely devastated.” This meant that 

damage to both property and agriculture was estimated to be 100 percent, making it 

impossible to rehabilitate the land in order to sustain human activity. Today, this area, 

banned by law from public entry and agricultural use, has been reduced to 100 square 

kilometers. Here, the “catastrophic anthropogenic disturbance” caused to soil by un-

exploded chemical munitions, heavy pollution, acids, and animal and human remains 

will not be fully remediated for at least another three hundred years, according to the 

latest studies. 

In some of these areas, such as in the Place-à-Gaz in Verdun, so called due to the high 

level of arsenic in the soil caused by the incineration of chemical shells, only three 

types of plants (Holcus lanatus, Pohlia nutans, and "K@CNMH@ÚÅLAQH@S@) grow. There-

fore, the most severe scars of World War I still lie underground, a realm which has, in 

the meantime, become an archeological archive. Visitors only recognize the invisible 

toxicity of this region through warning signs like “Danger” and “Interdit au Public” 

announcing that access is prohibited.

Besides the off-limit areas, natural recovery has softened the effects of the war on the 

landscape of the Western Front. As poppies thrived on the disturbed soil caused by 

V@QE@QD�ÚSGDXÚADB@LDÚ@ÚRXLANKÚNEÚQDLDLAQ@MBD�ÚVGHKDÚNSGDQÚÆNVDQRÚRTBGÚ@RÚSalvia 

NEÅBHM@KHRÚMNVÚQ@MCNLKXÚ@OOD@QÚNMÚSGDÚFQDDM�Ú@QSHÅBH@KÚGHKKR�ÚVGHBGÚVDQDÚBQD@SDCÚ@RÚ

@ÚQDRTKSÚNEÚLHMDÚDWOKNRHNMRÚ�ÅFRÚ��m��	Ú(MÚSGDÚR@LDÚBQ@SDQR�ÚCDDQÚ@MCÚAN@QRÚA@SGDÚ

@MCÚCQHMJÚ5HRT@KKX�ÚSGDÚENQDRSK@MCÚSG@SÚMNV@C@XRÚDLDQFDRÚEQNLÚSGDÚBTKSHU@SDCÚÅDKCRÚHMÚ

5DQCTMÚV@RÚNMBDÚSGDÚLNRSÚGD@UHKXÚHLO@BSDCÚRDBSHNMÚNEÚSGDÚA@SSKDÅDKCÚ/@Q@CNWHB@KKX�Ú

what at present seems to be the “wildest” part of the region was previously the most 

brutally devastated by the war. After World War I, the French government reforested 

SGDÚA@SSKDÅDKCÚHMÚ5DQCTM�ÚOQNGHAHSHMFÚHSÚEQNLÚGTL@MÚTRDÚ RÚO@QSÚNEÚV@QÚQDO@Q@SHNMR�Ú

Germany provided 153,000 small conifer trees together with 1,400 kilograms of acorns 

and 180 kilograms of resin-tree seeds. The region was, therefore, abandoned (nine vil-

lages were never reconstructed) and covered with vegetation. For security reasons, 
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SGDÚ OK@BDÚV@RÚ CDRHFM@SDCÚ @ÚLHKHS@QXÚ DWBKTRHNMÚ YNMD�Ú K@SDQÚ ADBNLHMFÚ @MÚ j@QSHÅBH@KKXÚ

spontaneous” (un|natural) living entity.

Without human activity, the landscape quickly evolved, altering its micro-environmen-

S@KÚOQNODQSHDR�Ú@KKNVHMFÚÆNQ@Ú@MCÚE@TM@ÚSNÚQDONOTK@SDÚSGDÚ@QD@Ú(MÚE@BS�ÚSGDÚRNKDÚ@QD@ÚNEÚ

SGDÚ6DRSDQMÚ%QNMSÚDWBKTCDCÚEQNLÚGD@UXÚLDBG@MHB@KÚÆ@SSDMHMF�ÚVGHBGÚNBBTQQDCÚCTDÚSNÚ

agricultural needs after the war, is this man-made forest, with reforestation occurring 

in the aftermath of an ecological disaster. Due to soil pollution, the landscape is now 

L@HMKXÚHMÆTDMBDCÚ@MCÚEQ@LDCÚAXÚMNMGTL@MÚOQNBDRRDRÚ�ÅFÚ��	

Venturing into these green, morphologically atypical woods reveals both the scale of 

the environmental destruction caused by human activities and the capacity of nature 

to transform landscapes given time. Vegetation hides the scars of war but simultane-

ously conserves a novel microcosm, a type of landscape that functions simultaneously 

as a source of collective memory and admonition, while also attesting to the possibility 

of natural regeneration.

The photographs I study every day for my PhD are historical, although incomplete, 

traces of real or ideal places. Similarly, the forest of Verdun is one of the last visual 

witnesses of the devastated and toxic landscape of the Western Front. Nevertheless, 

it is a hybrid environment that is slowly recovering its nonhuman properties: a long 

process that might symbolize an idea of the landscape of the future.
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Figure 8
"EAH@OÛEJÛ3AOPÛ"H=J@ANO	Û
Belgium, 2019
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Figure 9
"EAH@OÛEJÛ3AOPÛ"H=J@ANO	Û

Belgium, 2019
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Figure 10
"EAH@OÛEJÛPDAÛ/KIIA	Û
"N=J?A	Û���
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Figure 11
"EAH@OÛEJÛPDAÛ/KIIA	Û

"N=J?A	Û���
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Figure 12
Spanbroekmolen Crater, Heuvelland, 
Belgium, 2019
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Figure 13
Lochnagar Crater, Pacardy, 

"N=J?A	Û���
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Figure 14
Preserved trenches in 

2=QMQKEO	Û
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Figure 15
.QEJOÛKBÛ"KNPÛ KQ=QIKJP	Û
"N=J?A	Û���

Figure 16
�EN@OÛKJÛPDAÛNQEJOÛKBÛ"KNPÛ
 KQ=QIKJP	Û"N=J?A	Û���
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Figure 17
0DAÛ2=QMQKEOÛ$EHHÛ
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Figure 18
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Figure 19
�A=QIKJPÚ$=IAHÛ*AS-
foundland memorial site, 
/KIIA	Û"N=J?A	Û���
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Figure 20
Verdun forest margin, 

"N=J?A	Û���
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Mica samples (Source: 
Central Archives of the 
/P=PA	Û.KIA	Û%P=HU	Û&=JQ=NUÛ
2017)
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Roberta Biasillo

(Under) Grounding Italian Colonialism: Practices of Historical Dis-
placement

At the time, my research was nothing more than a vague idea in my mind, an idea 

of a new exploration into an unknown territory. I was about to start outlining a 

project on the environmental history of Italian colonialism in Africa, and I did what 

historians are supposed to do—namely, read books and papers and review archival 

sources. I remember enjoying this sense of cloudiness and nebulosity, the fascina-

tion of an aerial picture crystallizing every now and then in tentative titles and 

unstructured paragraphs.

I spent days browsing folders and documents under the impression of knowing ex-

@BSKXÚVG@SÚ(ÚV@RÚRD@QBGHMFÚENQÚHMÚ@LNMFRSÚSGDÚE@RBHRSÚ@CLHMHRSQ@SHUDÚÅKDRÚ MCÚSGDÚ

less you know, the more you think you are right. I thought I was scanning the right 

collection, yet I was merely passing from one folder to another, getting lost while 

deeming to be perfectly on track. Several times, I believed I had found what I was 

after: maps of city plans, cottage house plans, names of agrarian technicians, Mus-

solini’s face carved into African rocks, op-ed pieces celebrating farming achieve-

ments, travel reports, inquiries on resources by company rapporteurs, and descrip-

tions of the royal train crossing the empire. All these relics and the environments 

they capture have migrated into papers, traveled back and forth from Italy to North 

and East Africa, survived across times, passed from one person to another, and been 

translated into different media.

While I was literally exploring corridors of boxes and digging through papers of 

U@QHNTRÚVDHFGSRÚ@MCÚENQL@SR�Ú(ÚB@LDÚ@BQNRRÚRNLDSGHMFÚCHEEDQDMS�ÚÅM@KKXÚRNLDSGHMFÚ

LNQDÚRNKHCÚ@MCÚVDHFGSXÚHMÚSGDÚLHCRSÚNEÚKHFGSMDRRÚ@MCÚÆDWHAHKHSXÚ(ÚENTMCÚ@MÚTMNODMDCÚ

DMUDKNOD�Ú@MCÚRTCCDMKXÚ(ÚV@RÚSGDÚNMDÚSNÚADÚAQD@JHMFÚHSRÚV@WÚRD@KÚENQÚSGDÚÅQRSÚ@MCÚ

NMKXÚSHLDÚ(ÚV@RÚDWODQHDMBHMFÚNMDÚNEÚSGDÚSXOHB@KÚINXRÚNEÚ@ÚGHRSNQH@M�ÚADHMFÚSGDÚÅQRSÚ

person to “discover” something.1 Such discoveries are gifts from the past that col-

lapse the distinction between temporalities. The envelope was an attachment to a 

document sent in January 1938 from Ethiopia to Italy from a company employee 

to the Italian Ministry of Colonies containing transparent disks of something in-

Û 0=HGEJCÛ=>KQPÛ@EO?KRANU	ÛAOLA?E=HHUÛSEPDÛNAC=N@OÛPKÛ?KHKJE=HEOI	ÛEOÛ=HS=UOÛLNK>HAI=PE?
Û%BÛPDAÛNA=@ANÛSKQH@Û
HEGAÛPKÛGJKSÛIKNA	ÛOAA�Û)=PPDASÛ$
Û!@JAU	Ûg�NA=PEJCÛg EO?KRANUh�Û0DAÛ)UPDÛKBÛ�KHQI>QOÛ���Ø���	hÛ
Terra Incognitae 52, no 2 (2020): 195–213, doi: 10.1080/00822884.2020.1779982.
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between plastic and glass. I had no idea what I was touching.

Academia is a wordy place, and even in this case it was words that helped me. A 

label attached to the disks read: “MICA. Societá Anonima per le Industrie Estrattive 

in A.O.I., Milano.” These were mineral samples extracted from the underground of 

Italian East Africa by a private company that had a concession from the state. Still, I 

was not able to read what I was holding, so I googled “mica” and found the passage 

summarized below.2 

Micas

Their perfect cleavage into thin elastic sheets is probably the most widely recog-

nized characteristic of the micas, with their cleavages being a manifestation of 

their sheet structure. Distinct crystals of the micas occur in a few rocks, but when 

they occur in large crystals, they are often called books. When micas occur as ir-

QDFTK@QÚS@ATK@QÚL@RRDRÚNQÚSGHMÚOK@SDRÚ�Æ@JDR	�Ú SGDXÚ@OOD@Q�Ú HMÚRNLDÚHMRS@MBDR�Ú@RÚ

pages. Flexibility and elasticity, infusibility, low thermal and electrical conductivity, 

and high dielectric power allow micas to serve as electrical condensers, insulation 

sheets between commutator segments, or in heating elements. Sheets of particular 

thicknesses are used in optical instruments. Ground mica is used in many applica-

tions, including as a dusting medium to prevent asphalt tiles sticking to one another, 

@RÚ@ÚÅKKDQ�Ú@MÚ@ARNQADMS�Ú@MCÚ@RÚ@ÚKTAQHB@MSÚ(SÚHRÚ@KRNÚTRDCÚHMÚSGDÚL@MTE@BSTQHMFÚNEÚ

wallpaper to provide a glittery luster.

To cut a long story short, I was in the archives with pages of rock asking to be read, 

and I felt as though I was dipping into underground Africa. Besides the experience of 

GHRSNQHB@KÚCHROK@BDLDMS�ÚSGDÚÅMCHMFÚGHMSDCÚ@SÚRNLDSGHMFÚETQSGDQÚ(MÚLXÚM@HUDÚUHRHNMÚNEÚ

colonial appropriation, precious metals shaped unequal exchanges. I had never heard 

of micas before, which are neither gold, silver, platinum, nor palladium, so why extract 

them? Micas are one of the innumerous resources that Italians dug out of the colonies, 

with metropolitan chemical industries and fascist modernity relying on a huge array 

of minerals from Africa for their development. Colonialists took everything they could, 

regardless of its value.

2 !J?U?HKL=A@E=Û�NEP=JJE?=	ÛO
R
Ûg)E?=	hÛ=??AOOA@Û�Û�LNEHÛ����	ÛDPPLO���SSS
>NEP=JJE?=
?KI�O?EAJ?A�IE?=
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This material encounter was the missing link I was searching for in amongst the fascist 

@CLHMHRSQ@SHUDÚÅKDRÚ3GDÚDMUHQNMLDMSÚNEÚLXÚGHRSNQXÚ K@XÚ HMÚSGDÚUDQXÚL@SDQH@KÚ SQ@BDRÚ(Ú

found in the unopened envelope, which contained the scramble for resources, records 

of modernity, competition between empires, and dreams of prestige and wealth.

Archives of the National Institute of Social Security, Rome, Italy, June 2018

(MÚSGDÚENKKNVHMFÚLNMSGR�Ú@QBGHU@KÚÅMCHMFRÚGDKODCÚLDÚQDÅMDÚLXÚQDRD@QBG�ÚLDQFHMFÚODQ-

sonal and historical pasts to perceive the present. In 2018, I visited the archives of the 

Italian Agricultural Colonial Institute in Florence where documents were arranged by 

plants and places, available for consultation in the historical headquarters of the insti-

tute. A fascist building with fascist façades, fascist plant and seed samples on exhibit 

along the hallways, with fascist desks to study at, and a tropical garden in the inner 

courtyard. During the same year, I had the opportunity to work as a guest researcher 

at the National Institute of Social Security in Rome. In its archives, traces of environ-

LDMS@KÚÆNVRnGTL@MR�Ú@MHL@KR�ÚOK@MSR�ÚBNMBQDSD�ÚDMDQFX�ÚLNMDX�ÚMHSQNFDM�ÚV@SDQ�Ú@MCÚ

boats—literally unfolded in front of me. Thanks to these collections, the Italo-Libyan 

environment became a synonym for agriculture, and my research idea crystallized into 

a plant-based table of contents with a focus on select plants.

,XÚDMBNTMSDQRÚVHSGÚOGNSNFQ@OGRÚNEÚ E@QLHMFÚRBDMDRÚBNMÅQLDCÚ SG@SÚ (Ú BNTKCÚVDKKÚADÚ

following a fruitful path. Looking at photographs taken in a private plant nursery in 

‘Aziziya, a small town in northwestern Libya sometimes described as one of the hottest 

places in the world, I noticed different soils. The agricultural colonial company “De 

Micheli” took and sent these images in 1940 with the purpose of selling hundreds of 

olive trees to the National Institute of Social Security, which at the time was carrying 

out agricultural colonial enterprises in Libya as a means of tackling unemployment in 

rural Italy. Soil was not the lead character in these photographs, yet it captured my 

interest: The sight of the soil triggered memories about my past and displaced me into 

two very different settings…
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3GDÚRNHKÚHMÚSGHRÚÅQRSÚOGNSNFQ@OGÚ�ÅFÚ�	Ú

brought me back to the 2018 Swedish 

heatwave and drought, with the May 

and July of that year recording their 

warmest ever temperatures. 

A few years ago, I started spending 

time in Sweden, including during the 

spring and summer months. The ge-

ography is so different to that of Italy, 

and I experienced several physical 

epiphanies while I was there. I have 

never before felt soil so loose, dry, 

dusty, and atomic. During the drier 

months, I noticed it right throughout 

the house, covering my shoes when 

I went out for a walk, and layered 

across the grass in the garden. It was 

light but created a thick and consis-

tent layer. It disassembled itself from 

SGDÚFQNTMC�ÚÆXHMFÚ@QNTMCÚ@MCÚCDONRHSHMFÚHSRDKEÚDUDQXVGDQDÚ(ÚG@UDÚFDMDQ@KKXÚ@RRNBH-

ated this volatile characteristic of the soil with hot climates and countries with sandy 

K@MCRB@ODRÚ@MCÚGD@UXÚ@FQHBTKSTQ@KÚOQ@BSHBDRÚ8DSÚSGDQDÚ(ÚV@RÚDWODQHDMBHMFÚHSÚÅQRSG@MCÚ

during a Swedish spring in Stockholm.

Such dryness in an almost arctic region seemed incongruous. Indeed, two summers 

ago in August, northern Sweden had experienced the unexpected and unusual phe-

MNLDMNMÚNEÚ@MÚ@QBSHBÚVHKCÅQDÚ3GDÚSDQLÚj@QBSHBÚVHKCÅQDkÚRNTMCDCÚ@KLNRSÚKHJDÚ@MÚNWX-

LNQNMÚ@ÚBNTOKDÚNEÚXD@QRÚ@FN�ÚXDSÚMNVÚHSÚHRÚ@ÚE@LHKH@QÚSDQLÚ(MÚ)TKXÚ�����ÚÅQDRÚROQD@CÚ

easily in the hot, dry weather and raged across Sweden as far north as the Arctic 

Circle, prompting authorities to ask for international assistance. Given the soil, Swe-

den was prone to burn. 

3GDÚRNHKÚHMÚSGHRÚRDBNMCÚOGNSNFQ@OGÚ�ÅFÚ�	ÚKNNJRÚLNQDÚKHJDÚSG@SÚVGHBGÚTRDCÚSNÚBNUDQÚ

my hometown in Central Italy, midway between Rome and Naples, not too far from 

Figure 2
‘Aziziya, Libya, 1940 

�/KQN?A�Û*=PEKJ=HÛ%JOPEPQPAÛ
of Social Security, Rome, 

Italy)
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the coast. In this photograph, I can 

D@RHKXÚRDDÚLXRDKEÚ@SÚSGDÚ@FDÚNEÚÅUDÚNQÚ

six, wearing green rubber boots and 

messing around with plants and tools 

in my grandparents’ orchard. I can 

still feel the texture of the soil under 

and around my shoes—consistent but 

soft—and I can still see the footprints 

of my boots on the ground, the tiny 

little squares arranged in semicircles. 

Wet, if not soaked, quite dark and 

heavy, with insects and worms inhab-

iting it—I had walked on soil like this 

before. 

As in the photograph, the earth of my 

childhood ran like waves, with the 

highest crests rich in vegetation and 

the lowest ones a balance of bare soil 

and water. Much of my hometown is actually located below sea level, as it is near the 

coast, with a lake and a system of channels connecting it to the sea. Our relationship 

with this mesh of soil and water has always been one of both confrontation and coop-

eration, always boasting high fertility.

Once again, I was in the archives with many photographs of soils just waiting to be 

read. I felt like I was wrapped in volatile sand, and I could feel my shoes sinking 

ADKNVÚ EQHB@iRÚRTQE@BDÚ.MBDÚ@F@HM�ÚL@SDQH@KHSXÚ@MCÚRDMRNQXÚQDÆDBSHNMRÚVDQDÚSGDÚLHC-

dle ground on which my academic persona met the everyday person, and where my 

research met my inner-self to make this far-away-in-time-and-space story somehow 

meaningful. It was here, as my work and personal life crossed paths, that the experi-

ence of historical displacement and the recovery of my childhood memories carried 

along with them the juxtaposition of the two images that would reveal a startling, 

human-made transformation. I could visualize the trajectory of the fascist colonial 

scheme: from an arid, light-brown, and sandy soil to one that is wet, almost black, and 

rich in decaying organic matter.

Figure 3
‘Aziziya, Libya, 1940 
�/KQN?A�Û*=PEKJ=HÛ%JOPEPQPAÛ
of Social Security, Rome, 
Italy)
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During the early 1920s, the coastal regions of Tripolitania and Cyrenaica (part of modern-

day Libya) were deemed to be “a vast sandy box.” Yet its remote past speaks of a hidden 

and forgotten fertility, which can be uncovered in the myths of Libya as one of the rich-

DRSÚ1NL@MÚOQNUHMBDRÚ'@UHMFÚÅQRSÚSQ@RGDCÚSGDÚOK@BD�ÚSGDÚ1NL@MRÚDUDMST@KKXÚE@MBHDCÚHSÚ

for themselves; a new city was built over the ruins of Carthage, and Tunisia became the 

granary of the Roman Empire. It was this past that the Fascists wanted to resurrect. They 

envisioned a green colony, and in order to achieve it invested huge amounts of capital, 

OQNLNSHMFÚRBHDMSHÅBÚ@MCÚSDBGMNKNFHB@KÚHMMNU@SHNM�ÚVGHBGÚ@KRNÚHMUNKUDCÚSGDÚLNUDLDMSÚNEÚ

Italian fascists to Libya, displacing Libyans from the most fertile areas.

3GDÚRNHKÚHMÚÅFTQDÚ�ÚONRDRÚSGDÚPTDRSHNM�Ú"NTKCÚ@ÚE@RBHRSÚHL@FHMDÚ@ÚADSSDQÚOK@BDÚSNÚBNM-

duct a radical socio-ecological experiment than a country that is 95 percent arid and 

infertile and populated by Berber and Arab nomadic and semi-nomadic tribes? The 

RNHKÚHMÚÅFTQDÚ�ÚRTFFDRSRÚSG@S�ÚUDQXÚKHJDKX�ÚSGDÚ@MRVDQÚHRÚMN�Ú@MCÚSG@SÚSGDÚ+HAX@MÚDWOD-

rience both featured and shaped the fascist regime. Libyan soils started to produce 

fruits and fascists that sustained one another. The North African landscape offered 

the regime an extreme environment in which equally extreme—even heroic—ges-

tures could be performed, an alien territory to be tamed, appropriated, and radically 

transformed. Fascist soils, fascist plants, and fascist Libyans—that is what these pho-

tographs portray.
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Ansgar Schanbacher

Sealing the Land: Recognizing Urban Developments in Past and 
Present Göttingen

Today, it is considered normal that before entering historically and culturally inter-

esting city centers, we have to overcome a broad belt of monotonous suburbs built 

on previously fertile soils. Even a freeway interchange can cover the same surface 

area as the historic center of a small town it passes or dissects. At a glance, it is easy 

to see that a large proportion of built-up areas and their infrastructure have arisen 

in the last few decades. Yet few people seem disturbed by the rapid pace at which 

the landscape has changed. Perhaps the human mind just does not recognize these 

changes. However, such developments did not only take place during the second 

half of the twentieth century. Rather, they are rooted in the nineteenth century 

when together with the acceleration of industrialization, the landscape people had 

been used to for centuries was subjected to a process of radical change. As a result, 

the view of rural landscapes today is often visually ambiguous, as can be observed 

in the Leine River valley in Central Germany.

The wide valley of the Leine River be-

SVDDMÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ@MCÚ'@MNUDQÚHR�ÚQDK-

atively speaking, a peaceful place. On 

both sides of the dale are rolling hills 

full of green trees. Sometimes a me-

dieval tower shines through, recall-

ing times when knights controlled 

the dues of merchants passing from 

Kassel to Hanover. Yet, in parts of 

the valley, the view is far from empty 

and less than beautiful. Several high-

ways, the national A7 freeway, and 

four railway tracks cut through the 

K@MCRB@OD�ÚVGHBGÚ HRÚÆNNCDCÚVHSGÚ HM-

dustrial developments and residen-

SH@KÚGNTRHMFÚMD@QÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ�ÅFÚ�	

Figure 1
Commercial buildings 
north of Göttingen con-
OPNQ?PA@ÛEJÛ���ÛKJÛSD=PÛ
S=OÛLNAREKQOHUÛCNAAJÛ
space (Source: Author)
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I am wondering what this landscape—which I cross several times per week—looked 

like before industrialization took place, which was ignited by the building of the 

&½SSHMFDMÚSNÚ'@MNUDQÚQ@HKV@XÚHMÚSGDÚ����RÚ'NVÚCHCÚHMG@AHS@MSRÚ@MCÚUHRHSNQRÚA@BJÚ

SGDMÚODQBDHUDÚSGDÚ+DHMDÚ5@KKDX�ÚSGDÚTMHUDQRHSXÚSNVMÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDM�ÚSGDÚRTQQNTMCHMFR�Ú

and the changes taking place?

 

Delving even further into the past helps to provide a better understanding of the 

answers to these questions and a perception of landscape changes across time. In 

my current research, I am therefore working on the environmental history of early 

modern cities, with a focus on how their inhabitants dealt with resource scarcities 

and natural hazards, while trying to bring attention to pre-industrial interactions 

between humans and the environment, including examples of urban agriculture in 

and around cities. For me, the great importance of fertile soils for city inhabitants 

of the eighteenth century is a starting point for looking at developments in the Lei-

ne Valley during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries when the landscape was 

understood as a resource for infrastructure and industry rather than as a fertile 

agricultural plain.

Understanding the concept of landscape can be challenging when one relies solely 

on the interpretation of written sources. By using a multitude of different, some-

times unusual, source materials we can create more tangible and relevant environ-

mental histories of regions such as the Leine Valley. An etching by Matthäus Merian 

C��ÚVGNÚDCHSDCÚ@ÚA@MCÚNEÚ��ÚÅMDÚUNKTLDRÚNEÚSNVMRB@ODRÚHMÚSGDÚRDUDMSDDMSGÚBDMSTQXÚ

(Topographia Germaniae), shows with surprising detail and realism the meadows, 

F@QCDMR�ÚÅDKCR�Ú@MCÚGHKKRÚRTQQNTMCHMFÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ@QNTMCÚ����nRBDMDQXÚSG@SÚG@QCKXÚ

BG@MFDCÚTMSHKÚSGDÚ����RÚ�ÅFÚ�	

%NQSTM@SDKX�Ú ENKKNVHMFÚ SGDÚ ENTMCHMFÚNEÚ SGDÚTMHUDQRHSXÚ HMÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ HMÚ�����ÚL@MXÚ

students and scholars documented their experiences of landscape changes, allow-

ing historians like myself to gain a more intimate view of the landscape in the eigh-

teenth and nineteenth centuries. One of them, the Danish student Johann Georg 

!¬QDMR�ÚCQ@ESDCÚ@ÚCDRBQHOSHNMÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ@MCÚHSRÚRTQQNTMCHMFRÚHMÚ����Ú@KKTCHMFÚ

SNÚSGDÚEDQSHKDÚK@MCR�ÚSGDÚOK@HMÚÅDKCR�Ú@MCÚSGDÚMD@QAXÚUHKK@FDRÚ3GHQSXÚXD@QRÚK@SDQ�ÚSGDÚ

traveler and theologian Christoph Friedrich Rinck from Karlsruhe described how 
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GDÚBNTKCÚNARDQUDÚÅDKCR�ÚVNNCR�ÚBNSS@FDR�Ú@MCÚUHKK@FDRÚVGDMÚRS@MCHMFÚNMÚSGDÚSNVMiRÚ

ramparts. When I tried to repeat his experience by walking these same ramparts 

one cool morning (together with many joggers and dog owners), I also saw much 

green because the circle encompassing the city center is today like a narrow park. 

2S@QSHMFÚHMÚSGDÚ����R�Ú@ESDQÚSGDÚCDENQSHÅB@SHNMÚNEÚSGDÚBHSX�ÚSQDDRÚVDQDÚOK@MSDCÚHMÚSGHRÚ

@QD@Ú8DSÚ(ÚJMNVÚSG@SÚADGHMCÚSGDRDÚSQDDR�ÚSQ@EÅBÚMNVÚQTRGDRÚAXn(ÚBNTKCÚCHRSHMFTHRGÚ

broad streets, noisy construction sites, and high buildings breaching the canopy. 

In contrast, historical sources show that back in the eighteenth century, open land-

RB@ODÚADF@MÚLNQDÚNQÚKDRRÚCHQDBSKXÚADXNMCÚSGDÚBHSXÚF@SDRÚ&½SSHMFDMÚV@RÚ@KRNÚBKD@QKXÚ

separated from neighboring villages such as Weende and Grone, which are today 

integral parts of the city.

One source that has proved particularly informative in gaining an understanding of 

cities and their surroundings in the eighteenth century is a detailed map from 1784 

�ÅFÚ�	Ú"QD@SDCÚCTQHMFÚ@ÚK@MCRB@ODÚRTQUDXÚNEÚSGDÚDKDBSNQ@SDÚNEÚ'@MNUDQÚ�Kurfürsten-

tum Hannover	�ÚHSÚSNNJÚSGDÚNEÅBDQRÚNEÚSGDÚ"NQORÚNEÚ$MFHMDDQRÚ��ÚXD@QRÚSNÚBNLOKDSDÚ

(MÚ HSRÚÅMDÚ KHMDR�ÚNMDÚB@MÚRDDÚMNSÚNMKXÚGNVÚ K@MCÚV@RÚOQDUHNTRKXÚTRDCÚATSÚ@KRNÚ SGDÚ

Figure 2
Matthäus Merian d.Ä. 
#¸PPEJCAJ	Û#AO=IPÚ
ansicht von Westen, 
1641. Copperplate 
etching, 20 × 30.5 cm, 
DPPL���SSS
VAJK
KNC	Û
Contumax GmbH & 
�K
Û'#
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DWSDMRHNMÚNEÚRDSSKDLDMSR�ÚF@QCDMR�ÚÅDKCR�Ú@MCÚLD@CNVRÚ SÚSGDÚSHLD�Ú@OOQNWHL@SDKXÚ

�����ÚBNVR�ÚOHFR�Ú@MCÚRGDDOÚRSHKKÚKHUDCÚHMÚSGDÚBHSXÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDM�ÚVGHBGÚVDQDÚQDFTK@QKXÚ

driven out onto the surrounding pastures directly outside the city gates, as well as 

into the woods in the distance.

The map also shows buildings outside the city that formed an important part of 

economic and social life, which can also be tracked in written sources. There was a 

factory (Fabrique) in the north of Grone, a fulling mill (Walck Müle) and dye works, 

which were part of the city’s prospering textile industry, water mills (Masch Müle) 

along the Leine River, garden cottages, and even restaurants near the moat. When 

BNLO@QHMFÚSGHRÚRTQUDXÚL@OÚVHSGÚSNC@XiRÚK@MCRB@OD�ÚNMDÚOQNLHMDMSÚED@STQDÚNEÚ&½S-

tingen that exists today, but which did not exist in 1784, stands out: the wood east 

Figure 3
Göttingen and its 

surroundings in 1784 
(Source: Kurhannover-
sche Landesaufnahme 
@AOÛ�
Û&=DNDQJ@ANPO	Û
"KHEKÛ���Û#¸PPEJCAJ	Û
O?=HAÛ���	���	Û(#(*Û

Hannover)
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of the town (Hainholz), which is now a popular location for walking and recreation, 

surmounted by a lookout tower called the Bismarckturm. This wooded area was 

QDENQDRSDCÚ EQNLÚ@RÚ QDBDMSKXÚ@RÚ����Ú6GDMÚ KNNJHMFÚ@SÚ SNC@XiRÚVNNCRÚ@QNTMCÚ&½S-

tingen, a curious and informed eye can distinguish the areas that were previously 

species-rich, with a mixture of old and young trees, shrubs, and coppice, from the 

monotonous high canopy forests that shape our current view of a “normal” wood, 

thus translating the present landscape into historical insights.

 QNTMCÚ�����Ú KD@UHMFÚ@Ú SNVMÚ KHJDÚ&½SSHMFDMÚV@RÚ Q@SGDQÚD@RXnRNÚLTBGÚRNÚ SG@SÚ HSÚ

DUDMÚHMROHQDCÚSGDÚVQHSHMFRÚNEÚ@TSGNQRÚRTBGÚ@RÚ'DHMQHBGÚ'DHMD�ÚVGNÚKHUDCÚHMÚ&½SSHM-

gen for a short time in 1820 and again in 1824/25 while he completed his legal stud-

ies. On departing the town in 1824 to wander to the famous Brocken—the highest 

point of the Harz mountains—he described his feelings in Harzreise after passing 

the Weender Gate to the north of the city.

Fresh morning air blew over the road, the birds sang cheerily, and little by little, with 

the breeze and the birds, my mind also became fresh and cheerful. […] Milk-maids 

occasionally passed, as did also donkey drivers, with their grey pupils.

Today, the scene described by Heine in the above revelation is dominated by noisy major 

roads leading to a freeway, a gas station, and multistory buildings. While the scenery 

depicted by Heine in Harzreise may appear quaint, even nostalgic, to the contemporary 

sensibility so often besieged by the noise and pollution created by industrialized lands-

capes, it was not approved of by everyone at the time. Supporters of “progress” in high 

positions within the city administration, such as the mayor Georg Julius Philipp Merkel, in 

QDSQNRODBSÚBNLOK@HMDCÚ@ANTSÚSGDÚITLAKDÚNEÚÅDKCÚO@SGR�ÚSGDÚCHRSTQAHMFÚÆNBJRÚNEÚRGDDO�Ú@MCÚ

SGDÚCHRNQCDQKXÚLNR@HBÚNEÚÅDKCRÚSG@SÚK@BJDCÚOQNODQÚCQ@HM@FDÚRTQQNTMCHMFÚSGDÚBHSXÚ'DQD�ÚVDÚ

FDSÚ@ÚRDMRDÚNEÚNMDÚNEÚSGDÚMTLDQNTRÚBNMÆHBSRÚBNMBDQMHMFÚK@MCÚTRDÚ@SÚSGDÚSHLDÚ(MÚDMUHQNM-

LDMS@K�ÚDBNMNLHB�Ú@MCÚRNBH@KÚGHRSNQXÚQDRD@QBG�ÚRTBGÚBNMÆHBSRÚ@QDÚVHCDKXÚCHRBTRRDCÚ3GDXÚ

NESDMÚBDMSDQDCÚNMÚHRRTDRÚKHJDÚVGNÚV@RÚ@KKNVDCÚSNÚBNKKDBSÚÅQDVNNCÚHMÚKNB@KÚENQDRSRÚNQÚCQHUDÚ

B@SSKDÚNMÚLD@CNVR�ÚVGHBGÚVDQDÚO@QSÚNEÚSGDÚBHSXiRÚENQSHÅB@SHNM�ÚNQÚDWSQ@BSÚNQDÚEQNLÚBDQS@HMÚ

parts of the landscape, thereby destroying the livelihoods of people living nearby. Similar 

BNMÆHBSRÚBNMEQNMSÚTRÚSNC@XÚ@RÚFKNA@KÚONOTK@SHNMÚFQNVSGÚQDCTBDRÚSGDÚ@QD@Ú@U@HK@AKDÚENQÚTRDÚ

by individuals, aggravated by environmental pollution and climate change. Land and wa-

SDQÚTRDÚBNMÆHBSRÚSGTRÚMNVÚS@JDÚOK@BDÚNMÚ@MÚDUDMÚFQD@SDQÚRB@KDÚSG@MÚV@RÚDUDQÚHL@FHM@AKDÚ

in the past.
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During the nineteenth century, more and more people came to live in the prosperous 

TMHUDQRHSXÚSNVMÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDM�ÚDRODBH@KKXÚ@ESDQÚSGDÚHMSQNCTBSHNMÚNEÚSGDÚQ@HKQN@CÚHMÚ����Ú(MÚ

�����ÚSGDQDÚVDQDÚ������ÚHMG@AHS@MSRnNUDQÚSVHBDÚ@RÚL@MXÚ@RÚNMDÚGTMCQDCÚXD@QRÚD@QKHDQÚ

(today, there are 134,000, a similar size to Cambridge, England). The resulting housing 

shortage inside the city, together with the supposed “neglect” of the city’s surroundings, 

led to administrative activities such as the creation of a new building law (Bauordnung 

für die Stadt Göttingen) in 1877. This law can be traced back through a vast array of do-

cuments in the city archives—and subsequently led to the expansion of the sealed areas 

CTDÚSNÚATHKCHMFRÚ@MCÚHMEQ@RSQTBSTQDÚEQNLÚSGDÚ����RÚNMV@QCR�ÚVHSGÚCDUDKNOLDMSRÚADFHM-

ning in the north and southeast of the city. Around 1900, new buildings had already 

reached the borders of the city and the merging of neighboring villages began. Whether 

it was despite these urban advances—the city’s denser population, its sprawl, and the 

QDCTBSHNMÚNEÚTMSHKKDCÚ@QD@RnNQÚADB@TRDÚNEÚSGDL�ÚVDKKÛSNÛCNÚBHSHYDMRÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ@QNTMCÚ

this time favored quiet and bucolic places. One example of this trend is the cottage of the 

VQHSDQÚ+NTÚ MCQD@RÛ2@KNL±Ú�����m����	Ú@MCÚGDQÚGTRA@MC�ÚSGDÚ.QHDMS@KHRSÚ%QHDCQHBGÚ"@QKÚ

Andreas, which looked out onto the city from the east, boasting old trees, an orchard, 

vegetable patches, and even a chicken run.

(MÚSGDÚ����R�ÚSGDÚGHRSNQHBÚSNVMÚBDMSDQÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDMÚADB@LDÚDMBHQBKDCÚAXÚK@MCÚADKNM-

ging to the railroad, apartment buildings, a hospital area, developments with two-

family houses with gardens, a villa quarter to the east, and barracks to the south. Quite 

a lot had changed since the days of Heinrich Heine, in part due to advancements in 

building materials driven by new ideologies and infrastructure. The use of asphalt in 

road construction distinctly increased in the second half of the nineteenth century, 

and concrete had already become a widespread building material, as we learn from 

a 1905 edition of Meyers Encyclopedia. This development was intimately linked to 

MNUDKÚ����R���RÚHCD@KRÚNEÚ@ÚB@QÛEQHDMCKXÚSNVMnHCD@KRÚSG@SÚCHCÚMNSÚBNMRHCDQÚSGDÚGHRSNQHBÚ

worth of the fabric of the city and its surroundings. Indeed, the number of commuters 

SNÚ&½SSHMFDMÚMNS@AKXÚHMBQD@RDCÚEQNLÚSGDÚ����RÚNMV@QCR�ÚVGHKDÚSGDÚMTLADQÚNEÚE@LHKXÚ

houses in neighboring villages such as Rosdorf and Bovenden soared.

3NC@X�Ú@OOQNWHL@SDKXÚRDUDMÚODQBDMSÚNEÚSGDÚK@MCÚHMÚ+NVDQÚ2@WNMX�ÚVGDQDÚ&½SSHMFDMÚHRÚRH-

tuated, is sealed by buildings and infrastructure, which equals 3,340 square kilometers, 

or four times the area of Hamburg. The sealing of the soil with infrastructure prevents 

SGDÚÅKSQ@SHNMÚNEÚBNMS@LHM@MSR�Ú KNVDQRÚV@SDQÚRSNQ@FDÚB@O@BHSX�Ú@MCÚOQDBKTCDRÚ SGDÚTRDÚNEÚ
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underlying fertile soils. The regional government in Lower Saxony is at least trying to limit 

K@MCÚBNMRTLOSHNMÚSNÚENTQÚGDBS@QDRÚ@ÚC@XÚAXÚ�����Ú@MCÚ&½SSHMFDMiRÚBHSXÚBNTMBHKÚHRÚ@KRNÚVDKKÚ

aware of the value of open, green spaces for its inhabitants, but admits in its policy guide-

lines from 2012 (Leitbild 2020) that there is an economic need for new commercial areas.1

 RÚ@ÚQDRTKSÚNEÚRTBGÚONKHBHDRÚ@MCÚSGDÚDBNMNLHBÚOTRGÚNEÚSGDÚSVDMSHDSGÚ@MCÚSVDMSXÛÅQRSÚ

centuries, many central European landscapes, especially in the fertile river valleys of 

the Rhine, Main, and Neckar, have been sealed by infrastructure, with buildings re-

placing the original soils, altering the landscape for good. These changes occurred in 

many very small steps from the nineteenth century onwards, with most people beco-

ming accustomed to them and tending to quickly forget how things looked just a few 

years or months earlier. I, for instance, no longer recall how the area covered with new 

ATHKCHMFRÚMD@QÚSGDÚQ@HKV@XÚSQ@BJRÚHMÚ&½SSHMFDMÚKNNJDCÚADENQDG@MCÚ�RDDÚÅFÚ�	Ú3GDQDÚ

V@RÚOQNA@AKXÚ@ÚÅDKC�Ú@ÚO@QJ�ÚNQÚF@QCDMÚOKNSRÚSGDQDÚ3GDÚAQHDEÚFKHLORDRÚ@EENQCDCÚNEÚSGDÚ

landscape when traveling by train perhaps lead me to forget. Nevertheless, I cannot 

ignore a feeling of loss when thinking of what was surely an “ideal” open landscape, 

and the improbability of getting it back. In 1824, Heinrich Heine took a whole day to 

V@KJÚEQNLÚ&½SSHMFDMÚSNÚ.RSDQNCD�ÚNUDQÚ��ÚJHKNLDSDQR�Ú@MCÚQDL@QJDCÚSG@SÚDUDMHMF�Új(Ú

was as tired as a dog and slept like a god.” The fast pace of modern life has apparently 

led to my more cursory perception of this now urban environment.

Changes within urban space often go unnoticed either because of their relative slow-

ness, or, as shown in the nineteenth century, because they are tied to new and un-

questioned ideals of progress and economic development. Many such ideals still offer 

convincing arguments for sealing the land today, even though this is one of our most 

valuable and sensitive resources, which is easily neglected by people—including my-

self—who hurry past in a train or car thinking about their daily grind. One task for the 

environmental historian is, therefore, to record these changes and uncover and trans-

late diverse records documenting landscape change throughout time. Although much 

G@RÚBG@MFDCÚHMÚ&½SSHMFDMÚRHMBDÚSGDÚSHLDRÚNEÚ'DHMQHBGÚ'DHMD�ÚVGDMÚATBNKHBÚRBDMDQXÚ

surrounded the town, not everything points to deterioration. For example, the refores-

SDCÚGHKKRÚD@RSÚNEÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ@QDÚGHFGKXÚQDF@QCDCÚAXÚQDRHCDMSRÚNEÚSGDÚBHSX�ÚRGNVHMFÚSG@SÚ@Ú

return to more sustainable land use practices is indeed possible in the long run.

Û g/P§@PA>=QHE?DAOÛ(AEP>EH@Û����	hÛ/P=@PÛ#¸PPEJCAJ	Û=??AOOA@Û)=N?DÛ����	ÛDPPLO���SSS
CKAPPEJCAJ
@A�
N=PD=QO�GKJVALPA�SKDJAJÚQJ@Ú>=QAJ�OP=A@PA>=QHE?DAOÚHAEP>EH@Ú����
DPIH
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Further Reading

#DMDBJD�Ú#HDSQHBG�Ú$QMRSÚ!½GLD�Ú@MCÚ1TCNKEÚUNMÚ3G@CCDMÚGöttingen. Geschichte einer Univer-

sitätsstadt. �Ú5NKTLDRÚ&½SSHMFDM�Ú5@MCDMGNDBJÚ�Ú1TOQDBGS�Ú����m����

Heine, Heinrich. Pictures of Travel. Translated by Charles Godfrey Leland. Philadelphia: Schaefer 

& Koradi, 1879, 49–103. https://archive.org/stream/heinrichheinespi00hein?ref=ol#page/n12/

mode/2up.

Wilhelm, Jan Volker. Das Baugeschäft und die Stadt. Stadtplanung, Grundstücksgeschäfte und 

Bautätigkeit in Göttingen 1861–1924Ú&½SSHMFDM�Ú5@MCDMGNDBJÚ�Ú1TOQDBGS�Ú����
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David-Christopher Assmann

Stubborn Stuff: Translating Rubbish

The steaming hills never end, and I can barely see the horizon.1 The terrain is exten-

sive and somehow unreal. Somewhere far ahead, on another hill, William is trudg-

ing through the masses of piled-up material that surrounds us. I can only guess at 

his gray contours, far in the muddy distance. Dawn wraps everything in a warm, 

dirty yellow, the hills stinking of sulfuric acid, rotten food scraps, animal carcasses, 

and oil. The toxic air stands still making it hard to breathe, while the rubbish sticks 

to my shoes, dirtying my pants. Faraway, I hear the uncanny noise of incredibly big 

excavators and dozens of trucks bringing evermore material: broken mirrors, car 

SHQDR�ÚOGNMDÚANNJR�ÚTRDCÚSNNSGAQTRGDR�ÚÆNVDQONSR�ÚQHOODCÚ ID@MR�Ú KNRSÚBDKKÚOGNMDR�Ú

broken glasses, rotten shoes, discarded plastic, and paper bags. There seems to 

ADÚMNSGHMFÚNMDÚB@MMNSÚÅMCÚGDQDÚ3GDÚF@QA@FDÚCTLOÚCDUNTQRÚDUDQXSGHMFÚNTQÚC@HKXÚ

routine leaves behind. Every year, every one of us in Germany and Italy disposes 

of nearly 500 kilograms of material2—things that we no longer need, or that we do 

not like or use anymore because they no longer work or are out of fashion, or just 

because they bother us or others. However, these things do not disappear once we 

G@UDÚSGQNVMÚSGDLÚHMÚSGDÚQTAAHRGÚAHMÚ ÚK@QFDÚ@LNTMSÚHRÚRSNQDCÚHMÚK@MCÅKKn@ÚSDBG-

nique that goes back to the Stone Age when humans kept their “kitchen waste” in 

OK@BDRÚNTSRHCDÚNEÚSGDHQÚKHUHMFÚPT@QSDQRÚ-DUDQSGDKDRR�ÚK@MCÅKK�Ú@RÚVDÚJMNVÚHSÚSNC@X�Ú

only gained relevance from the middle of the nineteenth century onwards. Industri-

@KHY@SHNMÚG@RÚL@CDÚHSÚMDBDRR@QXÚSNÚÅMCÚMDV�ÚSDBGMNKNFHB@KKXÚ@CU@MBDCÚOQ@BSHBDRÚENQÚ

dealing with our mountains of discarded waste.3

Garbage workers seem to be continually rearranging the piled-up material, creat-

ing ever new and higher heaps. Birds—gulls, pigeons, and ravens—are circling 

Û %ÛSKQH@ÛHEGAÛPKÛPD=JGÛ�=N>=N=Û,EO=JQÛ=J@Û'NEOPUÛ$AJ@ANOKJÛBKNÛPDAENÛDAHLBQHÛ?KIIAJPOÛKJÛLNAREKQOÛRANOE-
ons of this essay.

�Û �??KN@EJCÛPKÛPDAÛ#ANI=JÛ"A@AN=HÛ/P=PEOPE?=HÛ+BÀ?A	ÛEJÛ���Û=JÛ=RAN=CAÛKBÛ���ÛGEHKCN=IOÛKBÛDKQOADKH@Û
S=OPAÛLANÛEJD=>EP=JPÛS=OÛLNK@Q?A@
Û/AAÛP=>HAÛg�QBGKIIAJÛ=JÛ$=QOD=HPO=>B§HHAJ�Û AQPO?DH=J@	Û&=DNA	Û
�>B=HH=NPAJhÛ��K@A�Û����	ÛDPPLO���SSS
@AOP=PEO
@A� !�6=DHAJ"=GPAJ� =PAJ>=JGAJ� =PAJ>=JGAJ
DPIH
Û
/AAÛPDAÛÀCQNAOÛBKNÛ%P=HUÛBKNÛ���Û����ÛGEHKCN=IO�ÛKBÛPDAÛ%OPEPQPKÛ/QLANEKNAÛLANÛH=Û,NKPAVEKJAÛAÛH=Û.E?AN?=Û
�I>EAJP=HA�Û.=LLKNPKÛ.EÀQPEÛ1N>=JE
Û!@EVEKJA	Û���	Û�	ÛDPPL���SSS
EOLN=I>EAJPA
CKR
EP�EP�LQ>>HE?=VEKJE�
N=LLKNPE�N=LLKNPKÚNEÀQPEÚQN>=JEÚA@EVEKJAÚ���


3 Martin V. Melosi, #=N>=CAÛEJÛPDAÛ�EPEAO�Û.ABQOA	Û.ABKNI	Û=J@ÛPDAÛ!JRENKJIAJP, revised edition (Pittsburgh, 
PA: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2005).
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above the gigantic piles and cannot wait for the arrival of a new truck of rubbish. 

For months, William had repeatedly asked the authorities for a knowledgeable em-

OKNXDDÚVGNÚBNTKCÚFTHCDÚTRÚSGQNTFGÚSGDÚTMBKD@QÚ SDQQ@HMÚNEÚ SGDÚ K@MCÅKK�ÚVGHBGÚG@CÚ

STQMDCÚNTSÚSNÚADÚ@MÚ@OO@QDMSKXÚCHEÅBTKSÚS@RJÚNEÚSQ@MRK@SHNMÚADSVDDMÚCHRBHOKHMDR�ÚOQN-

EDRRHNMR�Ú@MCÚG@AHS@SRÚj KKÚVDÚMDDCÚHRÚENQÚRNLDNMDÚSNÚRGNVÚTRÚSGDÚK@MCÅKKÚENQÚG@KEÚ@MÚ

hour, answer a few questions about the technological processes used, and explain 

the sort of materials that pile up. We would like to prepare our research,” William 

DWOK@HMDCÚ8DSÚQDRD@QBGÚ@ANTSÚK@MCÅKKÚLTRSÚG@UDÚRNTMCDCÚSNNÚ@ARTQCÚSNÚSGDÚODQRNM-

nel whose business it is to cope with all of the discarded material every day. Why 

@M@KXYDÚF@QA@FD�ÚVNQSGKDRRÚRSTEEÚAXÚCDÅMHSHNM�Ú%HM@KKX�Ú@ESDQÚRDUDQ@KÚDÛL@HKRÚ@MCÚ@Ú

number of forceful phone calls, we found someone who was willing to take a step 

out of the sticky trash for a moment and show us the facility—its rotten secrets and 

CHQSXÚSQD@RTQDRÚ SÚSGDÚNEÅBH@KÚDMSQ@MBDÚNEÚSGDÚCHRONR@KÚRHSD�Ú6HKKH@LÚ@MMNTMBDCÚNTQÚ

visit, promptly setting out together with one of the workers, seemingly completely 

forgetting about his actual research companion.

(ÚG@UDÚHMUDMSDCÚSGHRÚRBDMDÚ8DSÚ6HKKH@LÚHRÚMNSÚITRSÚ@ÚÅFTQDÚNEÚ@ÚÅBSHNM@KÚM@QQ@SHUDÚATSÚ

rather William Rathje, an American researcher who established the archaeology of 

garbage as an academic discipline. In the 1970s, together with his research group 

at the University of Arizona, he founded what has since been called “Garbology.” 

3NFDSGDQÚVHSGÚ INTQM@KHRSÚ"TKKDMÚ,TQOGX�Ú1@SGIDÚVQNSDÚ@ÚONOTK@QÚMNMÛÅBSHNMÚANNJÚ

NMÚGHRÚ@CUDMSTQDRÚVHSGÚ K@MCÅKKR�ÚF@QA@FD�Ú@MCÚF@QA@FDÚVNQJDQRÚ (ÚRSTLAKDCÚTONMÚ

Rubbish! The Archaeology of Garbage (1992) when I became interested in garbage 

as a cultural and literary phenomenon and was looking for some theoretical per-

spectives on the topic. Indeed, Rubbish! not only offers insights into the world of 

discarded materials but also translates them into a readable narrative. The book 

addresses nearly every topic related to garbage in the United States, including what 

and how much garbage is thrown away, where and how it is dumped, the types of 

materials most commonly disposed of and the degree of toxicity and danger associ-

@SDCÚVHSGÚSGDL�Ú@MCÚGNVÚF@QA@FDÚB@MÚADÚRBHDMSHÅB@KKXÚRSTCHDCÚRNÚ@RÚSNÚGDKOÚHMÚSGDÚ

development of ecological solutions.

Climbing up the massive hills of the garbage dump, the two of us try to answer at least 

some of these questions. However, you might ask why an archaeologist like William 

Rathje would allow someone like me—a literary scholar—take part in his research 
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project. Certainly, we discuss the topic repeatedly, even as we are making our way 

through the dump. Still, Rathje is unconvinced by my approach. “William, I’m inter-

ested in how rubbish is translated into texts, articles, books—just like the one you 

wrote with Murphy,” I explain, once again trying to make my point clear. But, some-

how, we seem to be forever lost in translation. “These are two completely different 

things,” he shouts from the other side of the garbage heap, almost falling over. “Do 

MNSÚLHWÚTOÚQD@KÚQTAAHRGÚVHSGÚQTAAHRGÚHMÚÅBSHNM@KÚVNQKCRkÚ(MÚRNLDÚV@X�ÚGDÚHRÚQHFGS�ÚNEÚ

course. Textual rubbish does not stink; it does not cause dust; and it is not harmful to 

the environment or hazardous to health. Therefore, we cannot or must not eliminate, 

RNQS�ÚNQÚQDBXBKDÚCHRB@QCDCÚSGHMFRÚHMÚ�KHSDQ@QX�ÚINTQM@KHRSHB�Ú@MCÚRBHDMSHÅB	ÚSDWSRÚ8DS�ÚSGDÚ

distinction between real rubbish (such as that which surrounds us, as we are walk-

ing through the dump) and textual rubbish (the subject of this text) is far more hy-

brid than William assumes. Immaterial rubbish includes semantics, discourses, and 

practices of coping with discarded things. As Serenella Iovino would put it, rubbish 

is “a mesh of agencies that are both material, industrial, political, chemical, geologi-

cal, biological, and narrative.”4Ú6G@SDUDQÚSGDÚSDQLÚjF@QANKNFXkÚCDÅMDR�ÚHMÚSGDÚDMCÚHSÚ

also describes practices of translation. Doing “garbology” means classifying, sort-

ing, ordering, and—if you like—reading discarded things. William takes the stuff 

GDÚÅMCRÚNMÚSGDÚCTLOÚ@RÚ@ÚLD@MHMFETKÚQDRNTQBDÚ(MCDDC�ÚGHRÚSQHORÚSNÚK@MCÅKKRÚRDQUDÚSNÚ

F@SGDQÚRHFMHÅB@MSÚHMENQL@SHNMÚ(MÚSGHRÚRDMRD�ÚOQ@BSHBHMFÚF@QANKNFXÚLD@MRÚSNÚSQ@MRK@SDÚ

so-called “raw” data into “useful” information. Garbology is the practice of translat-

ing discarded material into text. William’s “Garbage Project” deals with discarded 

SGHMFRn@MCÚMNSÚVHSGÚSGHMFRÚSG@SÚ@QDÚRSNQDCÚHMÚNEÅBH@KÚ@QBGHUDR�ÚBNKKDBSHNMR�ÚNQÚKHAQ@Q-

ies—because it assumes that rubbish, once translated into readable texts, gives us 

“better” or more “authentic” information about our daily life (and its secrets). “Waste 

does not lie,” William says ever so often.

In a certain sense, the concept of the “Wasteocene” points in the same direction,5 

NMKXÚSGDÚODQRODBSHUDÚHRÚRKHFGSKXÚCHEEDQDMSÚ SÚSGDÚR@LDÚSHLDÚ@RÚK@MCÅKKRÚ@QDÚRTOONRDCÚ

to conceal things that we have thrown away, they bring them back into sight, with 

discarded materials ever more frequently reentering our daily lives. More precisely, 

RTBGÚL@SDQH@KRÚG@UDÚ HMÚ E@BSÚMDUDQÚADDMÚ@V@X�ÚVHSGÚV@RSDÚCDÅMHMFÚNTQÚ BNMSDLON-

�Û /ANAJAHH=Û%KREJKÛ=J@Û/ANLEHÛ+LLANI=JJ	Ûg0DAKNEVEJCÛ)=PANE=HÛ!?K?NEPE?EOI�Û�Û ELPU?D	hÛInterdisciplinary 
Studies in Literature and Environment 19, no. 3 (2012): 456.

�Û )=N?KÛ�NIEANKÛ=J@Û)=OOEIKÛ AÛ�JCAHEO	Ûg�JPDNKLK?AJA�Û2E?PEIO	Û*=NN=PKNO	Û=J@Û.ARKHQPEKJ=NEAO	hÛThe 
South Atlantic Quarterly 116, no. 2 (2017): 347–362.
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rary epoch. There is no such thing as 

eliminated materiality. Our world is 

the dump—even in the most beautiful 

places. Take for example the Sardin-

ian information sign that I saw only 

days before I went to the garbage 

dump with William. The sign indi-

cates the importance of waste collec-

SHNMÚ@MCÚRDO@Q@SHNMÚNMÚSGDÚAD@BGÚ�ÅFÚ

1). The result of a school project, the 

installation called Micro Isola Eco-

logicaÚ �,HBQNÚ6@RSDÚ #DONS	Ú BK@QHÅDRÚ

in four languages (Italian, English, 

French, and German) that visitors 

should leave the beach clean and put 

their rubbish (“plastic,” “glass and 

cans,” “paper,” and “nonrecyclable”) 

in one of the four dustbins. The sign 

reminds us that the beach is not a 

dump. It changes or, if you want, 

translates our perception of the beach 

into a certain kind of image that con-

nects with our nature-culture experience and knowledge.

The installation closes with the demand “Porta via i ricordi della vacanza … lascia 

solo le tue impronte sulla sabbia” (Please, take nothing but memories ... leave noth-

ing but footprints in the sand�). Paradoxically, this phrase integrates ecological con-

sciousness with capitalist tourist marketing. Indeed, the sentence is not a unique 

selling point of the Sardinian beach. It is part of a paradigm of mass consumption 

BNMBDQMHMFÚSGDÚVNQKCiRÚLNRSÚAD@TSHETKÚOK@BDRÚ3GDÚVDKKÛSQ@UDKDCÚSNTQHRSÚVHKKÚÅMCÚHSÚ

elsewhere and is, therefore, able to interpret the beach he or she is visiting as be-

ing equal to the places that are worth leaving untouched. Take a photograph, quote 

the phrase, and post it on Instagram: #nothingbutfootprints. However, it is not just 

marketing that translates the discarded materials on the beach into something that 

�Û �QPDKNfOÛKSJÛPN=JOH=PEKJ


Figure 1
Information sign on 
a Sardinian beach: 

)E?NKÛ%OKH=Û!?KHKCE?=	Û
2019 (Source: Author)
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disturbs your vacation. The sign has even deeper roots, with the phrase “footprints 

in the sand” linking my summery scenery with the history of English literature and 

Daniel Defoe’s 1719 novel Robinson Crusoe, in which the phrase originated. With 

a kind of strangely twisted allegorical drift, the image of a Micro Isola Ecologica 

places me in the role of Robinson Crusoe and Sardinia as an ecological (“macro”) 

island, which—just like every other beach—should be left as untouched as possible. 

To convince visitors to think and act ecologically, the sign thus uses quite poetic 

language, with a prosaic dustbin becoming an “island.” The image of the Micro 

Isola Ecologica adopts a cultural framework that everybody knows and that presents 

islands and beaches as untouched nature. The appeal to keep the beach “clean” 

inscribes itself into the romantic idea of idyllic places distant from any civilization 

and pollution, only temporarily occupied by human beings.

Still, the sign and its practice of translation are rather one-sided. As we know from 

(literary) history, an important element of idylls is that they are threatened. Indeed, 

it is more than a footnote to say that the Mediterranean Sea is also a huge garbage 

dump. One can study the effect of illegal, ignorant, and naïve dumping practices, 

which see discarded materials left on beaches right around the world. Sooner or 

later, the waves wash up all sorts of material—especially plastics—that have been 

discarded in other places, or by ships and boats at sea. Discarded materials are not 

NMKXÚCHEÅBTKSÚSNÚSQ@MRK@SDÚHMSNÚTRDETKÚHMENQL@SHNM�ÚSGDXÚ@KRNÚQDRHRSÚCHRBTQRHUDÚNQCDQRÚ

and practices. This is what I argue with William. I am interested in how, under what 

premise, to what extent, and with what effects, this material stubbornness is trans-

lated into (literary) texts.

Material resistance—or stubbornness—such as that shown in the garbage dump 

and the Mediterranean Sea is what Jane Bennett observes when she speaks of 

“thing-power.” I am not sure whether William is familiar with this theoretical con-

cept—I cannot ask him; he is already too far away from me—but reading Bennett’s 

study Vibrant Matter helped me understand what discarded things really do—and 

what I would like to add to her perspective. From my point of view, what is missing 

in Bennett’s philosophical perspective is a sense of textual translation, of what gar-

A@FDÚCNDRÚHMÚ@MCÚVHSGÚSDWSRÚ(MÚSGDÚÅQRSÚBG@OSDQ�ÚENQÚDW@LOKD�ÚRGDÚQDEDQRÚSNÚ@ÚO@RR@FDÚ

from Robert Sullivan’s The Meadowlands: Wilderness Adventures at the Edge of a 

City (1998). Bennett quotes a passage in detail in which the autodiegetic narrator 
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visits a garbage dump:

The … garbage hills are alive … there are billions of microscopic organisms thri-

ving underground in dark, oxygen-free communities. … After having ingested the 

tiniest portion of leftover New Jersey or New York, these cells then exhale huge 

underground plumes of carbon dioxide and of warm moist methane, giant stillborn 

SQNOHB@KÚVHMCRÚSG@SÚRDDOÚSGQNTFGÚSGDÚFQNTMCÚSNÚEDDCÚSGDÚ,D@CKNVK@MCRiÚ:RHB<ÚÅQDR�Ú

or creep up into the atmosphere, where they eat away at the … ozone. … One after-

noon I … walked along the edge of a garbage hill, a forty-foot drumlin [sic] of com-

pacted trash that owed its topography to the waste of the city of Newark. … There 

had been rain the night before, so it wasn’t long before I found a little leachate seep, 

a black ooze trickling down the slope of the hill, an espresso of refuse. In a few 

GNTQR�ÚSGHRÚRSQD@LÚVNTKCÚÅMCÚHSRÚV@XÚCNVMÚHMSNÚSGDÚaÚFQNTMCV@SDQÚNEÚSGDÚ,D@CNV-

lands; it would mingle with toxic streams. … But in this moment, here at its birth, 

… this little seep was pure pollution, a pristine stew of oil and grease, of cyanide 

and arsenic, of cadmium, chromium, copper, lead, nickel, silver, mercury, and zinc. 

(ÚSNTBGDCÚSGHRÚÆTHCÚmÚLXÚÅMFDQSHOÚV@RÚ@ÚAKTHRGÚB@Q@LDKÚBNKNQÚmÚ@MCÚHSÚV@RÚV@QLÚ@MCÚ

fresh. A few yards away, where the stream collected into a benzene-scented pool, a 

mallard swam alone.7

Although I tried to imitate Sullivan’s narrative approach in the introduction to this text, 

Sullivan is, as you can see, a much better writer of textual garbage dumps than I am. 

Maybe that is why Bennett uses this passage to introduce her concept of “thing-pow-

er.” She writes, “Sullivan reminds us that a vital materiality can never really be thrown 

‘away,’ for it continues its activities even as a discarded or unwanted commodity.”8 

Even or especially when they are to be disposed of, “vibrant things” attract attention 

and elude their status as passive objects, as their agential powers, their “activities,” 

can neither be switched off nor negated.

As plausible and ecocritically insightful as the observation of “vital materiality” in 

Sullivan’s book may be, Bennett uses this passage merely to illustrate her argument. 

There is nothing wrong with that. From the perspective of literary criticism, however, 

�Û &=JAÛ�AJJAPP	Û2E>N=JPÛ)=PPAN�Û�Û,KHEPE?=HÛ!?KHKCUÛKBÛ0DEJCO (Durham, London: Duke University Press, 
2010): 6.

8 Bennett, 2E>N=JPÛ)=PPAN, 6.
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it is noticeable that the form of presenting the discarded materiality (its translation 

into text) is completely ignored. To put it more sharply, Bennett is so caught up in 

the “vital materiality” of the narrated world that she misses the “vibrant matter” of 

the passage itself. Indeed, the purpose of the passage in Sullivan’s book is far less 

clear than Bennett would let us believe. The passage presents the garbage dump that 

exists of “billions of microscopic organisms” as an agentic and vivid materiality (“The 

… garbage hills are alive,” “ingest,” “exhale,” “eat away,” “birth,” etc.). However, the 

associated environmental impact and consequences for the city and its human inha-

AHS@MSR�ÚRTBGÚ@RÚSGDÚONKKTSHNMÚNEÚFQNTMCV@SDQ�Ú@QDÚNMKXÚAQHDÆXÚSNTBGDCÚTONMÚ SÚSGDÚ

center of the passage lies something different, with the metaphor “espresso of refuse” 

M@LHMFÚSGDÚQDUDQRDÚRHCDÚNEÚBNMRTLOSHNM�ÚHKKTRSQ@SHMFÚSGDÚM@QQ@SNQiRÚRODBHÅBÚ@SSDMSHNMÚ

'HRÚ GDHFGSDMDCÚ UHRT@KÚ @MCÚ S@BSHKDÚ RDMRHAHKHSXÚ �j(Ú SNTBGDCÚ SGHRÚ ÆTHCk	Ú SQ@MRENQLRÚ SGDÚ

garbage dump into an aesthetic object which, as such, owes itself to the perspective 

of the narrator. At the same time, the narrator only realizes this in the moment hic et 

nunc (“here,” “in this moment”), and is thus deprived of human control. At the end 

of the passage, the equally melancholy and apocalyptic image of a lonely (and thus 

@MSGQNONLNQOGHYDC	ÚÆN@SHMFÚAHQCÚ�j@ÚL@KK@QCÚRV@LÚ@KNMDk	ÚHMCHB@SDRÚSGDÚ@QSHÅBH@KÚ@MCÚ

yet fragile nature of Sullivan’s idyllic scenery.

The latter is strangely twisted, as just as the passage stages a temporal (“One after-

noon,” “the night before,” “In a few hours”) and spatial (“along the edge of a garbage 

hill”) turn, which—once again—is tied to the narrator but also emancipated from him, 

it performs an ambivalent, if not also twisted, form of “nature writing.” The reader 

HRÚMNSÚBNMEQNMSDCÚVHSGÚ@ÚSQ@MRÅFTQDCÚHL@FDÚNEÚTMSNTBGDCÚM@STQDÚATSÚVHSGÚ@MÚHL@FDÚ

of unspoiled, pure garbage, as it were. The contradictio in adjecto “pure pollution,” 

framed by the semantics of “pristine stew,” “birth,” and “warm and fresh,” represents 

its linguistic emblem. Neither does the asyndetically organized accumulatio that fol-

lows point the reader to the enumerated substances. Rather, the absence of a verb 

O@QSH@KKXÚBQD@SDRÚ@MÚ@BBTLTK@SHNMÚNEÚRHFMHÅ@MSR�ÚDL@MBHO@SHMFÚSGDLRDKUDRÚHMÚSGDHQÚCD-

tailed abundance from their RHFMHÅ±R, thus suggesting that the “vital materiality” of 

the garbage dump has inscribed itself into the technique of the text. And, indeed, as 

condensed in the term “pure pollution,” the passage emphasizes alliterations (“cadmi-

um, chromium, copper,” “caramel color”) and assonances (“a mallard swam alone”), 

hence making the material of signs sound. The text draws attention to its own materi-

al. Not only is the materiality of the garbage dump in the foreground of the passage, it 
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is also tied to the materiality of the text.

However, in another respect, the passage also illustrates that these effects occur in-

voluntarily and are to be thought of independently of the author’s intention. Bennett 

does not fully quote the passage from Meadowlands. For pragmatic reasons, she cuts 

the passage from Sullivan’s book several times and marks the omissions with suspen-

sion points. As much as Bennett makes the passage an object in this way, the text 

nevertheless escapes its intended function. The effect of the omissions, which are 

intended to shorten the passage, is not necessarily reader-friendliness. Rather, their 

accumulation (ten digits) and their sometimes intrusive position (partly between artic-

KDÚ@MCÚMNTM	ÚCHRSTQAÚ@MCÚHMSDQQTOSÚSGDÚÆNVÚNEÚQD@CHMFÚ RÚVHSGÚSGDÚaccumulatio and the 

alliterations and assonances, the visual omissions transform the passage into “vibrant 

matter,” an aesthetic but stubborn object.

“Stubbornness”—maybe that is the word that also best characterizes William. In the 

meantime, this text and I have completely lost sight of him.
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Gabriella Corona and Christof Mauch

German-Italian Encounters: A Dialogue on Environment, History, 
and Politics

A year after the Villa Vigoni workshop, environmental historians Gabriella Corona 

(National Research Council, Institute of Mediterranean Studies) and Christof Mauch 

(Rachel Carson Center) met to discuss national traditions, current issues, and future 

challenges in environmental history in Germany and Italy.

Gabriella Corona: What is a key topic or debate within current German environ-

mental history?

Christof Mauch: We are in the middle of a pandemic. If there is a “debate” at 

present, then it is about what is happening in the world: the Covid-19 crisis and 

racism in the United States, Germany, and elsewhere. Both of these topics are 

closely linked with environmental questions. They bring to light key issues of 

environmental and social injustice. At the Rachel Carson Center (RCC), these 

two topics are being “debated” by scholars on a daily basis. When we were at 

Lake Como, the world looked so tranquil, the landscape so pleasant. Today, 

things look different, very different. The current situation has alerted us to the 

vulnerabilities and inequalities of our systems, which were not as visible before. 

Thus, in a way, we should be grateful. The crisis has politicized and activated 

our scholarly community. At the RCC, several projects about pandemic threats 

are planned. Gregg Mitman and a team of younger scholars are using the ex-

ample of West Africa to look at the intersection between the colonial exploita-

tion of natural resources, racism, and the emergence of new types of infectious 

diseases. His EU-funded RCC research group will also study how changes in the 

environment have caused new pathogens to thrive. Another project, an empiri-

cal project in medical anthropology, will investigate how vulnerability to Co-

vid-19 is unevenly distributed among different social groups in Munich. These 

are topics that are on our mind today, and they are closely connected to political 

debates in our country and elsewhere. I know that environmental historians 

in Italy have studied the impact of the current pandemic in agricultural areas. 

3GDXÚG@UDÚENTMCÚSG@SÚ@QD@RÚNEÚGHFGÚHMSDMRHSXÚ@FQHBTKSTQDÚRGNVÚTOÚSNÚÅUDÚSHLDRÚ
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more infections than low energy rural areas in Italy. But perhaps your question 

was about a different type of debate? 

Gabriella Corona: There have been some interesting studies carried out by the Uni-

versity of Florence, in particular. I believe, however, that their hypotheses should 

be carefully evaluated, just like the whole idea of a direct relationship between Cov-

id-19 and pollution. In fact, it is necessary to understand to what extent the relation-

ship between populations heavily impacted by the pandemic in areas of intensive 

@FQHBTKSTQDÚHRÚQDK@SDCÚSNÚNSGDQÚU@QH@AKDRÚ3GDRDÚ@QD@RÚ@QD�ÚHMÚE@BS�ÚKNB@SDCÚHMÚÆ@SÚ@MCÚ

mostly densely populated territories. Maybe this explains the higher rates of infec-

tion? The relationship between pollution and Covid-19 still needs further investiga-

SHNMÚ.MDÚ@RODBSÚSG@SÚDMUHQNMLDMS@KÚGHRSNQH@MRÚLHFGSÚÅMCÚHMSDQDRSHMFÚSNÚQDRD@QBGÚHRÚ

the relationship between environmental upheavals and new pandemics. How inter-

twined are these? And how do you explain the relationship between them? 

As the climate changes, the logging of forests, the creation of gigantic megalopo-

lises, the industrialization of agriculture and farming, and the reduction of biodi-

versity seem to have altered the relationship between humans and animals, favoring 

O@SGNFDMHBÚITLOR�ÚRTBGÚ@RÚ'(5�Ú$ANK@�Ú@UH@MÚ@MCÚRVHMDÚÆT�Ú2@QR�Ú@MCÚ,DQR

Christof Mauch: Besides research on pandemics, and long before the current 

BQHRHR�ÚDMUHQNMLDMS@KÚGHRSNQH@MRÚ HMÚ (S@KXÚ ENBTRDCÚNMÚB@S@RSQNOGDRnÆNNCRÚ@MCÚ

landslides, earthquakes, and toxic events. 

Gabriella Corona: Yes, exactly. Since the end of the last century, the theme of natu-

ral and unnatural catastrophes has been a central theme in Italian historiography. It 

RDDLRÚSNÚLDÚSG@SÚHMÚ(S@KXÚCDA@SDRÚ@MCÚQDÆDBSHNMRÚNMÚSGDÚQDK@SHNMRGHOÚADSVDDMÚM@STQDÚ

@MCÚ RNBHDSXÚ G@UDÚ HMSDMRHÅDCÚ 3GDRDÚ @QDÚ MNQL@KKXÚ @M@KXYDCÚ SGQNTFGÚ SGDÚ B@SDFNQXÚ

of resilience—that is, the way in which we relate to catastrophic and destructive 

events. Think of the literature on earthquakes, hydrogeological instability, land-

RKHCDR�Ú @MCÚ ÆNNCR�Ú $L@MTDK@Ú &THCNANMHiRÚ RSTCHDRÚ @SÚ SGDÚ (MRSHSTSDÚ NEÚ &DNOGXRHB@KÚ

$MUHQNMLDMSÚ'HRSNQXÚNEÚ!NKNFM@�Ú6@KSDQÚ/@KLHDQHiRÚVNQJÚNMÚK@MCRKHCDRÚ@MCÚÆNNCR�Ú

Giacomo Parrinello’s research on earthquakes, and the work of Gabriella Gribaudi 

and her research group from the University of Naples Federico II on the earth-

quake of 1980, which affected some regions of Southern Italy. These themes are 
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born from the environmental and historical characteristics of Italy, a geologically 

fragile, highly seismic country where 77 percent of territory is made up of moun-

tainous hilly areas. Since the 1950s, the Great Acceleration in Italy has forced the 

population to move from mountainous hilly areas to areas near to the coast, which 

constitute a mere 23 percent of the country’s land surface. This shift has led to the 

depopulation of Italy’s inland areas, accompanied by gigantic socio-environmental 

pressures and upheavals, with disastrous environmental and social consequences. 

Today, the question of inland areas is one of the most relevant issues in Italian public 

debates. As far as environmental historians are concerned, many associations have 

been created in order to deal with these issues, analyzing them through a historical 

context, recreating a sort of memory exercise with local communities, with the aim 

of supporting vulnerable inhabitants. Environmental history that becomes public 

history is a very common pattern in Italy. Such a transformation has been achieved 

@LNMFÚSGDÚBNLLTMHSHDRÚ@EEDBSDCÚAXÚSGDÚD@QSGPT@JDÚNEÚ����Ú@MCÚ����Ú TFTRSNÚ"H-

uffetti and Rossano Pazzagli are among the main protagonists of this militant his-

toriography aimed at supporting communities in participatory and bottom-up re-

construction processes after catastrophic events in order to rediscover the value of 

places. These studies focus on the history of mountains in both their environmental 

and social dimensions. They intertwine the story of trees and soils with that of com-

munities and the governance of these territories. Through a KNMFTDÚCTQ±D approach 

they take their cue from the Middle Ages reaching right through to the present day. 

There are also avenues of research that approach the history of the Alps from a long-

term perspective in which the study of the mountains is intertwined with that of 

the commons. These studies are bearing interesting results, such as with Giacomo 

Bonan’s research on the Cadore woods.

Christof Mauch: But resilience is an interpretative category that is used in other 

contexts as well in Italy—beyond “nature,” isn’t it? Italian environmental his-

tory has had a stronger focus on social factors, on labor, on the health and well-

being of the working classes, on industry…

Gabriella Corona: Yes, it has been applied to the study of industrial catastrophes and 

calls into question the relationship between health and environment, as well as labor 

and nature, which is an interesting new trend developing in Italy with the studies of 

scholars such as Stefania Barca, Bruno Giglioli, Elena Davigo, and Salvatore Romeo.
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This theme takes into account the post-industrial revolution as a relevant aspect of 

the Great Acceleration. We have recently published an issue of the social sciences 

journal Meridiana covering similar topics. Here, issues related to the decontamina-

tion of toxic substances are intertwined with those related to poverty and social de-

spair, to disease, and to the crisis of the labor system. Neoliberalism is also linked to 

the immense devastation caused by modernization. The environmental remediation 

NEÚSGDRDÚ@QD@RÚHRÚRSQNMFKXÚKHMJDCÚSNÚSGDÚPTDRSHNMÚNEÚRBHDMSHÅBÚJMNVKDCFDÚNEÚSNWHBÚRTA-

RS@MBDR�ÚSNÚSGDÚCDÅMHSHNMÚNEÚDBNKNFHB@KÚSGQDRGNKCR�Ú@MCÚSNÚSGDÚGHRSNQXÚNEÚATQD@TBQ@-

cies engaged with recoveries and risk perception. This is the story of a great number 

of areas located in the hinterlands surrounding Milan and Naples, as well as many 

other northern Italian territories and territories along Italy’s coastlines and islands.

But Germany has considerable research on toxic catastrophes as well, doesn’t it? 

And on economic history? 

Christof Mauch: The short answer is, yes. A couple of excellent scholars have 

worked at the intersection of economic and environmental history. Roman 

*½RSDQÚ@MCÚ'DHJDÚ6DADQÚG@UDÚCNMDÚFQNTMCAQD@JHMFÚQDRD@QBGÚNMÚSGDÚGHRSNQXÚNEÚ

waste in Germany and Western Europe. Toxic catastrophes have also played a 

major role in recent research, including in Simone Müller’s project on “Haz-

@QCNTRÚ3Q@UDKR�kÚVGHBGÚ KNNJRÚ@SÚ SGDÚFKNA@KÚV@RSDÚDBNMNLXÚ@MCÚRODBHÅB@KKXÚ@SÚ

international trade in toxic materials since around 1970. One of the researchers 

in Simone’s team, Jonas Stuck, works on the millions of tons of toxic waste that 

West Germany exported to its East German neighbor, the GDR, during the Cold 

War. The travels of toxic waste shed light on inequalities and injustices around 

the globe. The interest in toxicity is a relatively recent one in German environ-

mental history—Italy was far ahead—but urban pollution has been one of the 

key interests of German environmental historians for a long time. 

Gabriella Corona: Would you say—and this is my impression—that urban environ-

mental history has been quite prominent in Germany? More prominent than other 

areas of study and research? And if so, why? 

Christof Mauch: Well, urban environmental history has been quite strong, es-

pecially at the Technical University in Darmstadt with Dieter Schott and his 
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colleagues and at the Technical University of Berlin with Dorothee Brantz, who 

runs the Center for Metropolitan History. The volume Greening the City: Ur-

ban Landscapes in the Twentieth Century, which Dorothee wrote together with 

Sonja Dümpelmann, is still something of a bible on the topic. In comparison 

to the United States, where environmental history comes, arguably, out of a 

political debate and academic discourse on wilderness, one string of German 

environmental history has its roots in social and economic history. A few social-

economic historians, most prominently Franz-Josef Brüggemeier, integrated 

environmental issues into their studies. Brüggemeier wrote about the Ruhr, the 

largest urban area in Germany outside of Berlin. He was inspired, I guess, by 

German Chancellor Willy Brandt, a social democrat, who pushed for “the sky 

over the Ruhr area to become blue again.” Industrial pollution had already en-

SDQDCÚGHFGÛKDUDKÚONKHSHB@KÚCDA@SDRÚAXÚSGDÚ����RÚ@MCÚ!QÃFFDLDHDQn@MCÚK@SDQÚNSG-

DQRÚKHJDÚ%Q@MJÚ4DJ½SSDQnCDUDKNODCÚ@MÚHMSDQDRSÚHMÚBGHLMDXÚRLNJD�ÚHEÚXNTÚVHKKÚ

In the 1950s, chimneys were a symbol both of the “Wirtschaftswunder” (the 

economic miracle) and of bigtime environmental polluters. Germany is quite ur-

ban—more so than Italy. Less than a quarter of Germans live in small towns of 

less than 5000 inhabitants. It may be too simple to assume that the high degree 

of urbanization accounts for scholarly interest in urban environmental history, 

but it could be a factor. 

Having said that, for every environmental history article or book that Germans 

G@UDÚVQHSSDMÚ@ANTSÚBHSHDR�ÚXNTÚVHKKÚÅMCÚNMDÚNMÚENQDRSRÚ&DQL@MÚDMUHQNMLDMS@KÚ

historians have written a lot about forestry and nature conservation. I am think-

ing of scholars from different generations: Martin Bemmann and Bernd Grewe, 

1HBG@QCÚ'½KYKÚ @MCÚ )N@BGHLÚ1@CJ@T�Ú2HFQHCÚ2BGVDMJ�Ú @MCÚ )NG@MMDRÚ9DBGMDQÚ

Der deutsche Wald (the German forest) is ever-popular; research on German 

forests is an “evergreen.”

!TSÚKDSÚLDÚFDSÚA@BJÚSNÚSGDÚSNOHBÚNEÚQDRHKHDMBD�ÚVGHBGÚ(ÚÅMCÚDWBHSHMFÚ(ÚÅMCÚXNTQÚ

analysis of resilience as a key concept in environmental studies particularly 

enlightening. Now, one area that you have not mentioned is climate. Climate 

resilience is a key concept in environmental studies, and to some extent in envi-

ronmental history as well. In Germany, environmental historians—Uwe Lübken 

and Franz Mauelshagen, for instance—have been interested in topics such as 
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climate migration. German, Swiss, Czech, British, and French environmental 

historians have shown great interest in climate history and historical climatol-

ogy. What about Italy? 

Gabriella Corona: Contemporary research addressing the way Italy has historically 

faced crises and catastrophes using the concept of resilience has not yet addressed 

the risks posed by climate change. My hope is that this line of research will be 

addressed soon, as we have a large amount of available data, especially concern-

HMFÚSGDÚK@RSÚSVDMSXÛÅUDÚXD@QR�ÚCDS@HKHMFÚSGDÚQHRJRÚONRDCÚAXÚBKHL@SDÚBG@MFDÚ(MÚSGHRÚ

respect, a particular characteristic of Italian environmental historiography is that it 

has not had much dialogue with the so-called hard sciences. Rather, it has tended 

to engage with the social sciences and, in particular, with sociology, economics, de-

mography, urban planning, geography, and political science. The exception to this 

is engagements with geologists, seismic and hydraulic engineers, and agronomists, 

who have represented important partners for environmental historians. Yet there 

has been little dialogue with biologists, climatologists, epidemiologists, botanists, 

chemists, and physicists.

So are Germans more interested in climate change and Italians more in natural 

catastrophes? 

Christof Mauch:Ú'@�Ú(RMiSÚSG@SÚ@MÚHMSDQDRSHMFÚRTFFDRSHNM�Ú SÚÅQRSÚRHFGS�ÚHSÚRDDLRÚ

paradoxical because Italy, the Mediterranean region altogether, is more likely 

to suffer from extreme weather conditions and global warming than is Central 

or Northern Europe. So why are Italians not interested in climate issues? As 

far as research on natural catastrophes is concerned, Germans seem to be ob-

RDRRDCÚVHSGÚÆNNCHMFnLNQDÚSG@MÚVHSGÚ@MXÚNSGDQÚB@S@RSQNOGDÚ3GHRÚBNTKCÚADÚAD-

cause we don’t have a lot of earthquakes, avalanches, or landslides. It could also 

be because Germany has a number of big rivers—the Rhine, the Danube, the 

.CDQ�Ú@MCÚSGDÚ$KADn@RÚVDKKÚ@RÚ@QNTMCÚ���ÚRL@KKDQÚQHUDQRÚSG@SÚÆNVÚENQÚLNQDÚSG@MÚ

50 kilometers, which is a considerable length. The omnipresence of rivers and 

rivulets all over Germany might account for a strong interest in the environmen-

S@KÚGHRSNQXÚNEÚÆNNCRÚ@MCÚÆNNCHMFÚ2BGNK@QRÚKHJDÚ#HDSDQÚ2BGNSS�Ú&THCNÚ/NKHVNC@�Ú

Felix Mauch, and Christoph Bernhard have studied the Elbe and Rhine rivers. 

.SGDQR�Ú RTBGÚ@RÚ$KDMNQ@Ú1NGK@MCÚ@MCÚ4VDÚ+ÃAJDM�ÚG@UDÚ ENBTRDCÚNMÚÆNNCHMFÚ
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and catastrophes outside of Germany. German historians have also—my guess 

VNTKCÚADÚLNQDÚSG@MÚ(S@KH@MÚGHRSNQH@MRnS@JDMÚ@MÚHMSDQDRSÚHMÚÅQDÚB@S@RSQNOGDR�Ú

early modern catastrophes, storm surges, and insurance issues. I am thinking 

of scholars like Manfred Jakubowski-Tiessen, Cornel Zwierlein, Elenora Roh-

land, and Franz Mauelshagen. Early modernists, in particular, have come out 

of a tradition of intellectual history. And there are some great scholars who 

have focused on nuclear catastrophes, most prominent among them is Melanie 

Arndt. 

Gabriella Corona: At the beginning of our conversation, you talked about the pan-

demic when I asked you about current debates in environmental history. This was 

all very interesting. But let me come back to my actual question, that is: Are there 

any research controversies among German environmental historians regarding 

Germany’s past?

Christof Mauch: Your question is eye-opening. Real controversies, heavy de-

bates, I do not think exist anymore. Your question makes me wonder about the 

current culture of historical debate. One of the great environmental histories 

of Germany entitled Schranken der Natur (Gates of Nature) by Franz-Josef 

Brüggemeier “de-dramatizes” German environmental history, as one reviewer 

described it. It is neither a declensionist story about the destruction of nature 

nor does it foreground current political topics such as climate change. German 

historians used to be eager to debate, and the German media are generally hap-

py to give historians a platform. One of the most famous historical debates, the 

Historikerstreit (Historians’ quarrel) of the 1980s was about the crimes of Nazi 

Germany, including their comparability with the crimes of the Soviet Union. 

Regarding the environment, we also saw some heated debates among German 

historians a couple of decades ago about Holznot, the shortage of wood in the 

eighteenth century. Some historians took the records at face value, whereas 

others claimed that Holznot was politically constructed. They argued that the 

shortage-of-wood argument served the elites and was used to deprive peas-

ants from gaining access to the forests. Another more recent debate was about 

conservation in Nazi Germany. Some historians argued that the Nazis worked 

hand in hand with German environmentalists, whereas others emphasized their 

HCDNKNFHB@KÚCHEEDQDMBDRÚ)N@BGHLÚ6NKRBGJDÛ!TGKL@MMÚ@MCÚ%Q@MJÚ4DJ½SSDQÚRSNNCÚ
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on different sides of the aisle in this debate. I am currently involved in a project 

@ANTSÚ&DQL@MXiRÚÅQRSÚM@SHNM@KÚO@QJÚVGHBGÚG@RÚHSRÚ��SGÚ@MMHUDQR@QXÚHMÚ����a

Gabriella Corona: This was rather late, wasn’t it? In the United States, national 

parks were established in the nineteenth century. In Italy, the Gran Paradiso Na-

tional Park goes back to 1922, and several other parks were established in the 1920s 

and 1930s.

Christof Mauch: Yes, Germany was a latecomer. I used to argue that the two 

world wars made Germany a latecomer. But of course Italy had a similar history 

and two world wars. Perhaps one of the differences between our two countries 

is that Italy had more pristine and remote spaces that nobody cared about.

Gabriella Corona: !TSÚXNTÚVDQDÚGNOHMFÚSNÚL@JDÚ@ÚONHMSÚ@ANTSÚ&DQL@MXiRÚÅQRSÚM@-

tional park, the Nationalpark Bayerischer Wald. 

Christof Mauch: Yes. One of our researchers found that most of the ideas and 

projects that the Nazis sold as radically new can be traced back to the Weimar 

period. Five out of the six National Park Projects (none of them was ever real-

ized by the Nazis) were designed during the 1920s. In reality, the Nazis, as they 

planned for a transnational park with Czechoslovakia, used the guise of conser-

vation to hide their plans for the expansion of the Reich into the east.

This brings me to another point. German environmental historians are not very 

national. Most of us are not working on Germany proper; I am mostly working 

on the United States. The same is true for Elena Rohland, Dorothee Brantz, 

@MCÚ4VDÚ+ÃAJDMÚ,@MXÚNEÚSGDÚCNBSNQ@KÚRSTCDMSRÚVGNÚÅMHRGDCÚSGDHQÚCDFQDDRÚHMÚ

Munich have worked on the United States, Canada, Brazil, the Netherlands, 

Britain, Scandinavia, etc. Melanie Arndt who holds the Chair in Social, Eco-

nomic and Environmental History in Germany is an Eastern Europeanist. The 

same goes for Julia Herzberg. Many of us are working on international environ-

mental history, on global, comparative, and transatlantic issues. This is true 

ENQÚ)@MÛ'DMQHJÚ,DXDQ�Ú(QHRÚ!NQNVX�Ú%Q@MJÚ4DJ½SSDQ�Ú)N@BGHLÚ1@CJ@T�Ú@MCÚ2NMI@Ú

Dümpelmann. Books like The Age of Ecology and Nature and Power by Radkau 

are truly global in nature and their readership outside of Germany is probably 
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larger than within. Germans have produced non-German research, regional 

research—I am thinking of scholars like Martin Knoll and of scholars who have 

worked on Eastern Germany like Astrid Kirchhof, Sebastian Strube, and To-

bias Huff—and transnational research. At the RCC, we just started a project 

with partners in Britain that looks at nature protection through a transnational 

perspective. One of the individual research projects—that of Pavla Šimková—

deals with the intertwined history of Šumava in the Czech Republic and of the 

Bavarian Forest. Another one, which is being pursued by Katie Ritson, looks 

at the German-Dutch Wadden Sea. Some scholars have also done comparative 

work: Birgit Urmson worked on the environment of war cemeteries in Italy and 

Germany; Talitta Reitz is comparing Munich and Portland (Oregon) as cycling 

cities, while Dorothee Brantz has compared slaughterhouses in Berlin, Chicago, 

@MCÚ/@QHRÚ(SÚ@KLNRSÚRDDLRÚSNÚLDÚSG@SÚ&DQL@MRÚ@QDÚRS@XHMFÚ@V@XÚEQNLÚRODBHÅ-

cally national topics. 

But let me get back to Italy and to the “origins question,” the question about the 

roots of environmental history in Italy. When I think of Italian environmental his-

tory, it seems to me, Gabriella, that research in your country often comes out of 

social history. This seems to be the case with the Naples School of Environmental 

History that you, Stefania Barca, and Marco Armiero come from. Italian envi-

ronmental historians seem to be truly engaged and rather political. There is a 

RSQNMFÚENBTRÚNMÚDMUHQNMLDMS@KÚLNUDLDMSRÚ@MCÚDMUHQNMLDMS@KÚBNMÆHBSR�Ú@MCÚRDU-

eral scholars are inspired by political ecology. Would you share this impression? 

Gabriella Corona: Marco Armiero and Stefania Barca are developing a line of re-

search that stems from political ecology intertwined with the practice of protest 

movements and environmentalism. It is a very important contribution. In addition, it 

was due to their commitment that a group of young Italian researchers was formed 

in Stockholm, including Roberta Biasillo, Wilko Graf von Hardenberg, Gilberto 

Mazzoli, and Daniele Valisena, which has the merit of having “de-provincialized” 

Italian historiography giving it an international character. There have been other 

groups in Italy whose historiographic work is characterized by a strong political and 

civil commitment. This includes scholars associated with the Micheletti Foundation 

in Milan, such as Pier Paolo Poggio, Marino Ruzzenenti, and Andrea Saba, who 

G@UDÚQDRD@QBGDCÚBNMÆHBSRÚQDK@SDCÚSNÚSGDÚSGDLDÚNEÚONKKTSHNM�Ú@MCÚSGDÚQDRD@QBGÚFQNTOÚ
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that stems from the journal Altronovecento, as well as researchers such as Luigi 

Piccioni. Even Piero Bevilacqua in his most recent research has written books, such 

as +@ÚSDQQ@Ú°ÚÅMHSDÚ(The Earth is Finished) and Miseria dello sviluppo (Poverty of 

Development), that have a strong political ecology imprint.

However, this is only a part of Italian historiography. Italian environmental his-

SNQXÚHRÚ@ÚUDQXÚQHBGÚ@MCÚBNLOKDWÚÅDKC�ÚMNSÚBNLLNMKXÚQDBNFMHYDCÚAXÚ(S@KXiRÚ@B@CDLH@Ú

As a consequence, even studies with a less “militant” identity have been inspired 

by a profound need for civil commitment and a strong bond with public debates. 

6DÚG@UDÚ@KV@XRÚjRONJDMkÚSNÚRSTCDMSR�ÚSD@BGDQR�ÚOTAKHBÚNEÅBH@KR�Ú@MCÚONKHSHBH@MRÚ@MCÚ

been present in the media and in social networks. In this sense, we have always had 

a reformist agenda related to left-wing parties and environmental associations.

The birth of environmental history is commonly traced back to the late 1980s when 

Alberto Caracciolo organized a large exhibition in Rome in 1989 entitled The Envi-

ronment in the History of Italy.

Christof Mauch: But the roots of Italian environmental history go further back 

in time…

Gabriella Corona: Yes. In hindsight, it becomes clear that environmental history 

ENKKNVRÚ@ÚSQ@IDBSNQXÚRDSÚHMÚOK@BDÚL@MXÚXD@QRÚADENQDÚHMÚSGDÚ����RÚAXÚGHRSNQHB@KÚRSTCHDRÚ

on the agricultural landscape, taking its cue from this discipline. It is a historiog-

Q@OGXÚSG@SÚDLDQFDRÚEQNLÚ,@QWHRL�ÚHMÆTDMBDCÚAXÚSGDÚSGNTFGSÚNEÚ MSNMHNÚ&Q@LRBH�Ú

a philosopher and one of the founders of the Italian Communist Party. These stud-

ies historicized the contribution of the working classes in terms of the labor and 

value they added to the creation of a vast array of diverse agricultural landscapes, 

RTBGÚ@RÚSGDÚQHBDÚÅDKCRÚHMÚMNQSGDQMÚ(S@KX�ÚSGDÚU@KT@AKDÚ@FQHBTKSTQ@KÚÅDKCRÚHMÚSGDÚMNQSGÚ

of Tuscany, the mulberry trees of Calabria, the olive trees of Puglia, the vegetable 

gardens of Campania, and the almond orchards and citrus gardens of Sicily. The 

most emblematic book related to landscape history is by Emilio Sereni, a proto-

environmental historian, intellectual, and communist politician, entitled History of 

the Italian Agricultural Landscape.

During the 1980s, social historiography, very attentive to Italian territory, emerged 
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EQNLÚ SGHRÚ HMSDKKDBST@KÚ BTKSTQD�Ú RSQNMFKXÚ HMÆTDMBDCÚ AXÚ SGDÚAnnales school and, in 

particular, by Marc Bloch (Les caractères originaux de l’histoire rural française 

and Apologie pour l’histoire) and geographer Vidal de la Bla. Much of this regional 

research (by Piero Bevilacqua, Giuseppe Barone, Augusto Placanica, and others) 

has contributed to the collective volumes published by Einaudi entitled The Regions 

in the History of Italy. Other strands that have contributed to the birth of research 

more attentive to the relationship between nature and society have stemmed from 

economic and energy history (e.g., Alberto Caracciolo, Paolo Malanima, and Er-

cole Sori), or from the historical ecology of Diego Moreno, an exponent of a his-

toriographic current of great prestige in Italy called “micro-history.” Catia Papa’s 

research on environmental movements and Elisabetta Bini’s research on nuclear 

DMDQFXÚG@UDÚ@KRNÚADDMÚHMÆTDMSH@K

It is only since the 1990s that a more explicit environmental history research trend 

has emerged in Italy. A decisive contribution was made by Piero Bevilacqua and by 

the group that contributed to the magazine I Frutti di Demetra. This new movement 

addressed the realization that the categories we had used to analyze the relation-

ship between nature and society were obsolete and inadequate for answering new 

questions arising from international environmental and climate-related questions. 

(SÚV@RÚSGDQDENQDÚMDBDRR@QXÚSNÚÅMCÚMDVÚHMSDQOQDS@SHUDÚB@SDFNQHDRÚ@MCÚRNTQBDRÚ/HDQNÚ

Bevilacqua’s book Between Nature and History was illuminating for me. It repre-

sented a turning point in considering nature as a historical subject and as a cooper-

ating partner in the production of wealth. Nature is now taken into consideration as 

a resource, as something perpetually alive, that constantly reproduces itself, with 

its own times and laws. It is not considered as historiographical inert matter. During 

those years, we began to understand that we had to criticize many of the intellectual 

categories we had reasoned with up until then, and most of all that of development, 

which was losing its universally positive meaning.

During these years, research on the Italian woods was carried out by Marco Arm-

iero, Mauro Agnoletti, Walter Palmieri, Renato Sansa, and Pietro Tino. Just as im-

portant were Luigi Piccioni’s research on the history of environmental protection, 

Stefania Barca’s studies on water, and Federico Paolini’s studies on the history of 

transport. As far as I am concerned, it was thanks to a trip to the United States that 

I began to enthusiastically discover how much the issue of the commons could help 
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us better understand and interpret the disastrous social and environmental impli-

cations related to the construction of capitalist markets, and how much this was a 

global interpretative key for environmental history.

Christof Mauch: During those years, when Italian environmental history in-

ternationalized, you went to the United States. And you and other Italians were 

also engaged in an international group of urban environmental historians. 

Gabriella Corona: Yes. Simone Neri Serneri and I were engaged with an interna-

tional group of urban environmental historians, which allowed us to develop new in-

terpretative categories for studying urban realities from an environmental point of 

view, such as the city as an ecosystem and the concept of urban metabolism. There 

HRÚMNÚCNTASÚ SG@SÚNTQÚTQA@MÚDMUHQNMLDMS@KÚGHRSNQXÚG@RÚADDMÚFQD@SKXÚ HMÆTDMBDCÚAXÚ

German historiography and classic texts by Peter Sieferle and Joachim Radkau, as 

well as by Franz Josef Brüggemeier’s pollution studies and Dieter Schott’s techno-

logical approach. Particularly memorable for me was a conference held in Clermont-

Ferrand, the proceedings of which were published in a book called The Modern 

Demon. While I continued to deal with cities, developing the theme of urban plan-

ning as a relevant aspect of the history of environmentalism in Italy with the publi-

cation of the volume I Ragazzi del Piano (The Boys of Urban Planning), Simone Neri 

Serneri published Incorporating Nature. Together, we established a research group 

with Salvatore Adorno investigating the relationship between industrialization and 

the environment.

Christof Mauch: I have to say that I am impressed by the breadth of topics that 

Italian environmental historians have covered over the past decades. It is also 

interesting to see how you can draw out the lines of thought from early research 

to the present. We don’t have the same traditions in Germany. The study of 

German environments does not have a home; it has never really had one. We do 

not have longstanding traditions or schools. For a decade or so, the University 

NEÚ&½SSHMFDMÚV@RÚSGDÚDOHBDMSDQÚNEÚDMUHQNMLDMS@KÚGHRSNQXÚHMÚ&DQL@MXÚ3VNÚETKKÚ

professors, early modernist Manfred Jakubowski-Thiessen and biologist Bernd 

'DQQL@MM�Ú Q@MÚ SGDÚ &½SSHMFDMÚ &Q@CT@SDÚ 2BGNNKÚ NEÚ (MSDQCHRBHOKHM@QXÚ $MUHQNM-

mental History. Herrmann’s approach was unique; it was inspired by zoology 

and anthropology. Some of his students, among them Jana Sprenger and Patrick 
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Masius, conducted cutting-edge research on caterpillars in environmental his-

tory, on the common viper, and on wolves. But there is no environmental history 

KDESÚHMÚ&½SSHMFDMÚ3GDÚ&½SSHMFDMÚBDMSDQÚRGTSÚCNVMÚENQÚFNNCÚ,NQDNUDQ�ÚUDQXÚKHSSKDÚ

NEÚSGDÚQDRD@QBGÚBNMCTBSDCÚHMÚ&½SSHMFDMÚENTMCÚHSRÚV@XÚHMSNÚHMSDQM@SHNM@KÚOTAKHB@-

tions. It is a pity that much of the literature is not published in English. This is 

true for German environmental history, and even more so for Italian environ-

mental history. For me and for many of my colleagues, it was both exciting and 

enlightening to see an English translation of your Breve Storia dell’Ambiente 

in Italia. White Horse Press published it under the title A Short Environmental 

History of Italy: Variety and Vulnerability. And I have to say that the Villa Vigoni 

encounter of Italian and German scholars last year was a true highlight. We 

were able to discuss our research in English and discovered a lot of potential for 

future exchange and collaboration.

Gabriella Corona: The meeting at Villa Vigoni was fantastic and above all an origi-

M@KÚDWODQHDMBDÚ(S@KXÚ@MCÚ&DQL@MXÚG@UDÚKNMFÚADDMÚKHMJDCÚHMÚSGDÚÅDKCÚNEÚDMUHQNMLDM-

tal history. If only for the fact that we—you, Mauro Agnoletti, and I—jointly publish 

one of the major journals in environmental history, Global Environment: A Journal of 

Transdisciplinary History. Our editorial focus, particularly open to young research-

ers from the Global South, has pushed us to publish lesser-known historiographies, 

granting contributors the opportunity to make themselves known internationally. 

Perhaps what I found most extraordinary about this volume of essays was its con-

ception at the Villa Vigoni residence, which brought the German and Italian au-

thors of this volume into dialogue. The intertwining of autobiographies, histories 

of places, historical sources, and memory exercises was a new and original experi-

ence. It creates an environmental history based on practices of dialoguing with an 

ethnoanthropological approach. It is an invitation to look at the historian’s role as 

a “mediator” between the source and what he or she reads and sees. The historian 

is a “translator,” so to speak. The contributions in this volume intermingle with the 

story of what is being told and with that of the writer, who in most traditional ap-

proaches remains in the background. There is a passion for knowledge and a love 

for the places that are studied and the emotions they evoke in us. These texts convey 

a “thirst” for history and memory, without neglecting intellectual analysis, as ex-

pressed by the historiographic contributions that emerge from the texts. The result 
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is very effective and compelling.

Wilko Graf von Hardenberg’s contribution deals with the memory and history of the 

region near Vercelli, a story of irrigation techniques but also of work and fatigue, 

malaria, and struggles against the fascist regime. The history of the Schwarzenbach 

dam is described through the eyes of Fabian Zimmer as a boy, who sees it in a com-

pletely different way to how he will as an adult with greater vision. The result is the 

account of a great transformation of nature based on the use of “white coal.” Sophie 

+@MFDÚRGNVRÚTRÚSGDÚCHEÅBTKSHDRÚNEÚ@ÚQDRD@QBGDQÚVGNÚL@JDRÚGHRSNQXÚNTSÚNEÚSGDLDR�Ú

such as the pollution of the Elbe divided between two Germanies, each with a pro-

foundly different way of interpreting and measuring the same phenomenon. The 

history of the Aral Sea and Syr Daria before the Soviet intervention appears in the 

QDÅMDCÚ@MCÚRTFFDRSHUDÚRSNQXÚSG@SÚ%KNQ@Ú)Ú1NADQSRÚL@JDRÚNEÚHSÚ ÚRSQNMFÚBTKSTQ@KÚ@MCÚ

RBHDMSHÅBÚSDMRHNMÚODQLD@SDRÚ"K@TCHNÚCDÚ,@INiRÚSDWS�ÚBQD@SHMFÚ@ÚCH@KNFTDÚSGQNTFGÚSGDÚ

study of the commons between the southern Italian and the Brazilian mountains. 

His text intertwines environmental history with evolutionary biology, with the rules 

of mountain communities dialoguing with sources from botanists and naturalists. 

There is Noemi Quagliati’s story of France devastated by the war and its transfor-

mations in visual history, which conveys a great passion for photographic sources. 

Roberta Biasillo’s text intertwines the exhilarating discovery of new sources with 

QDÆDBSHNMÚNMÚSGDÚSGDLDÚNEÚSGDÚQNKDÚNEÚRNHKR�ÚSGDHQÚM@STQ@KÚBG@Q@BSDQHRSHBR�Ú@MCÚGTL@MÚ

intervention during Fascist Italy’s colonization of Libya. The story of a German city 

emerges from Ansgar Schanbacher’s study of ancient maps and walks through the 

streets of a modern city. David-Christopher Assmann shows us that such a central 

theme for environmental history as waste can be transformed into a literary experi-

ence and be perceived through a wide range of feelings and emotions.

Now, Christof, you were a convener of the Villa Vigoni conference. If you had been 

asked to submit a piece, what would you have written? How does your personal story 

intertwine with environmental history? Which place would you have chosen and 

which story would you have told?

Christof Mauch: 6G@SÚ@ÚVNMCDQETKÚPTDRSHNMÚ(ÚÅMCÚOK@BDRÚKHJDÚ,DM@FFHN�ÚSGDÚ
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site of Villa Vigoni at Lake Como, absolutely intriguing. Picturesque and tran-

quil places. Villa Vigoni is a romantic oasis with ancient trees and beautiful 

vistas of the lake. But today’s setting is hiding a history of exploitation of human 

labor and of nature. Silk worms and mulberry trees and the labor of multiple 

workers produced the wealth that created the villa and paid for the art. I live in 

a similar place at Lake Starnberg, south of Munich. This place in Upper Bavaria 

V@RÚ NMBDÚ @Ú ONNQÚ UHKK@FDÚ 3GDÚ ÅRGDQLDMÚ @MCÚ OD@R@MSRÚVDQDÚ DWOKNHSDCÚ AXÚ SGDÚ

aristocracy through taxes and tithe. With the arrival of the railroad, the upper 

classes and artists settled at the lake, as well as wealthy Nazis. I might have 

written about Villa Vigoni or about the beauty of my current home and about the 

violence that beauty can hide. But most likely, in the spirit of our collaboration 

and dialogue, my text for this volume would have focused on the connections, 

both environmental and cultural, between Bavaria and Italy. A glance at a topo-

graphical map will suggest that Northern Italy and Southern Germany are fully 

separated by the Alpine mountain range. But our worlds are also connected. 

Bavarian and Italian hills are part of the same activity that created a rough 

climate and a barren landscape, and our lakes are of glacial origin, north as 

well as south of the Alps. Against many odds, migrants and their skills, animals 

and plants, food and customs, spices and textiles have found their way through 

mountain valleys and gorges across the Alps. Munich’s architecture is inspired 

by Italian styles. Italian laborers helped build Bavarian railway lines. Under-

standing how weather and seasons, altitudes and forests, and rivers and gorges 

have connected and separated us would be a project worthy of Villa Vigoni and 

our collaboration that I hope will see many more chapters.
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